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Abstract 
Nuclear receptors are a superfamily of ligand-dependent transcription factors that are 
involved in numerous biological processes in homeostasis and disease. Liver X receptors 
(LXRs) are members of the nuclear receptors family that are regulated by oxidized forms 
of cholesterol (oxysterols) and other byproducts of cholesterol metabolism and 
biosynthesis. In addition, there are synthetic agonists, such as T0901317 (T1317), which 
have higher affinity and stability. LXRs are key factors in the regulation of lipid 
homeostasis and in the modulation of inflammation. There are two LXRs isoforms, LXRα 
(NR1H3) and LXRβ (NR1H2), encoded by two different genes and with differential tissue 
distribution. In order to bind to the DNA and regulate the expression of target genes, 
LXRs form heterodimers with the retinoid X receptors (RXRs), another member of the 
nuclear receptors family. LXRs can also repress the expression of genes, for example 
interacting with co-repressor complexes through transrepression.  

In the last decade, there has been a growing interest in LXRs as therapeutic targets 
against cancer. Activation of LXRs with high doses of synthetic agonists exerts direct 
antiproliferative, cytostatic and pro-apoptotic effects in vitro in many cancer cell lines. 
In addition, pharmacological activation of LXRs can inhibit tumor progression in pre-
clinical models in mice. Interestingly, in our own previous studies using a syngeneic 
model of Lewis lung carcinoma, activation of the LXR pathway with T1317 suppressed 
tumor growth in wild type but not in LXR-deficient mice, underlining the importance of 
functional expression of LXRs in the host for the antitumoral effects of the agonist. In 
addition, the expression of the chemokines CCL17 and CCL22, key attractants for 
regulatory T (Treg) cells, and the transcription factor IRF4 was inhibited in T1317-treated 
TAMs in vivo and ex vivo. 

Based on these observations, we further explored the actions of the LXR agonist in the 
tumor microenvironment. Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are the most 
abundant immune cells in the tumor microenvironment, and they strongly contribute to 
the establishment of an immunosuppressive environment. We studied two TAM 
subpopulations with distinct phenotypic characteristics and intra-tumoral localization, 
named MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs after their differential expression of MHCII. 
Collectively, treatment with T1317 impacted the transcriptional profile of TAMs at 
multiple levels, suppressing several mechanisms used by these cells for the maintenance 
of the immunosuppressed environment. Among these effects, activation of LXRs caused 
a decrease in the abundance of Tregs in the tumor, without affecting their 
immunosuppressive or proliferative capabilities, nor their peripheral abundance. 
Concomitantly with the inhibition of CCL17 expression in TAMs, the results suggested 
that LXR activation reduced Treg intratumoral abundance through blocking their 
recruitment. In this sense, a functional systemic expression of IRF4 was found necessary 
for the T1317-mediated inhibition of tumor growth.  

In addition, the inhibitory effect of LXR activation on CCL17, CCL22 and IRF4 expression 
was also observed in human macrophages derived from peripheral mononuclear cells 



from healthy donors, suggesting that the crosstalk between LXRs and the IRF4-
CCL17/CCL22 axis is evolutionary conserved and may be also relevant in humans. 

Overall, these results shed new light on the mechanisms of LXR agonists as antitumoral 
drugs targeting the tumor microenvironment.  
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ABBREVIATIONS 
 

- ABC – ATP binding cassette 
- ADP – Adenosine diphosphate 
- ADPR – Adenosine diphosphate ribose 
- AIM – Apoptotic inhibitory factor secreted by macrophages 
- APC – Antigen presenting cell 
- ApoE – Apolipoprotein E 
- Arg1 – Arginase 1 
- ATP – Adenosine triphosphate 
- BCR – B cell receptor 
- BMDM - Bone marrow-derived macrophages 
- cADPR – Cyclic adenosine diphosphate ribose 
- CCL – Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand  
- CCR – Chemokine (C-C motif) receptor 
- CD – Cluster differentiation 
- CDK – Cyclin-dependent kinases  
- COX – Cyclooxygenases  
- CSF-1 – Colony-stimulating factor 1, also known as macrophage colony-

stimulating factor (M-CSF) 
- CSF-1R – Colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor, also known as macrophage 

colony-stimulating factor receptor (M-CSFR) 
- CTLA-4 – Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 
- CXCL – Chemokine (C-X-C motif) Ligand 
- CXCR – Chemokine (C-X-C motif) Receptor 
- DBD – DNA binding domain 
- DC – Dendritic cell 
- DDA – Dendrogenin A 
- DMEM – Dulbecco's modified eagle medium 
- DMSO – Dimethyl sulfoxide 
- ELISA – Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
- FASN – Fatty acid synthase  
- FBS – Fetal bovine serum 
- Fc – Fragment crystallizable  
- FoxP3 – Forkhead box P3 
- G-CSF – Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor 
- G-MDSC – Granulocytic myeloid-derived suppressor cell 
- GM-CSF – Granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor 
- GM-CSFR – Granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor receptor 
- HBSS – Hank’s balanced salt solution 
- HC – Hydroxycholesterol  
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- HDL – High density lipoprotein 
- HRP – Horseradish peroxidase 
- HSC – Hematopoietic stem cell 
- IDO1/IDO2 – Indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase 1-2 
- IDOL – Inducible degrader of LDL receptor 
- IFN – Interferon  
- IFNR – Interferon receptor 
- IL – Interleukin 
- IL-R – Interleukin receptor  
- iNOS – Inducible nitric oxide synthase 
- IRF – Interferon regulatory factor  
- JAK – Janus kinase 
- LBD – Ligand binding domain 
- LCOR – Ligand-dependent nuclear receptor co-repressor 
- LDL – Low density lipoprotein 
- LDLR – Low density lipoprotein receptor 
- LPL – Lipoprotein lipase 
- LPS – Lipopolysaccharide 
- LRP – LDL receptor related protein 
- LT – Lymphotoxin  
- LXR – Liver X receptor 
- LXRE – LXR response element 
- M-MDSC – Monocytic-myeloid-derived suppressor cells 
- MDSC – Myeloid-derived suppressor cells 
- MerTK – Mer tyrosine kinase 
- MAPK – Mitogen-activated protein kinases 
- Mgl2 – Macrophage galactose n-acetyl-galactosamine-specific lectin 2 
- MHC – Major histocompatibility complex 
- MMP – Metalloproteinase 
- MoDCs – Monocyte-derived dendritic cells 
- MyD – Myeloid differentiation primary response 
- NAADP – Nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
- NAD – Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
- NADP – Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
- NCoR – Nuclear receptor co-repressor 
- NF-κB – Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells 
- NK – Natural killer 
- NLRP3 – NOD-like receptor family pyrin domain-containing 3 
- Nos2 – Nitric oxide synthase 2 (see iNOS) 
- NR – Nuclear receptor 
- PAMPs – Pathogen-associated molecular patterns 
- PBS – Phosphate buffer saline 
- PD-1 – Programmed cell death protein 1 
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- PD-L1/2 – Programmed cell death-ligand ½ 
- PI3K – Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase  
- PRR – Pattern recognition receptors 
- Ptgs – Prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase  
- PUFA – Polyunsaturated fatty acid 
- Retnla – Resistin-like alpha 
- RNS – Reactive nitrogen species  
- RORγT – Retinoic-acid-receptor-related orphan receptor γT 
- ROS – Reactive oxygen species 
- RPMI – Roswell Park memorial institute 
- RXR – Retinoid X receptor 
- SCD – Stearoyl-CoA desaturase  
- SLAP/SLAP2 – Src-like adaptor proteins 
- SOCS – Suppressor of cytokine signaling  
- Srebf1 – See SREBP1c 
- SREBP1c – Sterol regulatory element binding protein 1c 
- STAT – Signal transcription and activator of transcription  
- TADC – Tumor-associated dendritic cell 
- TAM – Tumor-associated macrophage 
- TGFβ – Transforming growth factor β 
- Th – Helper T cell 
- TLR – Toll-like receptor  
- TME – Tumor microenvironment 
- TNFα – Tumor necrosis factor α 
- Treg – T regulatory cell 
- TTP – Tristetraprolin 
- VEGF – Vascular endothelial growth factor 
- VEGFR – Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 
- WT – Wild type 
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1. The immune system: an overview 

 

The immune system is a complex network of organs, tissues, cells, and molecules that 

work in an organized and synchronized manner to survey and protect the organism from 

both external and internal threats. Roughly, it can be divided into several levels of 

defense: physical and chemical barriers, and innate and adaptive immune systems.  

The innate immune system is composed of molecules and cells that recognize and attack 

pathogens very shortly after the pathogen invades the organism. The cells that belong 

to the innate immune system are primarily the myeloid cells, including macrophages, 

neutrophils, and dendritic cells (DCs), and the innate lymphoid cells, like the natural 

killer (NK) cells. All these cells have an arsenal of pattern recognition receptors (PRR) 

that can bind and recognize a variety of pathogen-associated molecular patterns 

(PAMPs) (Punt et al., 2019). PAMP recognition by PRR activates local phagocytes, like 

macrophages that rapidly engulf and digest pathogens by phagocytosis. It can also lead 

to the production of molecules that have direct antimicrobial capabilities, or that causes 

the physiological changes that are known as inflammation (Punt et al., 2019).  

The innate immune cells have the crucial role of activating the third level of defense: the 

adaptive immune system composed by T and B lymphocytes (Punt et al., 2019). The 

activation of the adaptive immune response is initiated usually by DCs. Immature DCs 

are specialized phagocytic cells that migrate from the bone marrow to reside and survey 

the peripheral tissues in search of pathogens. In the onset of an infection, they are 

attracted to the inflammation site. Upon phagocytosis and activation antigen-bearing 

DCs migrate to the lymph nodes, where they present antigens coupled to major 

histocompatibility complexes (MHC) to T lymphocytes (Punt et al., 2019).  

T cells are key elements for the adaptive immune response. In the thymus, pre-T cells 

acquire a unique T cell receptor (TCR) that recognizes a specific antigen. After thymic 

selection, two types of T lymphocytes are present in the circulation, cluster 

differentiation (CD)4 positive (mainly helper T (Th) cells) or CD8 positive (cytotoxic T 

cells). Naïve T cells migrate through the bloodstream to peripheral lymphoid organs 

where they will be activated upon recognition of specific peptides presented by antigen 
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presenting cells (APC) (Punt et al., 2019). Activated T cells undergo clonal expansion. The 

resulting daughter cells, with the same antigen specificity, will differentiate into effector 

T cells and will migrate to the infection site. Effector cytotoxic T cells will destroy infected 

cells whereas Th will activate other immune cells and coordinate the immune response. 

Some effector T cells stay at peripheral lymphoid organs where they will interact with B 

cells (Punt et al., 2019). 

B cells are the other key cellular component in adaptive immune responses. They 

originate in the bone marrow. Each mature B cell has a different antigen-specific 

receptor called B cell receptor (BCR). The secreted forms of the BCR are known as 

antibodies. Once bound to antigens, antibodies directly neutralize the pathogen or label 

it (opsonization) for a more efficient elimination by the innate immune system (Punt et 

al., 2019). B cells are activated in the secondary lymphoid organs upon recognition of 

specific antigens. Interaction with effector Th cells is also essential for B cell activation. 

Through this interaction B cells present antigens to Th cells, which then produce signals 

required for B cell activation. Upon the T cell-dependent activation of B cells, they 

undergo clonal expansion within specialized structures called germinal centers. Some 

activated B cells will then differentiate plasma cells that will produce antibodies. In 

addition, memory B cells will survey the body to generate a secondary response if the 

specific pathogen causes an infection again (Punt et al., 2019). 

Aside from the crucial contribution in activating the adaptive immune response, innate 

immunity also synergizes with effector T cell and B cell responses in the elimination of 

pathogens. For example, effector T cells can activate macrophages through paracrine or 

endocrine cytokine production. Activated macrophages can phagocytose and eliminate 

pathogens more efficiently through the recognition of opsonizing antibodies (Punt et al., 

2019). 

A full-scale immune response is a powerful reaction that damages healthy cells and 

tissues in the process of eliminating the threat. Thus, the immune response must be 

regulated to prevent excessive damage to the body. Once the pathogen is eliminated, 

most of the activated immune cells die through apoptosis and are phagocytosed. 

Memory cells will survive and survey the organism prepared to rapidly activate and fight 

if the pathogen manages to infect again (Punt et al., 2019). In addition, regulatory cells, 
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like regulatory T cells (Treg) can control the response through the secretion of regulatory 

and inhibitory cytokines (Punt et al., 2019). Besides limiting an excessive immune 

response, Treg are also responsible for establishing tolerance to autoantigens and to the 

antigens of the microbiota, induce tolerance to food antigens and regulate the immunity 

of the fetus and placenta. Loss of Treg homeostasis can result in effector T cell responses 

against self-antigens and lead to an autoimmune disorder (Shevyrev & Tereshchenko, 

2020). 

 

1.1 The immune system in the tumor microenvironment 

A tumor is a heterogeneous entity that is not only composed by tumoral cells, but rather 

a collection of host and infiltrating cells, extracellular matrix, blood vessels, and secreted 

factors. This complex network is known as the tumor microenvironment (TME). Immune 

cells are a very important compartment in the TME, and while initially the immune 

system reacts against the tumor to defend the host, tumor cells can exploit 

inflammation and immune cells to support their growth and progression (reviewed in 

Upadhyay et al., 2018).  

Innate and adaptive immune responses crosstalk and display immune surveillance for 

tumoral cells. At initial stages, innate immune cells may infiltrate the tumor and display 

antitumoral actions, such as direct killing of tumor cells, destruction of tumor-associated 

blood vessels or extracellular matrix and inhibition of angiogenesis (reviewed in 

Upadhyay et al., 2018). Tumor-derived DNA has been found in the cytosol of infiltrated 

DCs. Through the activation of the stimulator of interferon genes (STING) pathway, DCs 

sense tumoral DNA, produce type I interferons (IFN), and prime T cells (reviewed in Woo 

et al., 2015). NK cells kill tumoral cells by releasing granzymes and perforins, and secrete 

cytokines, such as IFNγ, which inhibits tumor cell proliferation, stimulates the 

production of anti-angiogenic factors, and promotes the recruitment of DCs and effector 

T cells (Langers et al., 2012). Pro-inflammatory macrophages secrete a wide range of 

cytotoxic factors, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS), nitric oxide, reactive nitrogen 

species (RNS) and pro-inflammatory cytokines (Pan et al., 2020). In addition, they 

stimulate Th1 responses and, along with NK cells, eliminate tumoral cells by antibody-
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dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity (Bruns et al., 2015). Tumoral antigens are 

processed by APCs and presented to the adaptive immune system. Cytotoxic T cells may 

detect the abnormal tumor antigens and eliminate tumor cells. In addition, they also 

produce IFNγ. Th1 cells support cytotoxic T cells through the secretion of interleukin (IL)-

2 and IFNγ (reviewed in Anderson & Simon, 2020).  

Despite the capacity of the immune system to detect and eliminate tumors, the high 

mutation rate and genome plasticity of tumoral cells allows them to proliferate 

uncontrollably until an equilibrium phase with the host is established, enabling the 

tumor to eventually escape from the immune system. Over time, tumoral cells evade 

the immune system by either inducing immune tolerance to tumoral antigens or through 

suppression of the immune cells. In this sense, tumor cells, as well as stromal cells, 

modulate the activity of infiltrating immune cells through the secretion of cytokines and 

other factors. This results in the reprogramming of the infiltrated immune cells, which 

will afterwards play a determinant role in tumor progression, promoting angiogenesis, 

invasion, metastasis, and immune suppression of the antitumoral response (reviewed in 

Upadhyay et al., 2018).  

Among the different mechanisms promoting immunosuppression, a key element is the 

expression of the immunomodulatory receptor programed death-ligand (PD-L)1 in 

tumor and stromal cells which interacts with programmed cell death protein (PD)-1 on 

T cells and inhibits effector T cell responses through the induction of T cell anergy, 

exhaustion and apoptosis (Iwai et al., 2002). 

Broadly, the cells that most contribute in the TME to tumor promotion are tumor-

associated macrophages (TAMs) (which will be further discussed in the sections 

“Macrophages in the tumor microenvironment” and “Pro-tumoral effects of tumor-

associated macrophages”), regulatory DCs, Tregs and myeloid-derived suppressor cells 

(MDSCs).  

DCs have inherently antitumorigenic functions in the body, but factors secreted in the 

TME can reprogram DCs to support tumor progression (Fu & Jiang, 2018). Such 

regulatory DCs either present antigens inefficiently, which disarms T cell antitumoral 

activity (Stoitzner et al., 2008; Engelhardt et al., 2012), or dampen pro-inflammatory 
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responses in the tumor by stimulating Th2 cells, which enhance tumor progression by 

secreting IL-4 and IL-13 (Wu et al., 2014 A). In addition, regulatory DCs express the 

enzyme indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenases (IDO), which participates in tryptophan 

metabolism and limits T cell function, and PD-L1, which contributes to their 

immunosuppressive actions. Regulatory DCs also display reduced secretion of type I IFN 

(Harden et al., 2012).  

Tregs also display a potent immunosuppressive activity in the TME. Tregs can be 

recruited to the tumor through several chemokines, such as C-C motif chemokine ligand 

(CCL)5, CCL17 and CCL22, secreted in the TME (Curiel et al., 2004; Schlecker et al., 2012). 

They may also be differentiated or reprogrammed from other infiltrating T cell 

populations. In Tregs, PD-1/PD-L1 or PD-L2 interactions promote their development and 

maintenance through the stabilization of forkhead box P3 (FoxP3) expression (Francisco 

et al., 2009). It has been observed that PD-L1 synergizes with transforming growth factor 

(TGF)β to promote differentiation of naïve T cells into Tregs (Francisco et al., 2009). In 

addition, TGFβ, IL-2 and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) secreted in the TME are able to 

reprogram Th17 cells to acquire a Treg phenotype. These reprogrammed T cells have an 

overlapping phenotype with Th17 and Tregs and express CD25 and C-C chemokine 

receptor (CCR)4 (Downs-Canner et al., 2017). 

Tregs exert their immunomodulatory functions in the TME through several mechanisms, 

both contact-dependent and by secretion of immunomodulatory mediators. Tregs 

constitutively express the checkpoint molecule cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated 

protein (CTLA)-4, which competes with the costimulatory molecule CD28 for the binding 

with CD80/86 on APCs. Thus, CTLA-4 competitive binding blocks CD28-mediated 

costimulatory signals and inhibits effector T cell proliferation, cytokine production and 

survival pathways (Curran et al., 2010; Grosso & Jure-Kunkel, 2013). Activated Tregs also 

upregulate lymphocyte activation gene-3, an immunomodulatory protein analog for 

CD4. Although its specific mechanism of immunosuppression is still not clear, it is likely 

displayed through the interaction with MHC II, thus impairing DC maturation and 

inducing anergy in tumor infiltrating T cells (Liang et al., 2008). Studies also report that 

Treg-derived perforin and granzyme induce immunosuppression by targeting NK and 
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cytotoxic T cells, incapacitating them to eliminate tumor cells (Zhao et al., 2006; Cullen 

et al., 2010).  

Tregs also secrete anti-inflammatory mediators in the TME. IL-10 inhibits IFNγ-mediated 

APC activation (thus preventing T cell activation) and stabilizes the suppressive 

phenotype of recently activated Treg (Dennis et al., 2013; Mittal et al., 2015). TGFβ 

downregulates the expression of IL-2 in the TME and induces cell cycle arrest and inhibits 

T cell proliferation (Wrzesinski et al., 2007). IL-35 also inhibits T cell proliferation through 

G1-S cell cycle arrest (Pylayeva-Gupta, 2016).  

Tregs express CD25, the high affinity receptor for IL-2. Expression of CD25 contributes 

to immunosuppression by out-competing infiltrating T cells for IL-2, thus depriving 

surrounding T cells from a key survival and expansion signal and resulting in the 

induction of T cell apoptosis (Pandiyan et al., 2007). Finally, Tregs produce adenosine, 

whose accumulation in the TME causes immunosuppression through the inhibition of 

pro-inflammatory pathways (Romio et al., 2011; Allard et al., 2016). 

Another important cell type that promotes immunosuppression in the TME is the MDSC. 

In the TME, MDSCs can be subdivided in two subsets: monocytic MDSCs (M-MDSCs), 

with a CD11bhigh, LY6Chigh, and LY6Glow phenotype, and granulocytic MDSCs (G-MDSCs), 

characterized by CD11bhigh, LY6Clow, and LY6Ghigh expression (Bronte et al., 2016). Due to 

the enhanced expression of immunosuppressive molecules, both subtypes present in 

the TME have an increased suppressive phenotype compared to MDSCs found in 

peripheral lymphoid organs (Kumar et al., 2016). MDSCs in peripheral lymphoid organs 

use several major pathways for immunosuppression. They produce ROS, nitric oxide and 

peroxynitrite, which can nitrate chemokines and block the access of cytotoxic T cells to 

the tumor (Nagaraj et al., 2007; Molon et al., 2011; Raber at al., 2014). They also express 

enzymes that catabolize and reduce the availability of amino acids that are essential for 

T cell function and proliferation. For example, the expression of arginase (Arg)1 reduces 

the availability of L-arginine (Raber et al., 2012), and the expression of IDO reduce the 

availability of L-tryptophan (Yu et al., 2013). Finally, MDSCs also reduce the availability 

of L-cysteine though the expression of the xCT cysteine/glutamate transporter, which 

uptakes cysteine, and the lack of expression of the alanine-serine-cysteine transporter 

Asc-1, which exports cysteine, resulting in the consumption of L-cysteine from the 
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surrounding area (Srivastava et al., 2010). MDSCs also produce Il-10 and TGFβ (Kumar 

et al., 2016 B), activate Tregs (Pan et al., 2010), and affect NK function (Mao et al., 2014). 

The inflammatory and hypoxic conditions of the TME, causes alterations in the MDSC 

phenotype resulting in a more potent non-specific immunosuppressive activity 

(reviewed in Kumar et al., 2016 B). Intratumoral MDSCs increase their expression of Arg1 

and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and downregulate ROS production (Corzo et 

al., 2010; Schlecker et al., 2012), upregulate their expression of PD-L1 (Noman et al., 

2014) and increase their secretion of CCL4 and CCL5, thus enhancing Treg recruitment 

to the TME (Schlecker et al., 2012). Lastly, MDSCs in the TME also enhance angiogenesis 

and promote epithelial-mesenchymal transition through IL-6 secretion (Condamine et 

al., 2015; Condamine et al., 2016). In addition, they can differentiate into TAMs 

contributing to the maintenance of the TAM intratumoral pool (Corzo et al., 2010; 

Strauss et al., 2015). 

 

2. The macrophage: biology, polarization, and functions 
 

Macrophages are mononuclear cells from the innate immune system. They have great 

importance, both in host defense and in the maintenance of homeostasis in several 

tissues. First, they phagocytose and eliminate pathogens, secrete a wide range of 

cytokines and other mediators that trigger the inflammatory response, and present 

antigens to T lymphocytes, thus stimulating the adaptive immune response. Second, 

they contribute to the negative regulation and resolution of the immune response by 

eliminating dead cells and promoting tissue repair. Third, they have critical roles in the 

developmental process of many organs and tissues, like mammary glands, bones, and 

brain. Therefore, macrophages are remarkably versatile cells, capable of responding to 

the tissue microenvironment and polarizing and switching their phenotype to adapt 

their functions. Their phenotypic plasticity is a hallmark of macrophages, which allows 

them to display completely different functions depending on the disease state or 

developmental stage.  
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In mice, tissue resident macrophages from many compartments start to colonize the 

tissue during early embryonic stages (Epelman et al., 2014). For example, microglia, 

specialized macrophages that reside in the central nervous system, originate exclusively 

from the yolk sack. Alveolar macrophages, in contrast, start to colonize the lungs from 

the fetal liver myelopoiesis (Epelman et al., 2014). If resident macrophages are not 

eliminated because of an inflammatory event, their maintenance in the adult mice is 

achieved through self-renewal and does not depend on the influx from macrophages 

derived from blood monocytes (Locati et al., 2020). In homeostatic conditions, 

macrophages originating from adult bone marrow precursors also contribute to the 

tissue resident populations, completely in some tissues, like the intestines, and partially 

in others, like the dermis, heart, and kidney. In humans, there is also evidence that 

supports the dual origin of tissue macrophages, either blood monocyte-derived or local, 

self-maintained from fetal origin (Bassler et al., 2019).  

In general, evidence suggests that self-renewing tissue resident macrophages have a 

major role in the maintenance of tissue homeostasis whereas monocyte-derived 

macrophages respond to pathological stimuli (Locati et al., 2020). In pathological 

conditions, macrophages derived from blood monocytes infiltrate the tissue and 

promote inflammation. Is still a matter of debate for how long these inflammatory cells 

stay in the tissue after the resolution of inflammation and if they adopt or not the 

phenotype of tissue-resident macrophages.  

 

2.1 Macrophage classification 

The classification of macrophage subtypes, given the huge phenotypic diversity of 

subpopulations in homeostasis and disease and their capacity to shift phenotype 

depending on the stimuli, is even today a matter of discussion. Based on studies in vitro, 

macrophages are frequently subdivided in two paradigmatic phenotypes. Macrophages 

stimulated with the gram-negative bacterial compound lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and/or 

the cytokine IFNγ undergo “classical” activation, which many authors refer to as M1 

phenotype. In contrast, macrophages stimulated with IL-4, undergo an “alternative” 

activation which is also known as the M2 phenotype (Murray et al., 2014). 
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The initial M1/M2 dichotomy has been further adapted to denominate different 

activation scenarios (M2 was expanded into subcategories, M2a, M2b, M2c). In this 

classification, M1 and M2 are paradigmatic poles of a spectrum of phenotypes, which 

reinforces the idea that it is very difficult to easily distribute macrophages in defined 

groups (Figure 1) (Mantovani, 2016).  

Canonical M1 macrophages, or classically activated, are specialized in the development 

of pro-inflammatory responses (Figure 1). Typically, macrophages polarize to an M1 

phenotype to assist the host against infections. They secrete high levels of pro-

inflammatory cytokines (IL-6, IL-12, IL-23, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)α), have anti-

microbial activities, produce ROS, nitric oxide and RNS, and stimulate the shift of Th cells 

towards the Th1 phenotype. They also have increased expression of the high affinity Fcγ 

receptor (CD16/CD32), and the costimulatory molecules CD80 and CD86, thus displaying 

an enhanced capacity to phagocytose antibody-opsonized materials and activate Th 

cells, respectively. 

In the opposite part of the spectrum, M2 macrophages, or alternatively activated 

macrophages, are involved in anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory responses 

(Figure 1). They also play a crucial role in damaged tissue repair and angiogenesis. They 

highly express the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, Arg1, mannose receptor CD206, the 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and the chemokines CCL17 and CCL22, which 

are important attractants of Th2 and Tregs. 

Researchers use to target lineage-specific markers to analyze immune cell populations. 

With macrophages, the difficulty dwells in the fact that different macrophage activation 

states are related to shifts in the expression of a large number of genes, but none of 

them completely defines an activation state. While many authors use the M1/M2 

simplified vision of macrophage polarization, the real situation in the tissue, in which a 

variety of cytokines and growth factors participate in defining the final phenotype, is 

more complex and multiple phenotypes coexist in the same pathogenic scenario (Wynn 

et al., 2013). Therefore, macrophage polarization goes far beyond the M1/M2 

dichotomy, even though M1 and M2 macrophages can be found in pathological 

conditions and are important in the immune response. A particularly important example 
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is the tumor-associated macrophage (TAM), which will be extensively reviewed further 

in this introduction. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Archetypical M1 and M2 polarization of macrophages. IFNγ and LPS are the classical 

signals that promote M1 polarization, whereas IL-4 and IL-13 induce M2 polarization. The M1 

phenotype in macrophages is involved in the induction of inflammation, tumor resistance, and 

graft rejection. The M2 phenotype in macrophages is associated with immune modulation, 

tissue repair and remodeling, and graft acceptance, MCP, monocyte chemoattractant protein, 

Ym1, chitinase-like 3. Figure obtained from Lee, 2019. 
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2.2 Macrophages and the tumor microenvironment 

Macrophages are present in the immune cell compartment infiltrated in all tumors. They 

are, in general, double edge swords, able to promote antitumoral and pro-tumoral 

responses, depending on the signals and stimuli of the microenvironment. TAMs play a 

role in all the phases of tumor development, from the initiation to metastasis. They are 

key drivers of carcinogenic inflammation, promote genetic instability, contribute to 

sabotage antitumoral immune responses, and promote tumor cell invasion and 

metastasis (reviewed in Mantovani et al., 2017) (Figure 2).  

For a long time, the literature held that TAMs arise from circulating monocytes from the 

blood compartment recruited by the tumor cells or non-malignant cells in the tumor 

environment. In that direction, it was shown that in murine mammary cancer, tissue-

resident macrophages are eliminated, and the TAM compartment is refilled with 

monocyte-derived macrophages (Franklin et al., 2014). However, later studies in mice 

suggested that tissue-resident macrophages from embryonic progenitors can also 

become part of the TAM compartment in some cancers such as glioma 

(Hambardzumyan et al., 2016) and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (Zhu et al., 2017). 

In humans, the absence of reliable TAM markers and the lack of in-depth extensive 

studies makes it more difficult to draw conclusions about the ontogeny of TAMs. The 

current assumption is that, in at least some human cancers, there is a coexistence of 

TAMs from different origins and that the TME is the driver of their education. In addition, 

although TAM proliferation has been observed in some cancer models, this mechanism 

does not always explain the maintenance of TAM numbers within the tumor. This 

observation suggests that the recruitment of circulating cells, including monocytes and 

M-MDSCs highly contributes to the maintenance of TAM populations, (Figure 2) 

(Franklin et al., 2014; Strauss et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016 A). Nevertheless, the origin 

of TAMs does not seem to affect their phenotype and functions in the TME.  
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2.3 Pro-tumoral effects of tumor-associated macrophages 

TAMs exert multiple pro-tumoral actions in different stages of tumor development 

(Figure 2). Chronic inflammation is one of the factors that highly contribute to the 

emergence of cancer, and macrophages are key for the establishment of a non-resolved 

inflammatory microenvironment. Recent studies have proposed that TAMs may 

enhance genetic instability by the production of ROS, thus promoting carcinogenesis 

(Bonavita et al., 2015). TAMs also participate in tumor growth and metastasis. They 

produce growth factors, e.g. the epidermal growth factor (EGF), that stimulate the 

proliferation of several cancer cells (O’Sullivan et al., 1993; Haque et al., 2019). In 

addition, TAMs promote tissue remodeling through the deposition of fibrotic tissue, or 

the release of proteolytic enzymes, such as metalloproteinases (MMP), which digest and 

modify the extracellular matrix, thus facilitating tumoral cell dissemination (Vinnakota 

et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2020). Also, TAMs can stimulate angiogenesis and 

lymphangiogenesis (Murdoch et al., 2008; Fu et al., 2020), and, in metastatic sites, they 

generate a supportive niche for metastatic cells (Mantovani et al., 2017). 

Despite the diversity in TAM phenotypes in most cancers, TAMs ultimately polarize into 

immunosuppressive cells. On one hand, TAMs can recruit Tregs through the secretion 

of chemokines (e.g. CCL17 and CCL22) and stimulate their activation through the 

production of IL-10 and TGFβ (Mantovani et al., 2017). On the other hand, TAMs can 

suppress T cell activity through additional indirect mechanisms, including the 

consumption of arginine upon Arg1 expression, the production of immunosuppressive 

metabolites and tryptophan depletion through the IDO1 and 2 pathways (Murray et al., 

2014), or the secretion of prostaglandins as a product of cyclooxygenase (COX1 and 

COX2)-mediated arachidonic acid metabolism (Biswas, 2015). TAMs can also mediate T 

cell suppression directly through the expression of PD-L1 and PD-L2, B7-H4 (Kryczek et 

al., 2006) and the V-domain Ig suppressor of T cell activation (VISTA), which may display 

similar functions (Wang et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2. A schematic representation of the roles of TAMs in tumor progression. a) Both blood 

monocytes and M-MDSCs are recruited to the TME through a diverse range of chemoattractants 

and differentiate into TAMs. In some cancer types, tissue resident macrophages can also 

contribute to the TAM pool. Within the tumor, TAMs survive and further proliferate in response 

to growth factors. b) Many different signals can contribute to modulate TAM activation and 

polarization. Those signals are different within each tumor and can be delivered from cancer 

cells, local non-malignant cells (such as fibroblasts), or other cells from the TME (e.g. other 

immune cells). c) TAMs participate in every step of tumor development and deeply affect tumor 

biology through a wide range of pro-tumoral functions. CSF, colony-stimulating factor 1, CSF-R, 

colony-stimulating factor receptor 1, CXCL, C-X-C motif chemokine ligand, Ab Ic, antibody 
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immune complexes, LT, lymphotoxin, miRNA, micro-RNA. Figure obtained from Mantovani et al, 

2017.  

High numbers of TAMs correlate with a worse prognosis in many types of solid tumors, 

strengthening the view that TAMs promote tumor development (Kawahara et al., 2010; 

Zhang et al., 2012). In this sense, the abundance and density of TAMs correlated with 

the tumor grade and a worsened outcome in patients with breast carcinoma (Bingle et 

al., 2002), and with a more advanced-stage disease in patients of breast or bladder 

cancer (Leek et al., 1996; Hanada et al., 2000). In contrast, in patients with specific tumor 

types (prostate, colorectal and non-small-cell lung carcinomas), a high macrophage 

infiltration correlated with a favorable prognosis, which may probably be related to the 

positive effects of TAMs on the response to chemotherapy treatment (Zhang et al., 

2012). 

 

2.4 TAM subpopulations: MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs 

One of the most important characteristics of solid tumors is that, due to their abnormal 

growth, angiogenesis and metabolic alterations, different regions are created within the 

tumor, with an uneven distribution of metabolites and oxygen. The result is a gradient 

of metabolites and oxygen that depends on the intratumoral blood vessels architecture. 

Going further away from the vessels, oxygen pressure decreases and there is also a 

decrease in glucose, while lactate concentration rises. Thus, macrophages in intervessel 

regions must adapt to moderate to severe hypoxia conditions, and to acidosis caused by 

the increased lactate (Arneth, 2020). It has been shown that hypoxia and lactate induce 

the production of angiogenesis factors by TAMs, as well as Arg1 expression (Carmona-

Fontaine et al., 2017). Thus, TAMs may display different functions also as a response to 

specific conditions in different regions of the tumor. 

In this doctoral thesis, we have used a model of experimental subcutaneous tumors 

described by Movahedi and collaborators, in which two subpopulations of TAMs have 

been defined. These subpopulations display distinctive intratumoral spatial distribution 

and differential expression of MHC class II molecules: MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs 

(Movahedi et al., 2010).  
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MHCIIlow TAMs are primarily found in the hypoxic regions of the tumor, have an M2-like 

gene expression pattern and high angiogenic activity. In contrast, MHCIIhigh TAMs can be 

localized in the normoxic regions of the tumor, have a more pro-inflammatory 

phenotype and low angiogenic activity. Both subpopulations are highly 

immunosuppressive and have a low antigen-presenting capacity. Also, both MHCIIlow 

TAMs and, especially MHCIIhigh TAMs secrete the chemokines CCL17 and CCL22 

(Movahedi et al., 2010). Moreover, they show distinct responsiveness to key growth 

factors. On one hand, MHCIIlow TAMs are affected by macrophage-colony stimulating 

factor (M-CSF) and are unresponsive to granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating 

factor (GM-CSF). On the other hand, GM-CSF does influence the fine-tuning of the 

MHCIIhigh TAM phenotype (Van Overmeire et al., 2016). 

 

3. The GM-CSF pathway 

 

GM-CSF is a member of the colony stimulating factors superfamily, along with M-CSF 

and the granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF). While M-CSF displays three active 

dimeric forms (secreted, anchored to the extracellular matrix and as a transmembrane 

protein), GM-CSF and G-CSF can only be detected as secreted monomers. Originally, 

CSFs were described as growth factors capable of stimulating the formation of colonies 

of myeloid cells from murine bone marrow hematopoietic precursors in vitro (reviewed 

in Becher et al., 2016). GM-CSF was first detected in conditioned medium from murine 

lung tissue stimulated with LPS and it was able to stimulate the proliferation of 

granulocytes and macrophages derived from bone marrow in vitro (Burgess et al., 1977). 

Nowadays, it is known that GM-CSF stimulates the proliferation of a diverse range of 

cells from hematopoietic origin, not only macrophages and granulocytes, but also 

erythroid cells and megakaryocytes, in a dose-dependent manner (reviewed in Hong et 

al., 2016).  

The biological sources of GM-CSF are very diverse, including macrophages, mast cells, B 

cells, activated T cells, fibroblasts, vascular endothelial cells, epithelial cells (Shi et al., 

2006; Ponomarev et al., 2007; Codarri et al., 2011; Greter et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015; 
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Shiomi & Usui, 2015), and an important number of cancer cell types (Perez et al., 2009; 

Lammel et al., 2012; Revoltella et al., 2012; Urdinguio et al., 2013). Production of GM-

CSF is stimulated by pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-6, IL-1, and TNFα. In contrast, its 

expression can be suppressed by the cytokines IL-10, IL-4, and IFNγ (reviewed in Hong 

et al., 2016). The homeostatic sera levels of GM-CSF are often extremely low or even 

indetectable, only expressed in non-sterile tissues, like gut or lungs; but the levels of 

circulating GM-CSF rise dramatically in response to pro-inflammatory stimuli (Petrina et 

al., 2021). 

The GM-CSF receptor (GM-CSFR), also known as CD116 is a heterodimeric complex with 

two subunits: the alpha chain and the beta chain. The alpha chain possesses an 

extracellular ligand-binding domain specific for GM-CSF, whereas the beta chain, shared 

with the receptors for IL-3 and IL-5, promotes signal transduction (Onetto-Pothier et al., 

1990; Kitamura et al., 1991) (Figure 3). 

GM-CSF signaling can be controlled negatively by downregulation of the subunits of the 

GM-CSFR or the dephosphorylation of downstream mediators. Src-like adaptor proteins 

(SLAP and SLAP2) can interact with the GM-CSFR alpha chain resulting in the 

downregulation of both GM-CSFR subunits (Liontos et al., 2011). Suppressor of cytokine 

signaling 1 (SOCS1), can facilitate ubiquitination of the beta chain of GM-CSFR or JAK2, 

tagging them for degradation in the proteasome (Bunda et al., 2013).  

The role of GM-CSF in homeostatic myelopoiesis is not as wide as that of the other CSF 

family members. Contrarily to mice deficient in M-CSF, with severe developmental 

defects due to their deficiencies in osteoclasts and tissue macrophages (Wiktor-

Jedrzejczak et al., 1990; Dai et al., 2002), or mice deficient in G-CSF, which have severe 

neutropenia (Lieschke et al., 1994), GM-CSF deficiency impacts selectively development 

of alveolar macrophages from fetal monocytes (Guilliams et al., 2013; Gschwend et al., 

2021) and the maintenance of tissue resident DCs (Bugunovic et al., 2009; Hirata et al., 

2010; Greter et al., 2012). Deficiency in GM-CSF/GM-CSFR in mice causes a pathology 

named pulmonary alveolar proteinosis, characterized by an accumulation of surfactants 

in the alveoli (Becher et al., 2016). The defect in alveolar macrophages, which are 

responsible for surfactant clearance, is the basis for this disease.  
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Figure 3. GM-CSF signaling pathways. Sequential events take place in response to GM-CSF. Fig. 

1) GM-CSF binds to the alpha subunit of the GM-CSFR; 2) Dimerization of the two subunits of 

the GM-CSFR, alpha and beta, which enhances the binding affinity to GM-CSF; 3) Formation of 

the GM-CSFR hexameric complex followed by the lateral association of two hexameric 

complexes; 4) Activation of different signaling pathways. First, several Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) is 

recruited to the cytoplasmic tails of the beta subunits where they trans-phosphorylate each 

other. Phosphorylated JAK2 activates several signaling pathways, including signal transducer 

and activator of transcription 5 (STAT5), mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK), nuclear 

factor kappa B (NFκB) and the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) pathways. The PI3K-protein 

kinase B (PKB)/Akt pathway replicates many downstream effectors that are important for the 

proliferation and survival of myeloid cells. The MAPK pathway, in particular extracellular signal-

regulated kinases (ERK) phosphorylate transcription factors that contribute to myeloid cell 

differentiation and survival. Phosphorylated STAT5 homodimerize and translocate to the 

nucleus where they stimulate the transcription of genes that promote differentiation, survival, 

and proliferation of myeloid cells (such as c-fos, interferon regulatory factor (IRF)4, RelB, proto-

oncogene serine/threonine-protein kinase (pim-1), cytokine Inducible SH2 containing protein 

(cis) and oncostatin M (osm)). Activated NFκB contributes to upregulate RelB and IRF4. Figure 

obtained from Petrina et al., 2021.  
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Many important functions of GM-CSF have been studied in the context of inflammation. 

As mentioned above, basal production of GM-CSF is extremely low, but it rapidly rises 

after the onset of an inflammatory reaction. Myeloid cells (specially monocytes, 

macrophages, neutrophils, and mast cells) are major producers of GM-CSF (reviewed in 

Wicks et al., 2016). At the same time, GM-CSF stimulates differentiation of myeloid cells 

from hematopoietic progenitors in the bone marrow. For example, GM-CSF stimulates 

the differentiation, activation and survival of neutrophils and eosinophils. In neutrophils, 

it upregulates the expression of integrins (CD11b), increasing their capacity to enter in 

the inflamed tissues, boosts the generation of ROS, and enhances phagocytosis and 

generation of neutrophil extracellular traps (Yong et al., 1992; Yousefi et al., 2009; Futosi 

et al., 2013). On eosinophils, GM-CSF also has activating and pro-survival effects (Curran 

& Bertics, 2012; Wong et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015). GM-CSF also induces the 

differentiation and survival of monocytes and macrophages and regulates several of 

their functions. It extends cell survival, promotes macrophage proliferation, induces the 

expression of MHC II molecules and PRRs, enhances phagocytosis and antigen 

processing and presentation, induces the generation of ROS and RNS, and upregulates 

the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (reviewed in Hamilton, 

2019). 

In macrophages, stimulation in vitro with GM-CSF induces an “M1-like” phenotype, with 

the production of IL-6, IL-12, TNFα and IL-23 (Akagawa et al., 2006; Fleetwood et al., 

2007), although in vivo the effects of the GM-CSF pathway in monocytes and 

macrophages may depend on other stimuli (or act in synergy with other pathways), like 

IFNγ, LPS, the IRF5 pathway or activin A, a growth factor from the TGFβ superfamily 

(Krausgruber et al., 2011; Sierra-Filardi et al., 2011; Borriello et al., 2017). In some 

circumstances, however, GM-CSF stimulated monocytes display an M2-like phenotype 

in vivo (Däbritz et al., 2015).  

Monocyte-derived DCs (MoDC), which are at very low numbers in steady state, 

accumulate as a consequence of GM-CSF production during inflammation (Segura et al., 

2013). Traditionally, GM-CSF has been used to differentiate DCs in vitro from monocytes 

or bone marrow progenitors, and these cells have similarities with MoDCs (Xu et al., 

2007).  
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GM-CSF has also an important role as a mediator of inflammation during the Th17 

response. Th17 cells are a pro-inflammatory subpopulation of Th cells that are defined 

by their expression of IL-17. They polarize in response to cytokines like IL-1β, IL-23, IL-6, 

or TGFβ (Ko et al., 2014). They are important in anti-bacterial and anti-fungal responses 

but are also strongly related to autoinflammatory and autoimmune disorders, such as 

multiple sclerosis, psoriasis, or rheumatoid arthritis (Ko et al., 2014). Th17 cells produce 

GM-CSF through activation of the transcription factor retinoic-acid-receptor-related 

orphan nuclear receptor gamma (RORγT), although other signaling pathways (e.g. IRF4 

and NFκB) may also contribute depending on external stimuli (Codarri et al., 2011; Ruan 

et al., 2011; Man et al., 2013). In fact, many T cell-driven models of autoimmunity have 

a strong GM-CSF dependence, like the experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), 

collagen induced polyarthritis, myocarditis, and streptococcal cell wall arthritis among 

others (Campbell et al., 1998; Plater-Zyberk et al., 2007; Codarri et al., 2011; Wu et al., 

2016). In addition, a specific subset of Th cells producing GM-CSF has been proposed, 

ThGM cells (reviewed in Herndler-Brandstetter and Flavell, 2014). Natural Killer T (NKT) 

cells can also produce GM-CSF and are important in the regulation of the neutrophil 

response against fungal infections (Bär et al., 2014). 

These observations raise the hypothesis that GM-CSF expression by effector T cells, can 

affect the phenotype and numbers of APC at the inflammation site, specifically inducing 

the polarization toward pro-inflammatory macrophages and the generation of MoDCs. 

At the same time, myeloid cells may produce IL-23 and other pro-inflammatory 

chemokines that stimulate Th17 polarization (Sonderegger et al., 2008; Codarri et al., 

2011; El-Behi et al., 2011).  

 

3.1 GM-CSF in cancer 

In cancer, the use of GM-CSF for antitumoral therapies has been an interesting field of 

study for a long time. Initial studies using secreting tumor vaccines and comparing the 

effectiveness of different pro-inflammatory molecules in B16 melanoma cells concluded 

that GM-CSF promoted the most effective and specific anti-tumor response (Dranoff et 

al., 1993). The idea behind the modification of cancer cells to secrete GM-CSF was to 
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stimulate a strong pro-inflammatory reaction, promoting the recruitment and activation 

of myeloid cells that would later present tumor-associated antigens from the tumor 

vaccine cells. A first clinical trial was performed in patients with metastatic renal cell 

carcinoma. Histology from intradermal biopsies showed that there was indeed an 

infiltration of immune cells in the injection sites (Simons et al., 1997). However, the 

investigation of the GM-CSF tumor vaccine as an antitumoral therapy came to an end 

when two large phase III clinical trials showed the lack of efficacy of the vaccines (Lawson 

et al., 2015). More recently, GM-CSF tumor vaccines have gained attention again thanks 

to their use in clinical trials in combination with the checkpoint blocker Ipilimumab (anti-

CTLA4), were they demonstrated to be safe and more effective that ipilimumab alone 

(Hodi et al., 2014).  

Another approach is based on the delivery of GM-CSF to the tumor site using viral-based 

carriers. T-VEC, a modified herpes virus that encodes GM-CSF, can replicate 

preferentially in cancer cells, produce GM-CSF and, through its oncolytic activity, 

promote the availability of tumor-associated antigens. It has shown therapeutic benefit 

in a phase III clinical trial with stage III-IV melanoma patients (Larocca et al., 2020). Such 

promising results have been studied also in combination with checkpoint inhibitors, like 

the anti-PD-1 antibody Pembrolizumab (Ribas et al., 2018). 

Another possible antitumoral application of GM-CSF is the in vitro generation of DCs 

from patient monocytes, which are activated and loaded with tumor-associated 

antigens and used as vaccines. However, these cells do not migrate well to the lymph 

nodes and do not elicit a proper T cell response, which suggests that better optimization 

of the protocols are required (reviewed in Wimmers et al., 2014).  

It is important to indicate, however, that GM-CSF can also have important pro-tumoral 

roles. It is common that tumor cells secrete GM-CSF or induce its secretion by other cells 

in the TME, reprogramming local macrophages into a immunosuppressive state and 

enhancing systemic myelopoiesis (Bayne et al., 2012; Kohanbash et al., 2013; Su et al., 

2014; Waghray et al., 2016). Although tumor-associated myeloid cells are a very 

heterogeneous group of cells, they are primarily immunosuppressive. GM-CSF indeed 

stimulates the recruitment and differentiation of MDSCs in the TME (Wu et al., 2014 B). 

In addition, the production of GM-CSF by immature myeloid cells in the spleen also helps 
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to maintain splenic hematopoiesis (in mice), facilitating the constant supply of MDSC 

precursors (Wu et al., 2018).  

GM-CSF secretion in the TME may also exert pro-tumoral roles through the induction of 

milk fat globule epidermal growth factor 8 (MFG-E8). This glycoprotein is induced in 

phagocytes to eliminate apoptotic bodies, secrete TGFβ and CCL22 and prime Tregs. In 

melanoma, MFG-E8 has been shown to promote resistance to apoptosis, angiogenesis, 

tumor cell invasion and metastasis, as well as to recruit Tregs to the tumor 

microenvironment (Junishi et al., 2009). Thus, the pro-tumoral roles of GM-CSF are an 

important downside for its use as an antitumoral therapy and they must be taken 

carefully into account in future studies. 

 

4. Nuclear receptors 

 

Nuclear receptors (NRs) conform a superfamily of ligand-activated transcription factors 

that are important for many biological processes, either in homeostasis (development, 

metabolism, reproduction, senescence) or in disease (metabolic diseases, cancer, etc.), 

and include several receptors for lipophilic vitamins, steroid hormones, lipid 

metabolites, and bile acids (Font-Díaz et al., 2021). NRs regulate gene expression at 

different levels, thus modulating a myriad of cell fate decisions. For this reason, NRs 

serve as targets for many drugs in a great range of disorders (NRs represent indeed the 

targets for nearly 15% of pharmacological drugs) (reviewed in Burris et al., 2013). 

The superfamily of NRs is composed of 48 receptors in humans and 49 in mice. They 

share a common structure, with four different structural and functional domains: a long 

N-terminal domain, a DNA-binding domain (DBD), a hinge region, and a C-terminal 

ligand-binding domain (LBD) (reviewed in Fuentes-Prior et al., 2019). The N-terminal 

domain is highly variable in length and contains several regulatory regions. The DBD is 

highly conserved among all the NRs and is composed by two zinc fingers that interact 

with specific response elements in the genome. The flexible hinge region mediates 

receptor dimerization and DNA binding simultaneously and is equipped with the nuclear 
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localization signal. The large LBD recognizes the specific ligands and modulates the 

functional state of the NR. The LBD also participates in protein-protein interactions 

within the NRs subsets allowing the formation of heterodimers (reviewed in Font-Díaz 

et al., 2021). 

The classification of the NR superfamily is based on their subcellular location and the 

ligand-induced effects on gene expression. Some NRs, including high affinity receptors 

for steroid hormones, such as the estrogen receptor, the androgen receptor, and the 

glucocorticoid receptor, are normally found in the cytoplasm. Upon ligand recognition, 

they translocate to the nucleus, undergo dimerization, and modulate transcription. 

Other NRs are normally found in the nucleus and bound to their target DNA sequences 

even in the absence of specific ligands, forming complexes with co-repressor proteins 

and blocking transcription. Ligand recognition causes conformational changes in the NRs 

that allow dissociation of the co-repressor proteins and promote interaction with 

coactivators. This is the case of many NRs that bind diet-derived ligands or molecules 

that are metabolic intermediates or byproducts, such as the peroxisome-proliferator 

activated receptors (PPARs), the vitamin D receptor, the retinoic acid receptor, or the 

liver X receptors (LXRs). These receptors form heterodimers with another NR, the 

retinoid X receptor (RXR). In addition, there are some NRs considered orphan, without 

a known ligand (reviewed in Font-Díaz et al., 2021). 

NRs exerts their functions as transcriptional regulators through different mechanisms. 

Upon ligand recognition, they can activate the transcription directly by the interaction 

of their DBD to specific response elements, either as homodimers or heterodimers and 

interacting with coactivator proteins. Several NRs can also repress gene expression, in 

the presence or absence of ligand. In this sense, many NRs can interfere with other 

transcription factors in a ligand dependent manner, blocking their transcriptional 

activity (a phenomenon known as transrepression). Lastly, NRs can be functionally 

modulated through post-transcriptional modifications, such as phosphorylation, 

SUMOylation and ubiquitination (Sever et al., 2013).  
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4.1 Liver X Receptors  

LXRs are transcription factors from the NR superfamily. Two isoforms have been 

described, NR1H3 (LXRα), and NR1H2 (LXRβ), with 78% homology in their amino acid 

sequence. The expression of LXRβ is widely distributed in the body, whereas LXRα is 

mainly expressed in tissues with a high metabolic activity, such as liver, intestine, 

kidneys, and adipose tissue. In the immune compartment, both LXR isoforms are 

expressed in macrophages, DCs, and neutrophils. B cells express LXRβ, whereas T cells 

express either LXRβ or both isoforms. The natural ligands of LXRs are oxysterols (such as 

22(R)-hydroxycholesterol (HC), 24(S)-HC, 27-HC, and 24(S),25-epoxycholesterol) or 

intermediate molecules from the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway such as the 

cholesterol precursor desmosterol. LXRs can also be activated with synthetic high-

affinity agonists (such as T0901317 and GW3965) which are normally used for 

investigating the effects of the pharmacological activation of LXRs in vivo and in vitro 

(reviewed in Glaría et al., 2020; Dixon et al., 2021). 

LXRs bind to DNA as heterodimers with RXRs through the recognition of specific regions 

in the genome named LXR response elements (LXREs). In the steady state, LXRs are 

bound to co-repressor proteins such as nuclear receptor co-repressor 1 (NCoR1). In the 

presence of the agonist, the LXR-RXR heterodimer undergoes a conformational change 

that promotes the dissociation of the co-repressor complex and allows the recruitment 

of coactivators and the positive transcriptional regulation of their target genes (Wagner 

et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2019). A recent study by Ramón-Vázquez and collaborators 

suggests three different modes of action by which LXRs control gene transcription 

(Ramón-Vázquez et al., 2019). Mode I is also called the de-repression mode. In this case, 

the LXR-RXR heterodimer represses several target genes in the absence of agonists. 

Indeed, genes regulated this way have a higher expression in an LXR-deficient context 

due to de-repression. Once the LXR-RXR heterodimer is activated through ligand-

binding, the expression of these genes is potently upregulated. Mode II describes 

classical ligand-dependent activation by which the LXR-RXR heterodimer upregulates 

transcription in the presence of the agonist, and target gene expression is inhibited in 

an LXR-deficient context. In mode III, the expression of several genes is not upregulated 

upon pharmacological activation of LXRs, but it is indeed reduced in an LXR-deficient 
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context, indicating that functional expression of LXRs is needed indirectly for the 

regulation of those genes (Ramón-Vázquez et al., 2019). 

As it will be further developed in this introduction, LXRs induce the expression of many 

genes involved in lipid and glucose metabolism (reviewed in Glaría et al., 2020). 

Additionally, LXRα selectively regulates genes involved in the control of apoptosis and 

leukocyte migration, whereas LXRβ regulates genes that control lymphocyte 

differentiation and selection (Bensinger et al., 2008; Beceiro et al., 2018; Ramón-

Vázquez et al., 2019). LXRs can also inhibit the transcription of several genes, including 

key mediators of inflammation. For example, through transrepression, SUMOylated 

LXRs can bind to repressor complexes in the promoter of pro-inflammatory genes and 

block the release of co-repressors in response to inflammatory signals, thus inhibiting 

the recruitment of the transcriptional machinery (Ghisletti et al., 2007; Huang et al., 

2011). This topic is further developed in section “Role of Liver X Receptors in 

inflammation”. 

 

4.2 Roles of Liver X Receptors in metabolism 

When cholesterol concentration in the blood is high, there is an increase in the 

concentration of oxidized forms of cholesterol (oxysterols), that are endogenous LXR 

ligands. To compensate for the increased cholesterol levels, LXRs upregulate the 

expression of gene networks involved in cholesterol transport and excretion. LXRs are 

therefore known as sterol sensors that facilitate cholesterol efflux and reverse 

cholesterol transport from peripheral cells such as macrophages to the liver, where it 

will be excreted as bile acids (Repa et al., 2000 B). To define in detail the biological roles 

of LXRs in lipid homeostasis, most of the studies have been performed with synthetic 

agonists. 

In more detail, ligand-mediated activation of LXRs in peripheral cells, such as 

macrophages, promotes the upregulation of sterol transporter proteins from the ATP-

binding cassette family (ABC), namely ABCA1 and ABCG1. Both transporters facilitate 

the transfer of the intracellular cholesterol out from the cells towards high density 

lipoprotein (HDL) particles. In addition, LXRs upregulate the expression of 
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apolipoprotein E (ApoE) in macrophages, which also participates in cholesterol efflux 

(Repa et al., 2000 B; Laffitte et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2007; Ouvrier et al., 2009).  

Simultaneously, LXR activation upregulates the ubiquitin ligase inducible degrader of 

LDL receptor (IDOL), which promotes the degradation of the receptors for low density 

lipoproteins (LDL), thus reducing the uptake of extracellular cholesterol in peripheral 

cells. The neat result is a reduction in cholesterol accumulation in peripheral cells (Figure 

4) (Zelcer et al., 2009). 

In the liver, the activation of LXRs upregulates two more members of the ABC family of 

transporters, ABCG5 and ABCG8, that mediate the excretion of hepatic cholesterol to 

the intestine through the bile ducts. In mice, moreover, LXRα induces the expression of 

cholesterol 7-hydroxylase, which participates in the metabolization of cholesterol into 

bile acids. It has been also shown that LXRs activation may stimulate the transcription 

of hepatic lipoprotein lipase (LPL), which increases the uptake of HDL in the liver. Both 

ABCG5 and ABCG8 transporters are also upregulated by LXRs in the intestinal 

enterocytes, limiting the absorption of cholesterol and facilitating its excretion through 

the feces (Figure 4) (Peet et al., 1998; Repa et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2002; Wilund et al., 

2004) 

LXRs also exert transcriptional control over many genes involved in the synthesis of fatty 

acids. Important mentions are the master transcriptional regulator of fatty acid 

synthesis, sterol regulatory element binding protein 1c (SREBP1c), and several enzymes 

such as the fatty acid synthase (FASN), the acetyl-CoA carboxylase or the stearoyl-CoA 

desaturase (SCD) (Repa et al., 2000 A; Chu et al., 2006; Li et al., 2013). The activation of 

the LXR pathway leads to the increased production of triglycerides by the liver (Figure 

4). In fact, treatment with synthetic LXRs ligands in both mice and humans causes 

abnormal accumulation of triglycerides and hepatic steatosis (Groot et al., 2005; 

Kirchgessner et al., 2016). Interestingly, in homeostatic conditions, a significant increase 

in cholesterol activates the LXR pathway, but also inactivates SREBP1c-mediated lipid 

synthesis pathway. Thus, it is possible that the LXR-mediated increase in fatty acid 

synthesis occurs only as a response to pharmacological LXR activation, and not as a 

physiological mechanism induced by an increase in blood cholesterol levels (Ignatova et 

al., 2013). On the other hand, beyond the quantitative accumulation of fatty acids, 
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pharmacological LXR activation leads to qualitative changes in the fatty acid profile and 

in the distribution of fatty acids within cellular lipid species. In this sense, LXRs promote 

the synthesis of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) and their distribution in cellular 

lipids through the induction of several enzymes involved in long-chain fatty acid 

activation, desaturation, and elongation (Varin et al., 2015; reviewed in Jalil et al., 2019). 

Therefore, LXRs control dynamically the PUFA composition and physicochemical 

properties of cell membranes, which affects several biological processes (reviewed in 

Jalil et al., 2019). 

LXR agonists also exert important anti-diabetic effects in mice. Pharmacological 

activation of LXRs leads to a decrease in hyperglycemia and an improvement in insulin 

sensitivity. The LXR pathway increases brown fat activity, up-regulates the glucose 

transporter 4 in adipose tissue and inhibits hepatic glucose production through the 

downregulation of many gluconeogenic enzymes in the liver (such as the 

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase or the glucose-6-phosphatase) (Commendford et 

al., 2007, Korach-André et al., 2011). 
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Figure 4. Regulation of cholesterol homeostasis by LXR. The accumulation of cholesterol 

increases the availability of endogenous LXR agonists. Activation of the LXR pathways in 

peripheral cells (e.g. macrophages) leads to the upregulation of the cholesterol transporters 

ABCA1 and ABCG1, which promote cholesterol efflux to HDL particles. The ubiquitin ligase IDOL 

is also induced, driving LDL receptor degradation to reduce cholesterol uptake. LXR-mediated 

upregulation of the transporters ABCG5 and ABCG8 in the liver allow the excretion of cholesterol 

to the bile while induction of the cytochrome CYP7A (in mice) increases the metabolization of 

cholesterol into bile acids. Upregulation of SREBP1c and other enzymes involved in lipogenesis 

lead to the synthesis of triglycerides and the secretion of very low-density lipoproteins. In the 

gut, induction of ABCG5 and ABCG8 reduces cholesterol absorption by intestinal enterocytes, 

thus favoring its elimination through the feces. Figure obtained from Schulman et al., 2017. 
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4.3 Roles of Liver X Receptors in inflammation  

LXRs modulate inflammation through the negative regulation of the expression of 

several pro-inflammatory mediators. In this sense, pharmacological activation of the LXR 

pathway ameliorates to a certain extent the outcome of many disease models in mice, 

in part through the negative control of inflammation (reviewed in Glaría et al., 2020 and 

Zhao et al., 2021). Such diseases include atherosclerosis (Bischoff et al., 2010; Zeng et 

al., 2018), arthritis (Park et al., 2010), Alzheimer's disease (Rangaraju et al., 2018), 

neuroinflammatory diseases (Hindinger et al., 2006; Zhang-Gandhi & Drew, 2007), or 

lupus (Han et al., 2018). 

One of the best characterized mechanisms through which LXRs exert their anti-

inflammatory actions is transrepression. Through this action LXRs interfere with the 

activity of transcription factors generally involved in the positive control of a pro-

inflammatory transcription program. As an example, SUMOylated LXRs block the 

activation of NF-κB by interacting with co-repressor complexes associated with NF-κB 

and preventing co-repressor release in response to TLR signaling (Ghisletti et al., 2007). 

SUMOylated LXRs also block the response to IFNγ in murine macrophages and astrocytes 

by interfering with STAT1 recruitment to target gene promoters (Figure 5) (Lee et al., 

2009; Pascual-García et al., 2013). 

In addition to transrepression, LXRs can inhibit the development of inflammation 

through positive regulation of several target genes (Figure 5). In this line, the 

upregulation of the cholesterol transporter ABCA1 in macrophages alters the cholesterol 

composition in the cell membrane, affecting the recruitment of mediators to lipid rafts 

and interfering with TLR signaling (Ito et al., 2015). Moreover, ABCA1 upregulation in 

murine macrophages has been also linked to an increased production of the anti-

inflammatory cytokine IL-10 (Ma et al., 2012). On the other hand, LXRs induce the 

expression of the Mer tyrosine kinase (MerTK) in murine macrophages which enhances 

the capacity of these cells to phagocytose and eliminate apoptotic bodies. These effects 

are associated with suppression of the inflammatory response (Noelia et al., 2009). 

Other studies showed that, through the upregulation of IRF8, LXRs inhibit the 

transcription of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-18. Moreover, synthetic LXRs ligands 

downregulate the expression of both NOD-like receptor family pyrin domain- containing 
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3 (NLRP3), a central component of the inflammasome, and pro-IL-1β, thus blocking the 

maturation of IL-18 and IL-1β (Pourcet et al., 2016; Lei et al., 2017). LXR activation in 

murine macrophages can also upregulate the expression of the zinc-finger protein 

tristetraprolin (TTP), which mediates TNF-α mRNA instability. Through TTP activity, LXR 

activation promotes IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α mRNA decay (Xiao et al., 2017). The scavenger 

receptor apoptotic inhibitory factor secreted by macrophages (AIM)/CD5L, which 

expression is under the control of the LXR pathway (Joseph et al., 2004; Valledor et al., 

2004), may also contribute to the anti-inflammatory actions of LXRs. In human 

monocytes, expression of AIM/CD5L leads to enhanced autophagy and the induction of 

an anti-inflammatory profile, similar to an IL-10-stimulated monocyte (Sanjurjo et al., 

2018). Another mechanism that contributes to the negative control of inflammation is 

the synthesis of long chained PUFAs with anti-inflammatory properties. In this line, LXR 

activation induces SCD2 expression, either directly or through the intermediate 

upregulation of SREBP1c expression. SCD2 activity then favors the synthesis of oleic acid 

and palmitoleic acid, which display anti-inflammatory effects (Spann et al., 2012).  

In DCs, in contrast to the observations in macrophages, LXR may have both anti-

inflammatory and pro-inflammatory actions. On one hand, in human DCs, LXR activation 

has been shown to interfere with T cell stimulation, disrupting immune synapse 

formation through the downregulation of the actin-bundling protein fascin (Geyeregger 

et al., 2007). On the other hand, treatment with LXR ligands in human monocyte-derived 

DCs in vitro stimulated the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and enhanced T 

CD4+ cell activation, due to prolonged NF-κB activity (Töröcsik et al., 2010). Also, 

treatment with LXR agonists results in increased DCs chemotaxis to inflammatory sites 

in association with an enhanced response to the chemokines CCL19 and CCL21 (Beceiro 

et al., 2018). These contrasting observations indicate that more research needs to be 

done to uncover the factors that cause such opposed effects of LXR activation in DCs. 

Outside the myeloid compartment, the LXR pathway has been shown to inhibit T cell 

proliferation. It has been shown that LXR activation inhibits T cell proliferation through 

the induction of ABCG1 expression and the subsequent alteration of the cellular 

cholesterol content. In that sense, LXRβ deficiency specifically promoted lymphocyte 

proliferation (Wang et al., 2018). Moreover, LXR agonists inhibited Th17 cell 
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proliferation potentially through SREBP1c-mediated interference with the transcription 

factor aryl hydrocarbon receptor (Cui et al., 2011). On the other hand, LXR induced an 

increase in the abundance of Tregs in murine gut, although the underlying molecular 

mechanism was not described (Herold et al., 2017). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. LXRs induce several inhibitory mechanisms of the inflammatory response in 

macrophages. Upon interaction with an agonist, LXRs mediate mechanism of transrepression, 

which interfere with the release of co-repressors or with the activity/recruitment of 

transcription factors (NF-κB, STAT1) required for TLR- or IFNγ-dependent inflammatory gene 

expression. In addition, LXRs indirectly inhibit inflammation through the transcriptional 

upregulation of LXR targets (in blue), involved in the modulation of metabolic and/or immune 

responses. ABCA1-mediated cholesterol efflux interferes with TLR signaling through the 

induction of changes in the lipid composition of the membrane. SREBP1c induces the expression 

of enzymes involved in the generation of lipids with anti-inflammatory properties. MER 

enhances efferocytosis, reducing the inflammatory potential of apoptotic bodies. AIM/CD5L 

induces the expression of molecules involved in the resolution of inflammation and promotes 
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an anti-inflammatory profile. IRF8 inhibits IL-18 activity through the expression of IL18 binding 

protein (IL18BP). Casp1, caspase 1; CORO2A, Coronin 2A; IFNγR, IFNγ receptor; MyD88, myeloid 

differentiation primary response 88; TRAF6, TNF receptor associated factor 6. Figure obtained 

from Glaría et al., 2020. 

 

4.4 CD38, a transcriptional target of LXRs with roles in homeostasis and 
inflammation 

CD38 is a multifunctional transmembrane enzyme that is expressed predominantly in 

immune cells (Reviewed in Malavasi et al., 2008). The CD38 promoter region contains 

binding sites for NF-kB, RXR, LXR, and STAT, and its expression is upregulated by pro-

inflammatory cytokines, endotoxins, and IFNs (Musso et al., 2001; Kang et al., 2006; 

Matalonga et al., 2017). CD38 can function either as a receptor or as an enzyme. The 

primary enzymatic function of CD38 is the synthesis of adenosine diphosphate (ADP) 

ribose from nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+). It also catalyzes the synthesis of 

cyclic ADP ribose (cADPR) from NAD+ but due to CD38 inefficient cyclase activity, it must 

consume almost 100 molecules of NAD+ to generate one molecule of cADPR (Chini, 

2009). In addition, in the presence of nicotinic acid and at acidic pH, CD38 can hydrolyze 

NAD phosphate (NADP) to generate nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

(NAADP) (Gelman et al., 1993). Several products of CD38 catalytic activity are second 

messengers in calcium mobilization with relevant signaling consequences in diverse 

cellular contexts (Kwong et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2017). CD38 also metabolizes 

extracellular NAD+ precursors nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN) and nicotinamide 

riboside prior to their intracellular transport for NAD+ biosynthesis (Camacho-Pereira et 

al., 2016). While the majority of CD38 molecules display their NADase functions as a 

transmembrane ecto-enzyme with their catalytic domain facing out from the cell 

membrane (Shrimp et al., 2014), CD38 can also be found with its catalytic domain facing 

inwards (Zhao et al., 2012), in intracellular membranes (Yamada et al., 1997), or even in 

a soluble form (Funaro et al., 1996). 

One important role of CD38 in activated immune cells may be the reduction of NAD+ 

availability for pathogens, thus reducing their infective capacity. Indeed, in macrophages 
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upregulation of CD38 by the LXR pathway contributes to limit the infection of murine 

macrophages by Salmonella Typhimurium (Matalonga et al., 2017). It is possible that 

CD38 may also help immune cells to induce a metabolic collapse in extracellular 

pathogens that rely heavily on the uptake of external NAD+ and their precursors for 

survival, such as several Haemophilus members (Cynamon et al., 1998; Herbert et al., 

2003). 

In addition, CD38 displays important roles in the maintenance of a pro-inflammatory 

phenotype in myeloid cells (Frasca et al., 2006; Matalonga et al., 2017; Schiavoni et al., 

2018; Shu et al., 2018), and in neutrophil and monocyte migration to infection sites 

(Partida-Sanchez et al., 2001; Estrada-Figueroa et al., 2011; Lischke et al., 2013). Due to 

its many physiological and pathological roles, CD38 has a great potential as a therapeutic 

target for several human diseases (reviewed in Hogan et al., 2019 and in Glaría & 

Valledor, 2020). 

 

4.5 Liver X receptors in cancer 

Pharmacological activation of LXRs as an antitumoral therapy has been studied with 

rising interest in recent years. Synthetic LXR ligands exert potent cytostatic, pro-

apoptotic and anti-proliferative effects in vitro in several cell lines from different types 

of cancers. Anti-proliferative effects have been also seen in primary cells (Pascual-García 

et al., 2011). In line with these effects, administration of LXRs ligands leads to a reduction 

in tumor progression in many murine cancer models (reviewed in Font-Díaz et al., 2021). 

Several pathways have been proposed as mediators of the anti-proliferative actions of 

LXRs, including key proteins involved in cell cycle control. In this sense, LXR ligands 

repress the expression of positive regulators of the cell cycle (such as cyclins and/or 

cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs)) (Vedin et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Sasso et al., 2013; 

Vedin et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2014) promote the upregulation of cell cycle inhibitors (such 

as p21 or p27) (Fukuchi et al., 2004, Sasso et al., 2013; Vedin et al., 2013; Candelaria et 

al., 2014; Xiong et al., 2017), disrupt β-catenin/WNT signaling pathway (Youlin et al., 

2017), and induce the expression of the suppressor of cytokine signaling 3 (SOCS3) (Fu 

et al., 2014). Moreover, LXR ligands have been shown to promote apoptosis in several 
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cancer cell lines, through the inhibition of the AKT pathway or the induction of caspase-

dependent cell death (Pommier et al., 2010; Sasso et al., 2013; Derangere et al., 2014; 

Zhang et al., 2014). 

Other studies suggest an important link between the regulation of lipid metabolism and 

the anti-proliferative or pro-apoptotic actions of LXRs in cancer cells. As described above 

in this introduction, the upregulation of the lipid transporter ABCG1 inhibits 

proliferation of T cells, but also of cancer cells, through the alteration of intracellular 

cholesterol (El Roz et al., 2012). In a study with pancreatic cancer cells stimulated with 

LXR ligands, the ABCG1-derived alterations in the cell membrane changed the structure 

of lipid rafts, interfering with Akt phosphorylation (Pommier et al., 2010). In 

glioblastoma cells, the LXR ligand LXR-623 (a partial agonist for LXRα and full agonist for 

LXRβ) promotes cell death due to cholesterol depletion. Upregulation of several 

mediators of cholesterol homeostasis, namely ABCA1, ABCG1, and IDOL, contributed to 

these effects (Villa et al., 2016). In pancreatic cancer cells, the activation of the LXR 

pathway, through the upregulation of FAS, causes an accumulation of triglycerides that 

leads to cell cycle arrest (Kim et al., 2010). 

Intriguingly, despite the previous considerations, the LXR inverse agonist SR9243, which 

induced the interaction of LXRs with co-repressors, downregulated the expression of 

genes involved in gluconeogenesis and lipogenesis and inhibited the Warburg effect, 

thus promoting cell death in many cell lines (Flaveny et al., 2015). Thus, more 

investigation is needed to clarify the exact role of the LXR pathway and lipid metabolism 

in cancer cells. 

Another interesting finding was the discovery of dendrogenin A (DDA), a partial LXR 

agonist, acting as a promoter of lethal autophagy in human acute myeloid leukemia and 

melanoma cells. DDA is a steroidal alkaloid that is formed by the enzymatic conjugation 

of histamine and a cholesterol derivative (De Medina et al., 2013). DDA, through the 

activation of LXRβ, upregulated the expression of the pro-autophagic mediators nuclear 

receptor 77 (also known as Nur77), neuron-derived orphan receptor 1 (also known as 

NOR1), and the microtubule-associated protein 1A/1B light chain 3 (also known as LC3), 

involved in autophagosome formation. Moreover, DDA blocked the LXRβ-mediated 
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repression of the transcription factor EB, which further contributed to stimulating 

autophagy and lysosome biogenesis (Segala et al., 2017).   

In addition to the direct effects in cancer cells, LXR activation can affect tumor 

progression by acting on the TME. Through the alteration of cholesterol homeostasis in 

endothelial cells and the subsequent change in lipid raft organization, LXR agonists can 

interfere with VEGF receptor signaling and reduce angiogenesis in the tumor (Noghero 

et al., 2012). Furthermore, treatment with the LXR ligands GW3965, or the newly 

developed RGX-104, induces apoptosis in MDSC through the upregulation of ApoE 

transcription (Tavazoie et al., 2018). The decrease in the numbers of MDSCs in the tumor 

was accompanied by an increase in cytotoxic T cells and pro-inflammatory Th cells and 

correlated with a reduction in tumor progression and metastasis (Tavazoie et al., 2018). 

The authors also showed that the combined treatment with RGX-104 and anti-PD-1 

immunotherapy have synergistic effects on the inhibition of tumor progression in mice. 

RGX-104 is currently in a phase 1, first-in-human, dose escalation and expansion clinical 

trial in patients with advanced solid tumors or lymphoma under standard treatments, 

with some very promising preliminary results (“A Study of RGX-104 in Patients with 

Advanced Solid Malignancies and Lymphoma”, in ClinicalTrials.gov. Link available in 

bibliography).  

Despite the well documented antitumoral activities of the LXR pathway, it must be noted 

that, in some studies LXR activation has been linked to potential pro-tumoral effects. In 

this line, activation of LXRα by potential endogenous agonists secreted in the TME 

downregulated the expression of CCR7 in DCs. The downregulation of CCR7 reduced the 

migratory capacity of DCs to the lymph nodes, impairing tumor antigen presentation to 

T cells (Villablanca et al., 2010). In contrast with these results, it has been observed that 

LXR activation is required for CCR7-dependent chemotaxis. In DCs, this effect depends 

on the upregulation of the expression of the multifunctional enzyme CD38, which is a 

recently identified LXR target (Matalonga et al., 2017; Beceiro et al., 2018). On the other 

hand, hyaluronic acid produced within the tumor induces cholesterol efflux in TAMs 

through increased expression of ABCA1 and ABCG1, promoting a pro-tumoral switch in 

these cells in response to IL-4 (Goossens et al., 2019). Although hyaluronic acid has not 

been shown to activate LXRs, the involvement of cholesterol transporters in the 
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acquisition of a pro-tumoral role in TAMs is intriguing. Therefore, more investigation 

needs to be carried out to clarify the roles of the different molecules secreted in the 

TME and the involvement of the LXR pathway in this compartment.  

Investigating new, better, more specific, antitumoral therapies must be one of the 

challenges to achieve in the next decades. LXR agonists, through its plethora of 

antitumoral effects, have arisen as promising therapeutic targets. Exploiting their effects 

in the tumor microenvironment offers new possibilities for the development of 

strategies to tackle tumor drug resistance.  

 

5. Previous results from the group 
 

Before the initiation of this thesis, the group had performed studies evaluating the 

consequences of LXR activation on tumor progression in a model of syngenic tumor 

growth in C57BL/6J mice. Treatment with the LXR agonist T0901317 (T1317) reduced 

tumor growth in wild type (WT) mice but not in LXR-deficient mice, even though 3LL-R 

tumor cells expressed functional LXRs (Figure 6). These results suggested that the 

functional expression of LXRs in host cells was necessary for the inhibitory effects of 

T1317 on tumor growth.  

In separate experiments in murine bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDM) LXRs 

agonists inhibited the IL-4- and GM-CSF-induced expression of the chemokines CCL17 

and CCL22 at the mRNA level. In addition, the mRNA expression levels of CCL17 were 

also reduced in MHCIIhigh TAMs stimulated with T1317 in vivo, and in MHCIIlow TAMs 

stimulated with T1317 ex vivo. This effect was not observed in TAMs isolated from 

tumors developed in LXRs-deficient mice. 

In addition, the use of macrophages deficient for IRF4 allowed us to propose that this 

transcription factor is necessary for the IL4- and GM-CSF-mediated induction of CCL17 

and CCL22 expression. LXR agonists were capable of inhibiting the upregulation of IRF4 

mRNA expression in murine BMDM stimulated with IL-4 or GM-CSSF and in TAMs in vivo. 

This effect was not observed in TAMs isolated from LXR-deficient mice. 
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The data mentioned in this section were included in two doctoral theses, “Selective roles 

of the nuclear receptor LXR in the transcriptional control of classical and alternative 

macrophage activation”, presented by Dr. Theresa León in 2013 and, especially, “Papel 

del receptor nuclear LXR en la proliferación y perfil metastático de células tumorales y 

en la actividad de macrófagos asociados a tumor”, presented by Dr. Josep María Carbó 

in 2017.  

 

 
Figure 6. LXR activation inhibits tumor growth in vivo. C57BL/6 WT male mice (left) or LXR-

deficient male mice (right) were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. The mice 

were treated daily with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 of tumor 

establishment. Graphic displays tumor volume progression curves. Mean ± SEM; n = 14 

mice/group in WT mice and n = 8 (DMSO) and 9 (T1317) in LXR-deficient mice. Two-way ANOVA-

repeated measures; **, p < 0.01. Data from Dr. Josep María Carbó doctoral thesis “Papel del 

receptor nuclear LXR en la proliferación y perfil metastático de células tumorales y en la actividad 

de macrófagos asociados a tumor”, 2017. 
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HYPOTHESIS 
 

Based on the previous observations in our laboratory we hypothesized that LXR 

activation may exert important antitumoral actions in the TME. In this sense, through 

the inhibition of chemokine expression, LXR activation could affect the recruitment of 

Tregs to the tumor microenvironment, thus contributing to ameliorate tumor 

progression. In addition, given the key role of LXRs in the regulation of macrophage 

biology, we hypothesized that LXR activation could be influencing the expression profile 

of TAMs beyond the effects on chemokine expression.  
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OBJECTIVES  

 
1 To study the effects of pharmacological LXR activation on tumor growth in 

different cancer settings. 
 

2 To evaluate the effects of pharmacological LXR activation on several immune 
cell populations within the TME. 
 

3 To explore the cellular and molecular mechanisms contributing to the 
antitumoral effects of pharmacological LXR activation. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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Reagents  

The synthetic high affinity LXR agonists T0901317 (T1317) and GW3965 were purchased 

from Cayman Europe and Tocris, respectively. Recombinant murine GM-CSF and human 

M-CSF and IL-4 were purchased from PreproTech.  

Animals 

C57BL/6J mice were purchased from Envigo or Harlan and raised as a colony in our 

animal facility. LXR-deficient mice were initially donated by Dr. David Mangelsdorf (UT 

Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, USA) and backcrossed into C57BL/6 

background for more than ten generations. FoxP3-EGFP mice were generated by 

crossing the NOD.FoxP3-EGFP strain (23) with C57BL/6J mice for five generations. PyMT 

mice with an FVB/N background were obtained from The Mouse Models of Human 

Cancers Consortium Repository (National Cancer Institute, Frederick, MD, USA) and 

backcrossed into the C57BL/6J background for nine generations. STAT1-deficient mice 

were donated by Dr. Anna Planas (IDIBAPS, Barcelona Spain) (Gorina et al., 2011) and 

raised as a colony under non-SPF conditions. Mice with specific p38α ablation in the 

myeloid cell lineages (p38αΔM) were donated by Dr. Ángel Nebreda (IRB, Barcelona, 

Spain) and were generated by crossing animals bearing the exon2 of p38α flanked by 

loxP sites (p38α loxP/loxP) (Heinrichsdorff et al., 2008; Ventura et al., 2007) with mice 

expressing the Cre recombinase under control of the LysozymeM gene promoter (LysM-

Cre) (Clausen et al., 1999). All the mice were C57BL/6 background and Cre was always 

kept in heterozygosis. IRF4-deficient mice and control C57BL/6 mice were bred at the 

animal facility of the Biomedical Research Center at the University of Marburg, 

Germany. CD38-deficient mice were obtained from Jaime Sancho (Instituto de 

Parasitología y Biomedicina López Neyra, Granada, Spain) under an agreement with 

Jackson Laboratories (Cockayne et al., 1998). The mice were fed a regular chow diet. All 

the protocols requiring animal manipulation have been approved by the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committees from Parc Científic de Barcelona (#9672), Universitat 

de Barcelona (#7088), Institut de Recerca de l’Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau 

(#7281) and the University of Marburg (RP Giessen, Germany). 
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Primary bone marrow-derived macrophages 

Bone marrows were harvested from the femurs and tibias of six to ten-week-old mice. 

Bone marrow precursors were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), 

supplemented with 20% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma-Aldrich), and 

30% conditioned media from the L929 cell line as a source of M-CSF.  

 

 

Primary human macrophages  

The mononuclear cell fractions from peripheral blood mononuclear cells samples from 

healthy donors were obtained through a ficoll density gradient centrifugation. 

Erythrocytes were removed with Red Blood Cell Lysis buffer (Invitrogen) following the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The cells were seeded in culture plates and incubated in 

Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium supplemented with 10% human serum 

for 30 min, allowing the cells to adhere to the culture plates. After discarding non-

adherent cells, adhered cells, considered monocytes, were incubated in RPMI 

supplemented with 10% FBS and human recombinant M-CSF (50 ng/ml) to induce 

differentiation into macrophages. The protocol has been approved by the Bioethics 

Commission of the University of Barcelona and the blood samples were obtained from 

the Blood and Tissue Bank from Generalitat de Catalunya.  

 

Cell lines culture conditions 

The 3LL-R cell line (a murine lung Lewis carcinoma cell line) was kindly provided by Prof. 

Dr. Jo Van Ginderachter (Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium). 3LL-R cells were 

maintained in RPMI media containing L-glutamine (0.3 g/L) (BioWest) and 

supplemented with 10 % FBS. 3LL-R were used within 15 passages after thawing.  

 

Generation of 3LL-R conditioned medium  

3LL-R cells were cultured as indicated previously until passage five. To obtain the 

conditioned medium, cells were allowed to achieve 85% confluency. The medium was 

removed, the cells were washed once with PBS and then incubated with RPMI-2% FBS 
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for 24h at 37 ºC. The medium was recovered and centrifuged to eliminate cells and 

debris and the supernatant was aliquoted and stored at – 80 ºC.  

 

Subcutaneous 3LL-R tumor model 

3LL-R cells (3x106) were subcutaneously injected in the lower back of eight to ten-week-

old WT, LXRα/β-deficient, IRF4-deficient, or CD38-deficient mice (C57BL/6J 

background). The tumors were allowed to grow for two weeks. At day 7, once the tumor 

was established and for the next 8 days, the animals received a daily dose of T1317 (15 

mg/kg) through an intraperitoneal injection. Control mice received an equivalent dose 

of vehicle (DMSO) diluted in PBS. The tumors were measured using a digital caliper from 

day 7 to day 15 (length (D) and width (d) measures were taken), and tumor volume was 

calculated with the formula V = pi * (d2 * D)/6. At day 15, the mice were sacrificed, and 

the tumors were harvested and processed as described in the following sections.  

  

PyMT mammary cancer model 

Spontaneous tumor development was evaluated in PyMT transgenic mice expressing 

high levels of the transforming oncogene polyoma middle T antigen under the control 

of the mouse mammary tumor virus long terminal repeat promoter, which specifically 

directs expression in the mammary epithelium (Guy et al., 1992). After weaning, PyMT 

female mice were divided in two groups: one group was administered a regular chow 

diet (A04; Scientific Animal Food & Engineering) and a second group was administered 

the same diet supplemented with 50 mg/kg of T1317. The mice were monitored every 

three days for palpable tumors starting at six weeks of age. Tumor latency was defined 

as the time to the development of the first palpable tumor in each mouse. The mice 

were euthanized at 22 weeks of age. Total tumor burden was determined after all the 

mammary glands were carefully excised and weighed, and the mass of the tumor-

bearing mammary glands was measured. Each mammary gland was labeled as in Cedó 

et al., 2016 (see Figure 7 for mammary gland distribution). 
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the anatomical location of mammary glands in a female 

mouse. Figure adapted from Honvo-Houéto & Truchet, 2015. 

 

 

Identification of intratumoral immune cell populations 

Tumors were induced by the subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells (3x106) in host mice 

as described above. At day 15 post-injection, the tumors were harvested and 

mechanically disintegrated. Tumor homogenates were incubated with a cocktail of 

digestive enzymes (10 U/ml collagenase I, 400 U/ml collagenase IV and 30 U/ml DNAse 

I) (Worthington) for 25 minutes at 37ºC and subsequently filtered through a 70 μm cell 

strainer. Erythrocytes were eliminated through incubation with Red Blood Cell Lysis 

buffer (Invitrogen) following manufacturer’s instructions. Mononuclear cells were 

isolated through a Lymphoprep density gradient (Stemcell Technologies) centrifugation. 

Final cell suspensions were diluted to a concentration of 107 cells/ml in PBS and 

incubated with Fc block (rat anti-mouse CD16/CD32, BD Biosciences) (1:50, 30 min, 4 
oC). For myeloid cell analysis, the cells were incubated with specific fluorochrome-
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labelled antibodies against CD11b, Ly6G, Ly6C and IA/IE (MHCII) (table 1) (1:100 in 

Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS)-2 % FBS, 30 min, 4 oC, dark conditions). Cell 

populations were analyzed through flow cytometry using a Gallios Flow Cytometer 

(Beckman-Coulter) (see gating strategy in Figure 8). 

 

 

         Antibody       Fluorochrome    Clone              Company 

anti-Ly6C AF647 ER-MP20 BioRad 

anti-IA/IE (MHC II) BV421 M5/114.15.2 BD Pharmingen 

anti-CD11b PE-Cy7 M1/70 eBioscience 

anti-Ly6G PerCP-Cy5.5 1A8 Biolegend 

anti-CD4 Pacific blue  RM4-5 Biolegend 

anti-CD8 (in FoxP3-EGFP 

tumors) 

APC 53-6.7 Biolegend 

anti-CD8 PE 53-6.7 Biolegend 

anti-FoxP3- (for 

intracellular staining)  

APC FJK-16s eBioscience 

anti-CD16/CD32 (for Fcγ 

blocking) 

 2.4G2 BD Biosciences 

 

 

Table 1. Antibodies used for intratumoral immune cell identification, quantification, isolation 

and purification through flow cytometry and cell sorting. 

 

For lymphoid cell determination, the cells were incubated with specific antibodies 

against CD4 and CD8 (table 1) (1:100 in HBSS-2 % FBS, 40 min, 4 oC, dark conditions). The 
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cells were then fixed and permeabilized using the FoxP3/Transcription factor staining 

buffer set (Invitrogen) following the manufacturers’ specifications and incubated with 

anti-FoxP3 antibodies (table 1) (30 min, room temperature, dark conditions). The cells 

were analyzed by flow cytometry using a Gallios Flow Cytometer (Beckman-Coulter) 

(Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Gating strategy for the identification of immune cell populations within 3LL-R tumors. 

Cell suspensions were enriched for mononuclear cells using a Lymphoprep gradient density 

separation method. Arrows indicate the sequence of gating. Cells presenting a lower SSC-FSC 

profile were initially discriminated. Among the selected cells, singlets were gated and analyzed 

using the following selection criteria. In C57BL/6 mice and knock out models, myeloid cell 

determination was carried out in two steps. First, CD11b+ cells were gated, and two populations 

were analyzed based on the expression of Ly6C and Ly6G: CD11b+/Ly6Chigh/Ly6G- cells and 

CD11b+/Ly6Clow/Ly6G+ cells. Second, CD11b+/Ly6G- cells were gated and three populations 

were identified based on the lack of expression of Ly6C and differential expression levels of MHC 

II, namely MHCIIlow TAMs, MHCIIhigh TAMs and TADCs (MHCIIbright). For lymphoid cell 

determination, CD8+ cells (mostly cytotoxic T lymphocytes), CD4+/FoxP3- (predominantly Th 

cells) and Tregs (CD4+/FoxP3+) were analyzed. In FoxP3-EGFP transgenic mice, Tregs were 

considered CD4+/FoxP3-EGFP+. 
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Identification of intratumoral lymphoid cell populations in FoxP3-EGFP 

mice  

For lymphocyte cell determination, 3LL-R cells were injected subcutaneously in FoxP3-

EGFP reporter mice. The tumors were collected at day 10 post injection and cell 

suspensions were generated and blocked with Fc block as described above. The cells 

were then incubated with specific antibodies against CD4 and CD8 (table 1) as described 

above and analyzed using a Gallios Flow Cytometer (Beckman-Coulter). Tregs were 

identified via EGFP expression analysis (Figure 8). 

 

Identification of murine spleen lymphoid cell populations 

For some experiments, spleens were mechanically disaggregated and filtered through a 

70 μm nylon strainer. After erythrocyte lysis and centrifugation, the cells were 

resuspended in PBS. Lymphoid cells populations were stained with specific 

fluorochrome-labelled antibodies (table 1) and analyzed by flow cytometry as described 

above (Figure 8). 

 

In vivo Treg depletion 

To reduce systemic Treg abundance, male FoxP3-EGFP reporter mice were treated with 

anti-CD25 antibodies (InVivoMab anti-mouse CD25 (IL-2Ra), clone PC-61.5.3, Bio X Cell 

(#BE0012)) (200 μg per animal diluted in PBS; intraperitoneal injection) at days 2, 5 and 

8 post-3LL-R cell injection. Isotype control was administered to control mice (InVivoMAb 

rat IgG isotype control anti-horseradish peroxidase, clone HRPN, Bio X Cell (#BE0088)). 

At day 5, and until day 9, the mice received intraperitoneally a daily dose of T1317 (15 

mg/kg), or vehicle (DMSO) diluted in PBS. Tumor volume was measured as described 

above. On day 10, the mice were sacrificed, and the spleens and tumors were harvested 

and processed as described in previous sections. 
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 Isolation of TAMs by cell sorting  

Tumors were induced, harvested, and processed as indicated in previous sections. A cell 

suspension from a pool of tumors was generated (five tumors in each experiment). The 

cells were incubated with the antibodies chosen for myeloid cell analysis (see table 1). 

MHCIIhigh TAM and MHCIIlow TAM populations were isolated using a FACSaria Fusion cell 

sorter (BD Bioscience). For ex vivo experiments, TAMs were cultured in RPMI-10 % FBS, 

supplemented with L-glutamine, HEPES, 10 mM sodium pyruvate, non-essential amino 

acids (BioWest) and 3.7 nM 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich).  

 

Isolation of Tregs by cell sorting 

Tumors were induced in FoxP3-EGFP transgenic mice as indicated in previous sections. 

Tumors were harvested at day 10 post-injection and processed in pools to get a cell 

suspension. Tregs were sorted as EGFP+ cells using a FACSaria Fusion cell sorter. The cells 

were maintained in RPMI-10 % FBS for subsequent analysis. Alternatively, Tregs were 

isolated from the spleens of FoxP3-EGFP mice.  

 

Treg proliferation assays 

Tregs isolated by cell sorting were stained with CellTrace CFSE cell proliferation kit 

(Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions, seeded in 96 well plates (105 

cells/well) and then stimulated with T1317 (1 μM) or DMSO for 18 h at 37 ºC. As a 

technical negative control for flow cytometry, unstained cells were seeded separately. 

Cell proliferation was stimulated with the mouse T cell activation/expansion kit (Miltenyi 

Biotec), in the presence of IL-2 (100 U/ml). The cells were allowed to proliferate for 48h. 

CFSE dispersion was analyzed through flow cytometry compared to non-activated Tregs. 

Murine IL-2 was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified from as described in Izquierdo 

et al., 2018. 
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Suppression of T cell proliferation  

TAMs or Tregs, isolated as indicated above, were seeded in 96 well plates (200,000 

TAMs/well or 100,000 Tregs/well in RPMI-10 % FBS) and stimulated with T1317 (1 μM) 

or DMSO for 18 h at 37 ºC. In experiments using TAMs, the medium was replaced 

without the LXR agonist. In experiments using Tregs, the cells were recovered, washed 

in PBS, and resuspended in fresh medium without LXR agonist. Total splenocytes were 

obtained from the spleens of C57BL/6J mice as indicated above and stained with the 

CellTrace CFSE cell proliferation kit following the manufacturer’s specifications. 

Splenocytes non-stained with CFSE were grown separately as a negative technical 

control for cytometry. CFSE-stained splenocytes were either grown alone in RPMI-10 % 

FBS or co-incubated with TAMs or Treg at a 1:1 ratio. T cell proliferation was induced 

using the mouse T cell activation/expansion kit. The cells were allowed to proliferate for 

48 h at 37 ºC and CFSE dispersion was analyzed by flow cytometry. 

 

Phagocytosis assay 

MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs, were seeded in 24 well plates (500,000 cells/well) 

and stimulated with T1317 1 μM or DMSO for 18 h at 37 ºC. The cells were incubated 

with 3-μm fluorescent microspheres (Fluoresbrite YG microspheres, Polysciences) at a 

ratio of 20 beads/cell for 30 min at 37 ºC. After this time, the plates were placed on ice 

and the cells were washed three times with ice-cold PBS. The cells were recovered and 

fixed in PBS-2 % PFA. The phagocytosis of microspheres was analyzed by flow cytometry. 

 

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and quantitative real-time PCR analysis  

For RNA extraction, the cells were lysed using Tri-reagent (Invitrogen) and total RNA was 

isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction. RNA samples were quantified using a ND-

2000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies). For the synthesis of cDNA, 1μg of 

total RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed using M-MLV Reverse transcriptase 

RNase H Minus, Point Mutant, oligo(dT)15 primer and deoxy-nucleotide mix (Promega). 
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Quantitative real time PCR (qPCR) was performed using the Power SYBR Green Reagent 

Kit (Applied Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s recommendations. The 

sequences of primers used for qPCR analysis are shown in Table 2. Annealing for all 

primers was performed at 60 ºC. Real-time monitoring of PCR amplification was 

performed using the CFX384 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad). The data were 

expressed as mRNA levels relative to ribosomal L14 or to Gapdh expression in murine 

and human cells, respectively.  

 

Gene Species Forward primer Reverse primer 

Abca1 Mouse 5’-GCGAGGGCTCATCGACAT 5’-GAAGCGGTTCTCCCCAAAC 

Abcg1 Mouse 5’-TCACCCAGTTCTGCATCCTCTT 5’-GCAGATGTGTCAGGACCGAGT 

Angptl3 Mouse 5’-GCACCAAGAACTACTCCCCC 5’-CATGGACTGCCTGATTGGGT 

Apoe Mouse 5’-CTGACAGGATGCCTAGCCG 5’-CGCAGGTAATCCCAGAAGC 

Arg1 Mouse 5’-TTGCCAGACGTAGACCCTGG 5’-CAAAGCTCAGGTGAATCGGC 

Cd24a Mouse 5’-CCACGCAGATTTACTGCAAC 5’-AGACGTTTCCTGGCCTGAGT 

Foxp3 Mouse 5’-CCCATCCCCAGGAGTCTTG 5’-ACCATGACTAGGGGCACTGTA 

Il1b Mouse 5’-TGGGCCTCAAAGGAAAGAAT 5’-CAGGCTTGTGCTCTGCTTGT 

Il10 Mouse 5’-AGCCTTATCGGAAATGATCCAGT 5’-GGCCTTGTAGACACCTTGGT 

L14 Mouse 5’-TCCCAGGCTGTTAACGCGGT 5’-GCGCTGGCTGAATGCTCTG 

Lxra Mouse 5’-CCTTCCTCAAGGACTTCAGTTACAA 5’-CATGGCTCTGGAGAACTCAAAGAT 

Lxrb Mouse 5’-CATTGCGACTCCAGGACAAGA 5’-CCCAGATCTCGGACAGCAAG 

Mgl2 Mouse 5’-AGGCACCCTAAGAGCCATTT 5’-CCCTCTTCTCCAGTGTGCTC 

Nos2 Mouse 5’-GCCACCAACAATGGCAACA 5’-CGTACCGGATGAGCTGTGAATT 
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Ptgs2 Mouse 5’-ATTCTTTGCCCAGCACTTCA 5’-GGGATACACCTCTCCACCAA 

Retnla Mouse 5’-CCCTTCTCATCTGCATCTCC 5’-CAGTAGCAGTCATCCCAGCA 

S100a8 Mouse 5’-ACTTCGAGGAGTTCCTTGCG 5’-TACTCCTTGTGGCTGTCTTTGT 

Srebf1 Mouse 5’-AGGCCATCGACTACATCCG 5’-ATCCATAGACACATCTGTGCCTC 

Tgfb1 Mouse 5’-GAGCCCGAAGCGGACTACTA 5’-TGGTTTTCTCATAGATGGCGTTG 

Ccl17 Human 5’-CTCCAGGGATGCCATCGTTT 5’-TCTCTTGTTGTTGGGGTCCG 

Ccl22 Human 5’-ATGGATCGCCTACAGACTGC 5’-GGATCGGCACAGATCTCCTT 

Gapdh Human 5’-GTGAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGG 5’-TTGAGGTCAATGAAGGGGTCA 

Irf4 Human 5’-CCCGGAAATCCCGTACCAAT 5’-AGGTGGGGCACAAGCATAAA 

 

Table 2. List of sequences of primers used for qPCR analyses 

 

Gene expression profiling 

TAMs were purified by cell sorting and stimulated ex vivo with T1317 as indicated in 

previous sections. Total RNA from TAMs was purified using the RNAeasy Kit (Qiagen) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. The quantity and purity of the RNA samples 

were determined using an ND-2000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies) and 

RNA integrity was determined using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). 

Only samples with acceptable purity and integrity were subsequently used in microarray 

experiments. The amplification and labelling of the samples were performed according 

to the protocol in GeneChip WT Plus reagent kit (Affymetrix) and using an input of 100 

ng of total RNA. Processed samples were hybridized to GeneChip Mouse Clariom S Array 

(Affymetrix) in a GeneChip Hybridization Oven 640 (Affymetrix). Washing and scanning 

were performed using the Expression Wash and Stain and the GeneChip System of 

Affymetrix (GeneChip Fluidics Station 450 and GeneChip Scanner 3000 7G). Data quality 

control was assessed using Affymetrix Expression Console software. All arrays met the 
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quality control criteria. For each sample, expression estimates were calculated from 

probe intensities and represented as log2 values. Heat maps were produced with 

Heatmapper (Wishart Research Group, University of Alberta, Canada). Gene ontology 

(GO) analysis was carried out with the PANTHER Classification System. Microarray data 

have been deposited at the ArrayExpress database with accession number E-MTAB-

9707. 

 

Protein extraction and western blot analysis 

The cells were washed twice in cold PBS and lysed on ice with RIPA lysis solution (1 % 

Triton X-100, 10 % glycerol, 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, protease inhibitors, 1 

mM sodium orthovanadate). Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation at 

13,000 x g for 8 min at 4 °C. Cell lysates (50–100 µg) were boiled at 95 °C in Laemmli 

SDS-loading buffer, separated by SDS-PAGE and electrophoretically transferred to PVDF 

membranes (Immobilon-FL). The membranes were blocked in 1 X Odissey blocking 

buffer (Li-Cor) in TBS-0.1 % Tween 20 (TBS-T) and then incubated with primary 

antibodies (table 3). The membranes were washed three times in TBS-T and then 

incubated for 1 h with fluorescently-labelled secondary antibodies (table 3). After three 

washes of 15 min with TBS-T, fluorescence was detected at 800 nm using an Odyssey® 

FC Imaging System (Li-Cor). In some cases, the same blot was used repeatedly for two 

different sets of antibodies after the treatment of the membrane with 1x NewBlot PVDF 

Stripping Buffer (LiCor) for 20 min, followed by three washes in TBS. 
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Antibody P/S Clone Company 

Goat polyclonal 

anti-mouse IRF4 

Primary M17 Santa Cruz Biotechnology 

Mouse monoclonal 

anti-β-actin 

Primary AC-15 Sigma-Aldrich 

Donkey anti-goat 

IRDye 800CW 

Secondary  Li-Cor 

Goat anti-mouse 

IRDye 800CW 

Secondary  Li-Cor 

 

Table 3. Antibodies used for western blot analyses. 

 

ELISA 

The supernatants from macrophage cultures were recovered and stored at -80 oC. ELISA 

kits from Thermo Scientific (Mouse MDC (CCL22) ELISA kit and Mouse TARC (CCL17) 

ELISA kit) were used for quantitative measurement of secreted mouse CCL22 and CCL17, 

respectively, using the manufacturer’s recommendations. Briefly, dilutions of the 

supernatants or a chemokine standard solution in sample diluent buffer were incubated 

in 96-well plates pre-coated with the specific monoclonal antibody (room temperature, 

2.5 h). Sequentially, the wells were incubated with biotinylated detection antibodies 

(room temperature, 1 h) and avidin-biotin-peroxidase complexes (room temperature, 

45 min). After each of these steps, the wells were washed four times in 1X wash buffer. 

The wells were incubated with peroxidase substrate TMB color developing agent (room 

temperature in the dark). Stop solution was added into each well and the absorbance at 

450 nm was determined in a microplate reader within 30 min after adding the stop 

solution. Each sample was analyzed in duplicate and the concentration of secreted 

chemokines in the supernatants was interpolated from the standard curve. 
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Statistical Analysis 

The GraphPad Prism 6.0 software was used to perform all statistical analyses. 

Differences in tumor volume in the 3LL-R model were analyzed by a two-way repeated-

measure ANOVA with a Bonferroni post hoc test. The log-rank and Gehan-Wilcoxon tests 

were used to compare tumor latency curves in the PyMT model. The rest of the data 

was analyzed using either one way ANOVA, or two-tailed Student’s t-test for data with 

normal distribution, or the non-parametric Kruskal Wallis-Dunn’s test or Mann–

Whitney U test for data not following normal distribution.  
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RESULTS 
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1. Effects of pharmacological LXR activation on tumor progression.  

In previous experiments in our laboratory, we established a model of experimental 

cancer in C57BL/6J mice based on the subcutaneous injection of the Lewis lung 

carcinoma 3LL-R cell line. As mentioned in the introduction (“Previous results from the 

group” section), treatment with the LXR agonist T1317 reduced tumor growth. 

Importantly, functional expression of LXRs in host cells was required for this effect. In 

those studies, the LXR agonist was administered through intraperitoneal injection once 

the tumor was stablished.  

To analyze if intraperitoneal administration of the LXR agonist results on effective 

activation of the LXR pathway within the tumor the expression of canonical LXRs target 

genes was evaluated in whole tumors. The LXRs agonist induced significatively the 

mRNA expression of the sterol transporter Abca1. A tendency for increased expression 

was also observed for Abcg1 and Srebf1 (SREBP1c). Of note, T1317 did not alter the 

expression of ApoE in whole tumors (Figure 9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Expression of LXRs target genes in whole tumors. Mice carrying 3LL-R tumors were 

administered daily an intraperitoneal injection of either T1317 (15mg/kg) or DMSO for 7 days. 

Total RNA was recovered from whole tumors at day 15. Gene expression was evaluated by qPCR. 

Mean±SEM; n=4mice/group. T-test; *, p <0.05. 
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Next, we compared the effects of T1317 on tumor progression in male and female 

C57BL/6J mice. As shown in Figure 10A-B, T1317 treatment in 3LL-R tumor-bearing male 

mice resulted in significantly reduced tumor progression, in line with the previous 

results from the group. In tumor-bearing female mice, higher variability was observed 

between the tumoral growth curves in the experimental group treated with vehicle. 

However, the LXR agonist was able to reduce tumor growth also in female mice (Figure 

10B). It is possible that the growth of 3LL-R tumors female C57BL/6J is highly influenced 

by hormonal factors, thus displaying higher variability within experimental groups. In 

addition, we compared the growth of 3LL-R tumors in WT and LXR-deficient male mice 

(Figure 10C). Tumor growth was enhanced in the absence of functional LXRs in the host. 

  

 

Figure 10. Pharmacological activation of LXR reduces the growth of 3LL-R tumors. C57BL/6J 

male (A-C) or female (B) mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells (3x10^6 

3LL-R cells/mouse). In A-B, from day 7 post-cancer cell injection, once the tumors were 

stablished, the mice were treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) through intraperitoneal 

injection. Tumor volume was measured daily up to day 15. In C, the tumors were allowed to 
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grow without treatment with an LXR agonist or vehicle. Graphics display tumor volume 

progression curves. Mean ± SEM; In A-B, n = 6–7 mice/group. In C, n = 10-11 mice/group. Two-

way ANOVA-repeated measures. **, p < 0,01; ***, p < 0.001. T test. #, p < 0.05; ##, p < 0.01. 

 

In collaboration with Dr. Joan Carles Escolà Gil and Dr. Lidia Cedó (Institut 

d'Investigacions Biomèdiques (IIB) Sant Pau, Barcelona, Spain), the effects of LXR 

activation were also evaluated in PyMT transgenic female mice, which spontaneously 

develop breast adenocarcinoma. In these studies, the LXR agonist was administered 

orally with the diet. Tumor latency (the amount of time elapsed until the tumors were 

detectable) was not altered by the LXR agonist, compared to the control mice (Figure 

11A). However, treatment with T1317 decreased mammary gland weight at week 22 of 

age, when the mice were sacrificed (Figure 11B-C). These observations suggest that LXR 

activation in this model does not interfere with tumor initiation and establishment, but 

it does impact tumor progression. 

Taking together the data obtained after injection of 3LL-R cells and the data from 

spontaneous tumor development, our results suggest that pharmacological LXR 

activation is effective in preventing tumor growth once the tumors are stablished. These 

findings argue for a major role of the LXR pathway in the TME of stablished tumors, 

rather than in the interference with cancer cell proliferation or early-stage 

carcinogenesis. 
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Figure 11. Effects of LXR activation on spontaneous tumor development and progression. 

PyMT female mice were administered a chow diet with or without supplementation with T1317. 

In A, tumor latency was evaluated daily. In B, at week 22 of age, the mice were sacrificed, and 

the mammary glands were excised and weighted. In C, total mammary gland weight. Mean ± 

SEM; n = 8 (Control), n = 10 (T1317). In A, Log-Rank-Wilcoxon test. In B-C, Mann–Whitney U test. 

*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. 

 

2. Effects of pharmacological LXR activation in the frequency and abundance of 
intratumoral immune cell populations. 

The TME is a complex network of cells, mostly immune cells, that display either pro-

tumoral or antitumoral roles. To determine if the effects on tumor growth observed 

upon T1317 administration depend on alterations in the tumor microenvironment, we 

analyzed by flow cytometry the frequency of several intratumoral immune cell 

populations with prognostic value (see gating strategy in Figure 8). These studies were 
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performed using the model of subcutaneous 3LL-R cancer cell injection. To minimize 

intra-group variability factors, we carried out the experiments in male mice. 

In the myeloid compartment five different populations were targeted: 

CD11b+/Ly6Chigh/Ly6G- cells (that are enriched in Ly6Chigh monocytes and monocytic 

MDSCs), CD11b+/Ly6Clow/Ly6G+ cells (compatible with neutrophils and 

polymorphonuclear MDSCs), tumor associated DCs (TADC) identified as CD11b+/Ly6C-

/Ly6G-/MHCIIbright, and two subpopulations of TAMs expressing different levels of MHC 

II (described in the introduction section), namely MHCIIlow TAMs and MHCIIhigh TAMs 

(both populations are CD11b+/Ly6C-/Ly6G-).  

Activation of the LXR pathway did not have any impact on the intratumoral frequencies 

of the populations enriched in MDSCs, TADC or MHCIIlow TAMs. However, a reduced 

intratumoral frequency in MHCIIhigh TAMs was observed upon administration of T1317 

(Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12. Effects of LXR activation on the frequency of intratumoral myeloid cell populations. 

C57BL/6J male mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. The mice were 

treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 post-cancer cell injection. The tumors 

were collected at day 15 post-cancer cell inoculation. The frequency (percentage of gated live 
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singlets) of different myeloid cell populations was measured by flow cytometry. Horizontal bars 

indicate mean values in each experimental group. Pooled data from three independent 

experiments; n = 18–19 mice/group. Mann–Whitney test. *, p < 0.05. 

 

We also analyzed the abundance of these myeloid cell populations by determining total 

cell numbers in each tumor and normalizing the data by tumor weight. The reduction in 

the frequency of MHCIIhigh TAMs was accompanied by only a tendency toward a 

decreased amount of these cells in the tumors from T1317 treated mice. These 

observations suggest that the decrease in the relative frequency of MHCIIhigh TAMs in 

response to T1317 does not consistently translate in reduced numbers of this cells in the 

tumor (Figure 13). In LXR-deficient mice, no significant changes were observed in the 

abundance of several myeloid cell populations when compared to the WT control 

counterparts (Figure 13). 

   

  

Figure 13. Total numbers of intratumoral myeloid cell populations in WT and LXR-deficient 

mice. WT (C57BL/6J) or LXR-deficient male mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 
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3LL-R cells. The mice were treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 post-cancer 

cell injection. The tumors were collected at day 15 post-cancer cell inoculation. The abundance 

of different immune cell populations was measured by flow cytometry. The absolute numbers 

of cells were normalized to the tumor weight. Similar results were obtained when normalization 

was done using tumor volume. n = 5 mice/group. One-way ANOVA test followed by Newman–

Keuls post hoc. *, p < 0.05. 

 

In the intratumoral lymphoid cells compartment, three different populations were 

targeted: CD8+ lymphocytes (considered cytotoxic T cells), CD4+ FoxP3- lymphocytes 

(considered Th cells), and CD4+ FoxP3+ lymphocytes (considered Treg). As shown in 

Figure 14, the LXR ligand T1317 reduced the frequency of Tregs in wild type mice, while 

not affecting the frequency of cytotoxic or Th cells. 

 

 

Figure 14. Frequency of intratumoral lymphoid cell populations. C57BL/6J male mice were 

subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. The mice were treated daily with DMSO or 

T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 post-cancer cell injection. The tumors were collected at day 15 

post-cancer cell inoculation. The frequency (percentage of gated live singlets) of the targeted 

cell populations was measured by flow cytometry. Horizontal bars indicate mean values in each 

experimental group. Pooled data from three independent experiments; n = 18–19 mice/group. 

Mann–Whitney test. ***, p < 0.001. 
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The LXR ligand T1317 also reduced the total number of Treg in WT mice (Figure 15A). 

This reduction was not observed in LXR-deficient mice, indicating that the effects of 

T1317 on Treg abundance are specific and LXR-dependent (Figura 15B). Of note, a 

tendency for increased levels of Tregs was observed in the tumors growing in LXR-

deficient mice. 

 

 

Figure 15. Effects of pharmacological LXR activation on the abundance of intratumoral 

lymphoid cell populations. WT (C57BL/6J) (A-B) or LXR-deficient (B) mice were subjected to 

subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. The mice were treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 

mg/kg) from day 7 post-cancer cell injection. The tumors were collected at day 15 post-cancer 

cell inoculation. The abundance of lymphoid cell populations was measured by flow cytometry. 

In A, the absolute amount of Tregs was determined in each tumor and normalized to the tumor 

volume. In B, the absolute numbers of lymphoid cells were normalized to the tumor weight. In 

A, pooled data from two independent experiments; n = 10–11 mice/group (T test). In B, n = 5 

mice/group. One-way ANOVA test followed by Newman–Keuls post hoc. *, p < 0.05. 
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The effect of the LXR agonist on the frequency of Tregs was also analyzed using a 

transgenic mouse strain FoxP3-EGFP+ which expresses the transcription factor FoxP3 

coupled to the green fluorescence protein, having as a result fluorescent Tregs (Figure 

16). Again, T1317 reduced Treg frequency in the tumoral tissue, thus confirming the 

results obtained in WT mice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. LXR activation reduces the frequency of intratumoral Treg in FoxP3-EGFP transgenic 

mice. Male mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. The mice were treated 

daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 5 post-cancer cell injection. The tumors were 

collected at day 10 after tumor inoculation. The graphics represent the frequency of Tregs 

(percentage of gated live singlets) in the tumors. Horizontal bars indicate mean values from each 

experimental group. Pooled data from three independent experiments; n = 11–12 mice/group 

(Mann–Whitney test). *, p < 0.05. 

 

We next studied whether activation of the LXR pathway was also able to affect the 

abundance of Treg in the PyMT model. In this case, the expression of FoxP3 was analyzed 

by qPCR in total RNA from whole mammary glands. Supplementation of the diet with 

T1317 resulted in a significant reduction in FoxP3 expression in the mammary gland, 

compared to the mammary glands from the mice fed a regular diet (Figure 17). These 

results suggest that LXR activation downregulates Treg infiltration also in spontaneous 

breast adenocarcinoma. Overall, the results obtained in this section encouraged us to 

further investigate the mechanisms through which LXR activation negatively affects the 

intratumoral Treg population. 
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Figure 17. LXR activation decreased the levels of Foxp3 expression in mammary glands from 

PyMT mice. PyMT female mice were fed a chow diet supplemented with T1317 (50 mg/Kg) or 

nor (Control). At week 22 of age the mice were sacrificed, and the mammary glands were 

excised. The samples (100 mg/each) were homogenized, and total RNA was extracted. cDNA 

was synthesized by retro-transcriptase PCR and gene expression was evaluated by qPCR. The 

graphic represents Foxp3 expression normalized to the levels of L14 expression. Mean ± SEM; n 

= 20 (Control), n = 25 (T1317). Mann–Whitney U test. *, p < 0.05. 

 

3. Evaluation of the effects of LXR activation in Treg activity and proliferation. 

As described above, LXR activation reduced the frequency and abundance of 

intratumoral Tregs. Since it has been extensively documented that LXR agonists interfere 

with T cell proliferation (Bensinger et al., 2008; Geyeregger et al., 2009; Cui et al., 2011), 

we next evaluated if the reduction in intratumoral Tregs was due to general modulation 

of Treg proliferation. First Treg frequency was analyzed in spleens from 3LL-R tumor-

bearing mice (Figure 18). Treatment with T1317 did not reduce the frequency of these 

cells in the spleen, indicating that the inhibitory effects of the LXR agonist occur 

specifically in the TME. Of note, the frequency of splenic CD4+ FoxP3- T cells were 

downregulated upon pharmacologic LXR activation, in line with previous reports 

showing a role for LXRs in the negative control of central T cell proliferation (Bensinger 

et al., 2008; Geyeregger et al., 2009; Cui et al., 2011).  
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Figure 18. Effects of LXR activation on the frequency of T cells in the spleen. C57BL/6J male 

mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. The mice were treated daily with 

DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 post-cancer cell injection. The spleens were collected on 

day 15. The frequency of lymphoid cell populations was evaluated by flow cytometry. The 

graphics represent the frequencies of lymphocyte subtypes (percentage of gated live singlets) 

in the spleen. Horizontal bars indicate mean values from each experimental group. Pooled data 

from two independent experiments; n = 10–11 mice/group (Mann–Whitney test). *, p < 0.05. 

 

We also evaluated if LXR agonists were capable of inhibiting Treg proliferation in vitro. 

Tregs were sorted out from the spleen of FoxP3-EGFP mice and stimulated in vitro with 

T1317 or vehicle. Next, polyclonal Treg proliferation was induced with anti-CD3 and anti-

CD28 antibodies, in the presence of IL-2. As shown in Figure 19, the LXR agonist T1317 

did not affect Treg proliferation in vitro, at least at the dose used in these studies. 

Next, we assessed if the activation of the LXR pathway in Tregs interfered with their 

immunosuppressive capacity. On one hand, we performed T cell proliferation 

suppression assays using Tregs obtained from either tumors or splenic tissue from 3LL-

R tumor-bearing FoxP3-EGFP mice. As it is shown in Figure 20A, T1317 had no effect on 

the ability of tumor or splenic Tregs to suppress T cell proliferation. On the other hand, 

the expression of the immuno-modulatory cytokines IL-10 and TGFβ was analyzed from 

total RNA from purified Treg stimulated in vitro with T1317 or vehicle. As shown in Figure 

20B, T1317 did not affect the mRNA expression of these cytokines.  
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Taken together, the results presented in this section suggests that LXR activation does 

not interfere with the proliferation or the immunosuppressive capacity of Tregs in 

general. Therefore, a plausible explanation for the inhibitory effect of LXRs on the 

intratumoral Treg numbers should be sought within the TME. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. LXR activation does not inhibit Treg proliferation. Purified splenic Treg were stained 

with CFSE and then, incubated with T1317 (1 μM) or vehicle (DMSO) for 18 hours. Polyclonal 

Treg proliferation was induced by a combination of anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies and murine 

recombinant IL-2 (100 U/mL) for 48 hours. Treg proliferation was analyzed by flow cytometry. 

The graphic represents the percentage of Treg with CFSE dispersion compared with non-

stimulated Treg. Mean ± SD, n = 3 (one-way ANOVA). ***, p < 0.001. 
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Figure 20. LXR activation in Treg does not impair their immunosuppressive capacity. In A, 

T1317 does not impair the capability of Tregs to suppress T-cell proliferation. Tregs were isolated 

from the spleens (left) or tumors (right) of tumor-bearing FoxP3-EGFP mice. In either case, Tregs 

were treated with T1317 (1 μM) or DMSO for 18 hours. Total splenocytes were isolated from 

the spleens of WT mice. The splenocytes were stained with CFSE, and co-incubated with Tregs 

at a 1:1 (Treg:splenocyte) ratio. Control splenocytes were grown in the absence of Tregs. T-cell 

proliferation was induced in vitro for 48 hours using antibodies against CD3 and CD28 and 

analyzed by flow cytometry. The graphics represent the percentage of splenocytes with CFSE 

dispersion compared with non-activated splenocytes. Mean ± SD. Left, n = 3 biological replicates. 

Right, n = 5 biological replicates; t test. In B, Tregs were isolated from the spleen of FoxP3-EGFP 

mice. Purified Tregs were incubated with T1317 (1 μM) or DMSO for 18 hours. Total RNA was 

obtained and the expression of Il10 and Tgfb was analyzed by qPCR; mean ± SD, n = 3 (one-way 

ANOVA). *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01.  

 

4. Role of Treg in the antitumoral action of pharmacological LXR activation. 

Tregs are essential cells that modulate the immune response and suppress undesired 

responses against self-antigens. In the context of cancer, however, they can promote 

the inhibition of the antitumoral immune response. Indeed, a high infiltration of Tregs 

in the TME is often linked to a worse prognosis in many types of cancers (Tanaka & 

Sakaguchi, 2017). In this sense, there is multiple evidence supporting that their 

reduction may enhance the antitumoral response. To dissect the importance of Tregs in 

the antitumoral actions of the LXR agonist T1317, the levels of Treg were reduced in 

FoxP3-EGFP mice during tumor development. Treg depletion was carried out through 

the intraperitoneal injection of anti-CD25 antibodies. As shown in Figure 21A injection 

of antibodies against CD25 resulted in significant downregulation of the levels of Treg 

both in the spleen and within the tumor, in comparison with the level of Treg in mice 

injected with the control isotype antibody. The mice undergoing anti-CD25-mediated 

Treg depletion displayed reduced tumor growth compared with mice treated with the 

isotype control (Figure 21B), which suggests that Treg do mediate an antitumoral role in 

3LL-R tumors. In the control mice injected with isotype antibodies, treatment with the 

LXR agonist reduced the intratumoral frequency of Tregs, while not affecting the 

frequency of splenic Tregs (Figure 21A), in line with the results described in Figures 14, 
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15, 16 and 18. In control mice injected with isotype antibodies, LXR activation resulted 

in inhibited tumor growth (Figure 21B). In mice injected with anti-CD25 antibodies, 

however, T1317 did not reduce tumor progression in comparison with the DMSO-

treated mice (Figure 21B), suggesting that the effect of T1317 on tumor progression is 

Treg-dependent. In addition, tumor progression was lower in the isotype/T1317 group 

than in either of the experimental groups injected with anti-CD25 antibodies, (Figure 

21B), indicating that T1317 may be affecting other components in the TME beyond the 

effect on intratumoral Treg abundance. 

 

Figure 21. Effects of LXR activation in mice undergoing Treg depletion. A and B, male FoxP3-

EGFP reporter mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. At days 2, 5, and 8 

post cancer cell injection, the mice were administered either anti-CD25 antibodies or control 

isotype antibodies (200 μg per animal in PBS by intraperitoneal injection). At day 5, and until day 

9, the mice received a daily dose of T1317 (15 mg/kg) or vehicle (DMSO). n = 5–6 animals/group. 

On day 10, the mice were euthanized. In A, the frequency of FoxP3-GFP+ Treg in spleens (top) 

and tumors (bottom) was evaluated by flow cytometry. Horizontal bars represent mean values. 

Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Dunn multiple comparison test; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01. Selected 

experimental conditions were also compared using a Mann–Whitney test (#, p < 0.05; ##, p < 
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0.01). In B, tumor volumes were measured from day 5 to day 10 and represented as fold change. 

Two-way ANOVA with repeated measures; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. 

 

5. Effects of T1317 on the transcriptional profile and immunosuppressive 
capacity of TAMs. 

The chemokines CCL17 and CCL22 are key mediators of Treg recruitment to tissues. Both 

MHCIIhigh TAM and MHCIIlow TAM subpopulations (specially MHCIIhigh TAMs), are 

important producers of these chemokines in the TME (Movahedi et al., 2010). As 

indicated in the “Previous results from the group” section, previous studies from our 

group had shown that LXR activation strongly inhibited the expression of Ccl17, and to 

a lesser extent of Ccl22, in MHCIIhigh TAMs. A tendency for downregulation of Ccl17 was 

also observed in MHCIIlow TAMs in T1317-treated mice. In addition, LXR activation ex 

vivo strongly inhibited the expression of Ccl17 and Ccl22 in MHCIIlow TAMs (data included 

in the doctoral thesis defended by Dr. JM Carbó, 2017). 

To further study the global effects of LXR activation in MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow 

TAMs, gene expression profiling was performed in these TAM subpopulations 

stimulated ex vivo with T1317 or DMSO. The processing of the microarray data is 

detailed in Materials and methods. First, the expression of the LXR isoforms Lxra and 

Lxrb, as well as the RXR isoforms Rxra and Rxrb was confirmed in both TAM 

subpopulations, and the LXR agonist T1317 did not alter their expression (Figure 22). 

Low levels of expression of Rxrg were also detected (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22. Expression of LXR and RXR isoforms in TAMs. MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs 

were stimulated ex vivo with T1317 (1 μM) or DMSO for 24 hours. Changes in gene expression 

were analyzed by expression profiling. The graphic displays the expression levels of LXR and RXR 

isoforms in TAMs. Results from three (MHCIIhigh TAMs) or two (MHCIIlow TAMs) independent 

experiments. Paired T-test.  

 

The expression levels of well-established LXR target genes were also analyzed (Figure 

23). Stimulation with T1317 induced the expression of several LXR targets as the sterol 

transporters ABCA1 and ABCG1, the transcription factor SREBP1c (Srebf1), the ubiquitin 

ligase IDOL (Mylip), and the multifunctional enzyme CD38 in both TAM subpopulations 

(Figure 23A).  

The induction of selected genes in TAMs was also validated through qPCR in 

independent experiments (Figure 23B). Of note, LXR activation did not induce the 

expression of ApoE in these cells, in contrast with previous observations in other cell 

types (Tavazoie et al., 2018).  
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Figure 23. T1317 induces the expression of canonical LXR target genes in TAMs. MHCIIhigh TAMs 

and MHCIIlow TAMs were isolated from 3LL-R tumors and stimulated ex vivo with T1317 (1 μM) 

or DMSO for 24h. In A, changes in gene expression were analyzed by gene profiling. The graphics 

display heatmaps showing that T1317 induces the expression of several canonical LXR target 

genes in TAMs. In B, validation of LXR target genes expression in TAMs by qPCR. In independent 

experiments, TAMs were isolated and processed as described in A. The expression of selected 

LXR targets was evaluated by qPCR in MHCIIhigh TAMs (left) and MHCIIlow TAMs (right). In A, 

results from three (MHCIIhigh TAMs) or two (MHCIIlow TAMs) independent experiments. In B, 

mean±SEM; n = 3 independent experiments. In A, paired T-test (T1317 versus DMSO). In B, T-

test; *, p <0.05; **, p <0.01; ***, p <0.001. R, replicate. 

 

The expression profile data was analyzed to further characterize the effects of LXR 

activation on selected markers of macrophage activation, including surface markers, 

enzymes, cytokines, and chemokines, other than CCL17 and CCL22 (Figure 24). MHCIIhigh 

TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs differ in their expression pattern of several markers of 

activation, in line with previous work reported by Movahedi and collaborators 

(Movahedi et al., 2010). Most of the selected markers were unaffected by LXR activation 

in both TAM subpopulations. However, in MHCIIhigh TAMs, a significant reduction in the 

expression of Cd80, Nos2, Il1b, Il10, Il4ra, Mmp9 and Ptges was observed upon LXR 

activation (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24. Analysis of the effects of T1317 on selected markers of macrophage activation. 

MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs were sorted out from 3LL-R tumors and stimulated ex vivo 
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with T1317 (1 μM) or DMSO for 24h. Changes in gene expression were analyzed by gene 

profiling. The graphics display relative expression values of selected surface markers (A), 

enzymes (B), and cytokines and chemokines (C). Results from three (MHCIIhigh TAMs) or two 

(MHCIIlow TAMs) independent experiments. Paired T-test; *, p <0.05; **, p <0.01. 

 

In parallel, we investigated if LXR activation affects two main functions of TAMs, their 

immunosuppressive capacity, and their ability to exert phagocytosis. Functional assays 

were performed ex vivo with MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs. The ability to inhibit 

polyclonal T cell proliferation was assessed through suppression assays, measuring CFSE 

dispersion by flow cytometry. In these assays, TAMs were treated or not with LXR 

agonists and co-incubated with CFSE-stained splenocytes. T cell proliferation was 

stimulated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies. Interestingly, both subpopulations 

of TAMs were able to suppress T cell proliferation, and the stimulation of TAMs with 

T1317 partially reduced this inhibitory effect (Figure 25).  

 

 

Figure 25. LXR activation inhibits the capability of TAMs to suppress T-cell proliferation. 

MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs were isolated from 15-day 3LL-R tumors and stimulated ex 

vivo with T1317 (1 μM) or DMSO for 18 hours. In parallel, freshly isolated splenocytes were 

stained with CFSE and co-incubated with TAMs at a 1:1 (TAM:splenocyte) ratio. Control cells 

were maintained in the absence of TAMs. T-cell proliferation was induced for 48 hours using 

antibodies against CD3 and CD28.CFSE dispersion was analyzed by flow cytometry. The graphic 
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represents the percentage of cells with CFSE dispersion using non activated splenocytes as 

reference. Mean ± SD; n = 3 biological replicates. One-way ANOVA; *, p < 0.05; ***, p < 0.001. 

 

On the other hand, the effects of LXR activation on the phagocytic capacity of TAMs was 

measured using fluorescent latex microspheres. In contrast with the effects on 

immunosuppression, T1317 did not affect the phagocytic activity of TAMs (Figure 26). 

Altogether, these results suggest that LXR activation impacts the immunosuppressive 

capacity of MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs without affecting their phagocytic 

activity, which may contribute to the general inhibitory effect of the LXR agonists on 

tumor progression.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. LXR activation does not alter the phagocytic capacity of TAMs. MHCIIhigh TAMs and 

MHCIIlow TAMs were isolated from 15-day 3LL-R tumors and stimulated ex vivo with T1317 (1 

μM) or DMSO for 18 hours. TAMs were incubated with 3-μm fluorescent microspheres (20 

beads/cell) for 30 minutes. The percentage of TAMs that had phagocyted fluorescent 

microspheres was analyzed by flow cytometry. Mean ± SD; n = 2 biological replicates. 
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Based on the inhibitory effects of LXR activation on the capacity of TAMs to suppress T 

cell proliferation, a deeper analysis was performed on the expression profiling data now 

focusing on genes reportedly involved in the immunosuppressive mechanisms of TAMs 

or in the acquisition of an alternatively activated phenotype in macrophages. First, the 

analysis revealed that different subsets of genes were repressed (>25% repression) by 

T1317 in MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs (Figure 27A). An unbiased gene ontology 

analysis was performed with the repressed genes in each TAM subpopulation. In 

MHCIIhigh TAMs, the analysis showed several biological processes affected, including the 

biosynthesis of ROS and the positive regulation of nitric oxide (Figure 27B), both 

important processes for the immunosuppressive activities of TAMs. No significant 

enrichment of specific biological processes was observed among the genes repressed in 

MHCIIlow TAMs. In addition, we further selected a list of genes involved in 

immunosuppression in tumors or in macrophage alternative activation and analyzed 

them separately (Figure 27C). Importantly, the expression of several genes that are part 

of the pro-tumoral program of TAMs were downregulated upon LXR activation (Figure 

27C). The effects on some of these genes were further validated by qPCR in independent 

experiments (Figure 27D). Of note, the LXR agonist was able to repress a larger set of 

genes in MHCIIhigh TAMs than in MHCIIlow TAMs, suggesting differences between both 

cell subpopulations in the repertoire of genes susceptible to LXR-mediated repression. 
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Figure 27. LXR activation downregulates the expression of genes that are part of the pro-

tumoral program of TAMs. TAMs were isolated from 15-day 3LL-R tumors and stimulated ex 

vivo with T1317 (1 μM) or DMSO for 24 hours. Changes in gene expression were analyzed by 

expression profiling. In A, graphics display heatmaps showing the expression profile of genes 

that underwent significant down-regulation (≥ 25 % repression) by T1317. Results from three 

(MHCIIhigh TAMs, left) or two (MHCIIlow TAMs, right) independent experiments. Paired T-test. R, 

replicate. In B, biological processes affected by T1317 in MHCIIhigh TAMs. The table displays the 

results of gene ontology analysis of the list of genes significantly downregulated by T1317 in 
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MHCIIhigh TAMs, with enrichment of several biological processes and the biological processes 

enriched. The results from three independent experiments are included. In C, the graphics show 

the percentage of repression by T1317 of genes that have been selected because of their 

reported involvement in immunosuppressive functions in the TME or in macrophage alternative 

activation. The results from three (MHCIIhigh TAMs) or two (MHCIIlow TAMs) independent 

experiments are included. Paired T test; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01. (T1317-treated vs. control cells). 

In D, gene expression was evaluated by qPCR TAMs in MHCIIhigh TAMs (left) and MHCIIlow TAMs 

(right). The graphics display gene expression levels of several genes associated to the 

immunosuppressive capabilities of. Mean ± SEM; n=3; T-test. *, p < 0,05; *, p < 0,01; ***, p < 

0,001 (T1317 versus DMSO). 

 

6. LXR activation represses the secretion of CCL17 and CCL22 in bone-marrow 
derived macrophages. 

As mentioned in the introduction (see section “Previous results from the group”), our 

group had previously observed inhibitory effects of the LXR pathway on the mRNA 

expression of the chemokines CCL17 and CCL22. Since these chemokines are important 

inducers of Treg recruitment to tumors, we evaluated whether LXR activation also 

affects their secretion. These studies were performed using BMDM and the secretion of 

chemokines was stimulated with two different factors commonly produced in the TME, 

IL-4 and GM-CSF. Macrophages were treated with the LXR agonist T1317 or vehicle and 

then stimulated with IL-4 or GM-CSF. As shown in Figure 28, IL-4 and GM-CSF stimulated 

the secretion of abundant levels of both chemokines and T1317 inhibited this increase. 

The inhibitory effect of the LXR agonist, was not observed in macrophages deficient for 

LXRs (Figure 28). Indicating that the actions of T1317 were specific for LXRs. In addition, 

the induction of CCL17 and CCL22 secretion was significantly higher in LXR-deficient 

macrophages which suggests that LXRs can perform basal repression of these 

chemokines in the absence of synthetic agonists. 
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Figure 28. LXR activation inhibits the secretion of CCL17 and CCL22 in macrophages. BMDM 

were obtained from WT mice or LXR-deficient mice. The cells were pretreated with T1317 (1 

μM; 16 hours) and then stimulated with IL4 (10 ng/mL; 24 hours) or B) GM-CSF (5 ng/mL; 24 

hours). The supernatants were collected and the levels of secreted CCL17 and CCL22 were 

determined by ELISA. Mean ± SD; n = 3 biological replicates. Two-way ANOVA–Bonferroni. *, p 

< 0.05; ***, p < 0.001. 

 

7. Effects of LXR activation in the macrophage response to GM-CSF. 

GM-CSF produced in the TME contributes to the acquisition of pro-tumoral activities by 

TAMs (Mantovani et al., 2017). We therefore investigated if LXR agonists modulate the 

expression of several genes that are part of the GM-CSF-induced signature in 

macrophages. In these studies, two different LXR agonists were used, T1317 and 

GW3965. The expression of the genes Arg1, Il1b, resistin-like alpha (Retnla) and 

macrophage galactose n-acetyl-galactosamine-specific lectin (Mgl)2 was stimulated by 

GM-CSF in BMDM (Figure 29). In addition, we confirmed the induction of the 

chemokines Ccl17 and Ccl22. In all cases, pre-treatment with the LXR agonists T1317 or 

GW3965 lead to a reduced expression of the GM-CSF-induced genes compared to the 

macrophages pre-treated with vehicle (DMSO). This inhibitory effect was severely 

impaired in macrophages from LXR-deficient mice (Figure 29A). Moreover, GM-CSF 
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stimulation downregulated the expression of Lxra (Figure 29B), suggesting general 

reciprocal negative interaction between GM-CSF signaling and the LXR pathway.  

 

 

Figure 29. Effects of LXR activation on the expression of genes representative of the GM-CSF 

signature in macrophages. In A, macrophages were differentiated from bone marrow cells 

obtained from either WT (left) or LXR-deficient mice (right). Macrophages were pretreated with 

T1317 or GW3965 (1 μM; 16 hours) and then stimulated with GM-CSF (5 ng/mL; 24 hours). Total 

RNA was extracted, and gene expression was evaluated by qPCR. Mean ± SEM. n = 3–8 (WT) n = 

4 (LXRα/β−/−) independent experiments using 1–2 biological replicates for each experiment 

(ANOVA–Bonferroni); In B, effects of GM-CSF on the expression of LXR isoforms. BMDM were 

obtained from WT mice. Macrophages were stimulated with GM-CSF (5 ng/ml; 8 or 24 hours). 

Gene expression was evaluated by qPCR. Mean ± SEM, n = 3-4 independent experiments using 

1–2 biological replicates for each experiment (one way ANOVA–Bonferroni); *, p < 0.05; **, p < 

0.01; ***, p < 0.001. Selected experimental conditions were also compared using a t test (#, p < 

0.05; ##, p < 0.01). 
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8. Role of IRF4 in the antitumoral actions of the LXR pathway. 

The transcription factor IRF4 is a common component in both IL-4 and GM-CSF signaling 

pathways (El Chartouni et al., 2010; Lacey et al., 2012). As mentioned in the Introduction 

(see “Previous results from the group” section), our group had demonstrated that IRF4 

activity is required for the induction of CCL17 and CCL22 expression in response to IL-4 

or GM-CSF. Here, we analyzed the effects of LXR activation on IRF4 expression at 

different levels. BMDM were pretreated with LXR agonists and stimulated with IL-4 or 

GM-CSF. IRF4 mRNA and protein expression were analyzed qPCR and western blotting, 

respectively. The results show an inhibitory effect of LXR agonists on Irf4 mRNA 

expression (Figures 30A-B), confirming previous observations from the group. These 

effects were specific for the LXR pathway, as they were abolished in LXR-deficient 

macrophages (Figures 30A-B). In addition, the inhibitory effect of the LXR pathway 

translated in reduced IRF4 protein levels during the macrophage response to either IL-4 

or GM-CSF (Figures 30C-D) 
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Figure 30. LXR agonists inhibit the expression levels of IRF4 mRNA and protein level. BMDM 

were obtained from WT (A-D) or LXR-deficient (A, B) mice. Macrophages were pretreated with 

T1317 or GW3965 (1 μM; 18 hours) and then stimulated with IL4 (A, C) (10 ng/mL; in A, 4 hours; 

in C, 2 and 4 hours) or GM-CSF (B, D) (5 ng/mL; in B, 24 hours; In D, 8 and 24 hours). IRF4 

expression was analyzed by qPCR (A-B) or by Western blotting (7 μg whole cell extract/lane) (C-

D). In A-B, Mean ± SEM, n = 6. In C-D, representative experiments. In A, Kruskal–Wallis; In B, 

ANOVA-Bonferroni. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. In A, a Mann–Whitney test was also 

used for selected comparisons (##, P < 0.01). 

 

Taking together our previous observations of the inhibitory effects of LXR activation on 

IRF4 expression in TAMs, and the results presented here from BMDM, we hypothesized 

that downregulation of IRF4 expression and the subsequent decrease in CCL17 

expression in the TME could be the mechanism by which LXR activation results in 

reduced intratumoral Treg numbers. To investigate the relevance of IRF4 in tumor 

progression, we compared the growth of 3LL-R tumors in WT and IRF4-deficient mice 
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treated with T1317 or vehicle. In addition, intratumoral lymphoid cell populations were 

evaluated by flow cytometry.  

As shown in figure 31A, tumors developing in IRF4-deficient mice reached a larger size 

when compared to the ones growing in WT mice. Moreover, treatment with T1317 was 

less effective in inhibiting tumor growth in the IRF4-deficient background. These results 

suggested that the functional expression of IRF4 in the TME is important for the 

antitumoral effects of the LXR agonist. Notably, there was lower infiltration of 

lymphocytes in general (including Tregs) in the tumors developed in IRF4-deficient mice 

(figure 31B) which may explain the increased tumor growth in these mice. In addition, 

treatment with T1317 specifically downregulated the numbers of the Treg population in 

WT mice, but not in IRF4-deficient mice (figure 31B), in line with the diminished 

responsiveness of these tumors to the LXR agonist. In conclusion, these data support 

the importance of IRF4 as a mediator of the antitumoral actions of pharmacological LXR 

activation. 
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Figure 31. Evaluation of the antitumoral response of the LXR pathway in WT versus IRF4-

deficient mice. WT or IRF4-deficient mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R 

cells and treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 post-cancer cell injection. In 

A, the graphic displays tumor volume progression curves. In B, abundance of intratumoral 

lymphoid cells in WT versus IRF4-deficient mice. Absolute numbers of intratumoral lymphocytes 

were measured by flow cytometry and normalized to tumor volume. In A-B, Mean ± SEM; n = 6–

7 mice/group. In A, two-way ANOVA-repeated measures; in B, one-way ANOVA – Bonferroni; *, 

p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. In addition, in B, selected conditions were compared with 

a T-test; #, p < 0.05. 
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9. Effects of LXR activation over on IRF4-CCL17/CCL22 axis in human 
macrophages. 

Based on the inhibitory actions of LXR agonists on the expression of IRF4, CCL17 and 

CCL22 in mice, we explored whether such effects were also active in the human system. 

Human macrophages were differentiated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells from 

healthy donors. Macrophages were pretreated with T1317 and then stimulated with IL-

4. LXR activation inhibited the induction of the three genes tested (Figure 32), suggesting 

that the crosstalk between LXRs and the IRF4-CCL17/CCL22 axis is evolutionary 

conserved and may be also relevant in humans. 

In this sense, Kaplan-Meier analyses were performed on metadata from the R2: 

Genomics Analysis and Visualization platform (http://r2.amc.nl) to evaluate the 

association of chemokine expression with the probability of overall survival in patient 

cohort of different types of cancer. The analyses showed that a high CCL17 expression 

associated with lower survival in non-small cell lung cancer and in kidney clear cell 

carcinoma (Figure 33). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Effects of LXR agonists on the IRF4-CCL17/CCL22 axis in human macrophages. 

Human macrophages were differentiated in vitro from peripheral blood mononuclear cells from 

healthy donors. The cells were pretreated with T1317 (1 μM; 18 hours) or vehicle (DMSO) and 
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stimulated with IL4 (10 ng/mL; 4 and 24 hours) or left untreated. Gene expression was evaluated 

by qPCR. n = 3 independent experiments. One-way ANOVA; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 

0.001. 

 

 

Figure 33. High expression of CCL17associates with poorer overall survival probability in 

different types of cancer. Kaplan-Meier analysis was performed on data from the R2: Genomics 

Analysis and Visualization Platform to assess the probability of overall survival in patient cohorts 

of non-small cell lung cancer (Bild AH et al., Nature, 2006;439:353) (left) and of kidney renal 

clear cell carcinoma (The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project) (right). 

 

Taking together all the data shown in the results section so far, this work provides more 

insights about the biological actions of LXR agonists in the TME, supporting their use as 

antitumoral drugs. All the observations described here are included in the publication 

Carbó et al., 2021 (see Annex), in which I am co-first author. 
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10. Role of CD38 in the T1317-mediated effects on tumor progression. 

Our group has identified in the past the existence of negative crosstalk between 

inflammatory mediators and the LXR pathway (Pascual-García et al., 2013). To evaluate 

if factors secreted by tumor cells affect the expression of LXR target genes, we treated 

BMDM with conditioned medium from 3LL-R cells in the presence of the LXR agonist 

T1317 or vehicle. The expression of several conventional LXR targets evaluated here was 

not affected by the 3LL-R cell conditioned medium. However, the expression of Cd38 

dramatically increased when the macrophages were exposed to 3LL-R conditioned 

medium in combination with T1317 (Figure 34). This result suggested a synergistic effect 

of T1317 with undefined mediators produced by 3LL-R cells selectively affecting Cd38 

expression in macrophages. The next step was to evaluate potential inflammatory 

signals that could be driving this effect. To this end, the effect of T1317 and the 3LL-R 

conditioned medium on Cd38 expression was evaluated in BMDM from either STAT1-

deficient mice or p38α-deficient mice (Figure 35). In STAT1-deficient macrophages, 

T1317 induced more potently the expression of Cd38 than in WT macrophages. 

However, the synergy between the LXR agonist and the 3LL-R conditioned medium on 

Cd38 expression was lost in STAT1-deficient macrophages (Figure 35A). Likewise, the 

synergistic effect was also abolished in p38α-deficient macrophages, although the lack 

of functional p38α did not influence the induction of Cd38 expression by the LXR agonist 

alone (Figure 35B). Taken together, these results indicate that both STAT1 and p38α 

signaling pathways contribute to the synergistic effect of T1317 and 3LL-R conditioned 

medium on Cd38 expression. 
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Figure 34. Effects of the LXR agonist T1317 and 3LL-R cell conditioned medium on the 

expression of LXR target genes. BMDM were obtained from WT mice. The cells were incubated 

with T1317 (1 μM) and 3LL-R conditioned medium (½ dilution in complete medium) either alone 

or in combination during the indicated periods of time. Control cells were left untreated. Gene 

expression was evaluated by qPCR. n = 3 independent experiments. One-way ANOVA; *, p < 

0,05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. Selected conditions were also compared with a T-test; #, p < 

0.05. 
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Figure 35. Roles of inflammatory signaling pathways on Cd38 expression. BMDM were 

obtained from WT mice (A-B), STAT1-deficient mice (A) or from mice with specific ablation in 

p38α in myeloid cells (B). The cells were incubated for 20 hours with T1317 (1 μM), 3LL-R 

conditioned medium (½ dilution in complete medium), or a combination of both. Control cells 

were left untreated. Gene expression was evaluated by qPCR. n = 3 (A) or n = 2 (B) independent 

experiments. One-way ANOVA; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. Selected conditions were 

also compared by T-test; #, p < 0.05; ##, p < 0.01; ###, p < 0.001. 

 

To investigate the importance of CD38 for the T1317-mediated antitumoral effects, 3LL-

R tumor progression studies were conducted in WT and CD38-deficient mice. Of note, 

no significant differences were observed on tumor progression between WT and CD38-

deficient mice treated with DMSO. In WT mice, T1317 mediated reduction of tumor 

progression as expected (Figure 36). The tumor growth curves in CD38-deficient mice 

suggested that T1317 was effective until day 10 and lost the inhibitory effect during the 

second half of the curve (Figure 36).  
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Figure 36. Role of CD38 in the antitumoral action of the LXR pathway. WT (left) or CD38-

deficient (right) male mice were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells and treated 

daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 post-cancer cells injection. Graphic displays 

tumor volume progression curves. Mean ± SEM; n = 5–9 mice/group. Two-way ANOVA-repeated 

measures; ***, p < 0.001. In addition, T test. #, p < 0.05; ##, p < 0.01 

 

Taken together, the results in this section suggest that factors secreted by cancer cells 

act in combination with LXR agonists to induce the expression of CD38 in macrophages. 

Furthermore, functional expression of CD38 in the host is important for the maintenance 

of the inhibitory potential of the LXR pathway during tumor progression. Whether the 

loss of effectiveness of the LXR agonist in the CD38-deficient background is associated 

with changes in the TME needs to be addressed in future studies. 
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DISCUSSION 
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The investigation on LXRs as therapeutic targets in a variety of diseases is particularly 

interesting. On one hand, LXRs are involved directly or indirectly in many physiological 

processes. On the other hand, they can be activated through the treatment with 

synthetic agonists that display high affinity and specificity. In the context of cancer, it 

has been extensively documented that LXR agonists exert potent anti-proliferative and 

pro-apoptotic effects on many types of tumoral cell lines in vitro and also antitumoral 

activities in several murine models in vivo (reviewed in Font-Díaz et al., 2021). In this 

work, we have identified novel roles of activated LXRs in the control of tumor growth, 

which are based on interference with various macrophage-mediated mechanisms that 

help maintain an immunosuppressive TME (Figure 37). 

In our hands, the LXR agonist T1317 proved to be effective as an antitumoral drug in two 

different models of tumor growth, a syngeneic model of Lewis lung carcinoma based on 

subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells and a spontaneous model of breast 

adenocarcinoma in MMTV-PyMT female mice. Since different responses to LXR 

activation have been described in male and female mice in several processes, such as 

atherosclerosis (Joseph et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2015), circadian rhythm-controlled 

mechanisms (Feillet et al., 2016), or neutrophil function in a myocardial infarction 

context (DeLeon-Pennell et al., 2018), the influence of sex was evaluated in the 3LL-R 

lung carcinoma model. Control female mice displayed higher variability in tumor growth 

than the male counterparts, but the LXR agonist was able to inhibit the size of tumors in 

both sexes. Our conclusion that the drug is effective in females is further supported by 

the fact that the LXR agonist inhibited tumor development in the mammary glands of 

MMTV-PyMT female mice. However, since the effects in 3LL-R lung carcinoma tumors 

were more solid in male mice, subsequent mechanistic studies in this model were 

carried out in males. Another remarkable aspect is that pharmacological LXR activation 

was effective on tumors that are already established, thus supporting the therapeutical 

use of LXR agonists in cancer.  

We have dissected the effects of LXR activation in the intratumoral abundance of 

immune cell populations that have a prognostic value. Recently, Tavazoie and 

collaborators published a study placing the actions of LXR agonists in the TME in the 

spotlight. In that work, high doses of a newly developed LXR agonist, RGX-104, resulted 
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in depletion of MDSCs from the tumor and in an increased cytotoxic T cell response, 

which inhibited tumor progression. Mechanistic studies using B16F10 melanoma tumors 

suggested that LXR-induced ApoE expression promoted the apoptosis of MDSCs in the 

TME through its interaction with the LDL receptor related protein 8 (also known as LRP8) 

receptor (Tavazoie et al., 2018).  In our study, the analysis of intratumoral myeloid cells 

included two populations, CD11b+/Ly6Chigh/Ly6G- cells and CD11b+/Ly6Clow/Ly6G+ cells, 

enriched in monocytic MDSCs and granulocytic MDSCs, respectively. However, 

treatment with the LXR agonist T1317 did not alter the frequency or total abundance of 

these cell populations. These differences might be attributed to several factors, such as 

the type of tumor, the characteristics of the LXR agonist (including the dose), or the stage 

of tumor progression at the time of agonist administration. In this sense, the doses of 

LXR agonists used by Tavazoie and collaborators were of 80-100 mg/kg/day (Tavazoie et 

al., 2018), whereas the doses used in our experiments were remarkably lower 

(15mg/kg/day). Of note, ApoE expression was not upregulated in whole tumors from 

mice treated with the dose of the LXR agonist used in our study, nor in TAMs exposed 

to the agonist in vitro, whereas the expected increase was observed for other well 

established LXR targets. 

In contrast with the lack of effects in MDSCs, administration of T1317 did result in a 

significant reduction in the frequency of MHCIIhigh TAMs. Local proliferation within the 

tumor has been described for TAMs derived either from tissue resident macrophages 

(Zhu et al., 2017) or from blood monocytes (Tymoszuk et al., 2014). An important 

mediator of local TAM expansion is M-CSF (Tymoszuk et al., 2014). Our group has 

previously described that LXR activation inhibits macrophage proliferation induced by 

M-CSF or GM-CSF (Pascual-García et al., 2011). While we cannot discard the possibility 

that LXRs contribute to control local TAM proliferation, the reduction in the frequency 

of MHCIIhigh TAMs was not consistently accompanied by a significant reduction in the 

absolute numbers of these cells within the tumor. These considerations suggest that the 

changes in the percentage of these cells might be mostly influenced by the relative 

distribution of other intratumoral cells. 

The results from this work strongly suggest that combined actions on the modulation of 

TAM responses contribute to the antitumoral effects of pharmacological LXR activation 
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(Figure 37). In fact, the LXR agonist repressed several genes that play key roles in the 

pro-tumoral program of TAMs. This conclusion is based, in part, on the analysis of the 

effects of T1317 on the transcriptional profile of MHCIIlow TAMs and MHCIIhigh TAMs. 

Interestingly, the LXR agonist repressed different subsets of genes in these two cell 

populations, with a higher proportion of genes being affected in MHCIIhigh TAMs. For 

example, the expression of Nos2, which reduces the availability of arginine for activated 

T cells (Martí i Líndez & Reith, 2021), was only repressed in MHCIIhigh TAMs, while the 

expression of Trem1 was selectively inhibited in MHCIIlow TAMs. The explanation for 

such differences is unclear. Indeed, these subpopulations are different in their 

expression profile and intratumoral localization, and in the mechanisms used for 

immunosuppression, with MHCIIhigh TAMs being more dependent on NOS2 activity 

(Movahedi et al., 2010). We cannot discard that MHCIIlow TAMs, which are found in 

hypoxic areas within the tumor, may undergo cellular/biochemical adaptations resulting 

in increased protection of several genes against LXR-mediated repression. Although 

further understanding of the relative contribution of some of these genes to the 

suppressive capacity of TAM subpopulations is required, functional assays indicated that 

LXR activation was effective in inhibiting the capacity of both MHCIIlow TAMs and 

MHCIIhigh TAMs to suppress polyclonal T cell proliferation.  

In addition to direct suppressive mechanisms, MHCIIhigh TAMs are major producers of 

the chemokines CCL17 and CCL22 in the TME (Movahedi et al., 2010), which are 

important signals for the recruitment of Treg to tissues. Indeed, migration and 

accumulation of Treg into tumoral tissue is favored by their expression of the chemokine 

receptor CCR4, which binds to CCL17 and CCL22 produced in the TME (Marshall et al., 

2020). As indicated in the introduction, the group had already generated data (Carbó 

JM. Doctoral thesis, 2017) showing an inhibitory effect of the LXR pathway on the 

expression of these chemokines by TAMs. In the current study, a significant reduction in 

the frequency and abundance of intratumoral Treg was detected in T1317-treated mice. 

Treg infiltrating tumoral tissue are mostly in a potently activated and proliferative state 

(Tanaka & Sakaguchi, 2017). In order to understand if the pharmacological activation of 

LXRs was directly affecting Treg functionality, we performed functional assays in both 

tumoral and splenic Treg populations from 3LL-R tumor-bearing mice. Our results did 
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not show any inhibitory effect of T1317 on the immunosuppressive potential or the 

proliferative capacity of Treg from either origin. Moreover, contrary to the observations 

in tumors, activation of LXRs did not impact the frequency of Treg in the spleen of 3LL-

R tumor-bearing mice. These observations suggest that the inhibitory effect of the LXR 

agonist on the intratumoral abundance of Treg most probably reflects decreased 

recruitment of these cells to the tumor, instead of diminished central proliferation or 

survival of these cells. Other studies available in the literature shed contrasting 

conclusions on the effects of LXR agonists on Treg biology. As an example, the LXR 

agonist GW3965 inhibited the differentiation of several Treg subpopulations, reducing 

their presence in the intestine draining mesenteric lymph nodes under homeostatic 

conditions (Parigi et al., 2021). Conversely, the same agonist, GW3965, induced and 

activated Treg populations in the gut, even enhancing their immunosuppressive 

capabilities (Herold et al., 2017). In a cancer context, Carpenter and collaborators 

reported that treatment in vitro with LXR agonists increased the viability and induced 

FoxP3 and CTLA-4 expression in Treg stimulated with conditioned media from breast 

cancer cells (Carpenter et al., 2019). They also described that treatment with the LXR 

inverse agonist SR9243, which acts as an LXR inhibitor, reduced the intratumoral levels 

of several immune cell populations, namely TADCs, G-MDSCs and Treg (Carpenter et al., 

2019). Whether or not the actions of SR9243 leading to these results are specifically 

mediated through LXR inhibition is unclear. In our model, the inhibitory effect of T1317 

on Treg abundance was specifically mediated by the LXR pathway, as it was abolished in 

LXR-deficient mice. In addition, in MMTV-PyMT transgenic mice, even though we did not 

perform an exhaustive evaluation of intratumoral immune cell populations, 

administration of the LXR agonist led to a significant reduction in mammary gland Foxp3 

expression, which we interpret as an indication of reduced Treg abundance.  

Because Treg exist in low numbers in LLC tumors, we further evaluated the relevance of 

this immune cell population in our model. Treg depletion using anti-CD25 antibodies 

resulted in a substantial reduction in tumor progression, thus indicating a pro-tumoral 

role of this immune cell population in our cancer setting. This result is in line with many 

evidences showing that Treg infiltration and accumulation in tumors often leads to a 

dampening in antitumoral responses and worse prognosis (Tanaka & Sakaguchi, 2017) 
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(Shang et al., 2015). Importantly, the LXR agonist did not efficiently reduce tumor 

growth in Treg-depleted mice. Therefore, taking together the different pieces of 

evidence from this work, we propose that decreased production of Treg-attracting 

chemokines by TAMs and subsequent reduction of Treg infiltrates is a mechanism 

contributing to the suppressive actions of the LXR agonist on tumor growth. However, 

it should be noted that tumor progression was more profoundly inhibited in control mice 

treated with the LXR agonist than in mice undergoing Treg depletion. This result 

reinforces the idea that inhibitory effects on additional aspects of the macrophage pro-

tumoral program, as described above, also contribute to the antitumoral activity of the 

LXR pathway.  

At the molecular level, the results from this work propose the targeting of the 

transcription factor IRF4 as a relevant mechanism that links pharmacologic LXR 

activation with the downregulation of CCL17 (Figure 37). Previous work by Achuthan and 

collaborators showed that the GM-CSF-mediated induction of CCL17 was dependent on 

IRF4 (Achuthan et al., 2016). Similar results were obtained by our group for both Ccl17 

and Ccl22 in the context of the macrophage response to GM-CSF or IL-4 (Carbó JM. 

Doctoral thesis, 2017). In this work, we have further deepened into this type of studies 

to show that LXR activation represses the protein expression levels of IRF4 protein and 

the subsequent production and secretion of CCL17 and CCL22. The relevance of IRF4 in 

this context was supported by a reduced efficiency of the LXR agonist in suppressing 

tumor growth in IRF4-deficient mice. Of note, however, these studies were carried out 

using a model of systemic IRF4 deficiency and the interpretation of the data should be 

done with caution. IRF4 is an important transcription factor for CD4+ T cell maturation 

(Mittrücker et al., 1997) and for the establishment of Th1 responses, not only for Treg 

biology (reviewed in Crepeau & Ford, 2020). In fact, the tumors growing in IRF4-deficient 

mice showed a reduction in all the T cell populations evaluated, not only in Treg, which 

might compromise the development of antitumoral immune responses. These 

considerations help explain the increase in tumor growth in IRF4-deficient mice (as also 

described in Metzger et al., 2020), despite Treg numbers being downregulated. For this 

reason, we are aware that a deficiency in IRF4 specifically in macrophages will better 
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help evaluate the relevance of IRF4 in the antitumoral actions of pharmacological LXR 

activation.  

Importantly, our results indicate that LXR activation also exerts inhibitory effects on the 

induction of IRF4, CCL17 and CCL22 in human macrophages. Whether or not the 

expression levels of IRF4 specifically in TAMs have prognostic value remains elusive. 

Several studies suggest the pro-tumoral effects of CCL22 and, particularly, CCL17 in 

different types of human cancer (Liu et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019; Jorapur et al., 2022). 

Indeed, Treg recruitment mediated by CCL17- and CCL22-producing TAMs has been 

described to be a marker for worse prognosis in human cancer (Zhu et al., 2016; 

Kinoshita et al., 2017; Maolake el at., 2017; Wei et al., 2019). Our Kaplan-Meier analysis 

using the R2: Genomics platform for analysis and visualization of genomic data indicated 

that a higher expression of CCL17 was also associated with a lower overall survival 

probability in renal clear cell carcinoma and non-small lung cancer. In mice models, 

interference with CCL17 or its receptor CCR4 reduces Treg recruitment to the tumor 

(Biragyn et al., 2013; Hirata et al., 2019). All these observations suggest that targeting 

Treg recruitment to the tumor through the inhibition of CCL17 might be a promising 

antitumor strategy.  
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Figure 37. Working model: Pharmacological LXR activation inhibits several macrophage-

mediated mechanisms that are important for the maintenance of an immunosuppressed 

tumor microenvironment. Treatment with an LXR agonist represses several genes that play key 

roles in the pro-tumoral program of TAMs (e.g., Nos2, Arg1). Among these, repression of the 

Irf4/Ccl17 pathway correlates with a reduction in the abundance of Tregs within the tumor. 

 

In the last part of this thesis, we have opened the door to new questions by exploring 

the specific involvement of a recently identified LXR target, the multifunctional enzyme 

CD38 (Matalonga et al 2017).  The role of CD38 in cancer biology is very complex and 

different studies have shed contrasting observations. On one hand, there are evidences 

that a low expression of CD38 in tumoral cells from prostatic and pancreatic carcinomas 

is associated with higher tumor cell survival and aggressiveness, and induction of CD38 

expression in these cells reduces cell growth and increases apoptosis (Chini et al., 2014; 

Mottahedeh et al., 2018). On the other hand, the expression of CD38 in the tumor has 

been described to have several pro-tumoral effects. The CD38-mediated production of 

ADP ribose followed by the concerted action of CD203a/polycystin-1 (PC-1) and CD73, 
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generates adenosine. The accumulation of adenosine in the TME interferes with 

immune cell activation and causes immune suppression (Chillemi et al., 2017). Another 

CD38 metabolic byproduct, NAADP, participates in the VEGF-VEGFR2 angiogenic 

pathway in the TME through its role in Ca+ signaling (Favia et al., 2016; Baruch et al., 

2018). MDSCs and Treg displaying high CD38 expression in the TME have a more potent 

immunosuppressive activity and, in the case of MDSCs, a higher capacity to promote 

tumor growth (Karakasheva et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2017). In addition, inhibition of 

CD38 in the context of antitumoral adoptive T-cell transfer causes a metabolic 

reprogramming in T cells, improving their antitumor potential through an increase of 

intracellular NAD+ levels and sirtuin 1 activity (Chatterjee et al., 2018).   

In our studies, combined treatment with the LXR agonist T1317 and conditioned 

medium from 3LL-R cancer cells resulted in synergistic induction of CD38 expression in 

macrophages. Interestingly, key pathways mediating inflammatory signaling, such as 

STAT1 and p38α MAPK, are involved in the synergistic upregulation of CD38 expression 

under these conditions. STAT1 is a key transcription factor that regulates target genes 

in response to IFNγ or IFNα/β signaling (Darnell et al., 1994), whereas p38 MAPKs are 

activated by a plethora of factors (including environmental stress factors, growth factors 

and pro-inflammatory cytokines) and mediate the downstream activation of many 

transcription factors, including STAT1 among others (reviewed in Cuadrado & Nebreda, 

2010). These observations suggest that cytokines or other proinflammatory soluble 

factors produced at the TME synergize with the LXR pathway to induce macrophage 

CD38 expression and are in line with previous work by our group describing the 

synergistic upregulation of CD38 by LXR agonists and inflammatory mediators, such as 

LPS, TNFα, and IFNγ (Matalonga et al., 2017). In addition, CD38 came out as highly 

upregulated gene in both MHCIIlow TAMs and MHCIIhigh TAMs treated with the LXR 

agonist. 

Based on the predominant pro-tumoral roles of CD38, we evaluated tumor progression 

in the context of a CD38-deficiency in host cells, expecting to obtain an increase in the 

antitumoral effects of the LXR pathway. A tendency for ameliorated tumor growth was 

observed in CD38-deficient mice, as compared to WT mice, in line with other reports (Bu 

et al., 2018). To our surprise, however, the treatment with T1317 was less effective in 
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CD38-deficient mice. Indeed, the response to the agonist was biphasic in these mice, 

with a first stage in which the drug was able to inhibit tumor progression followed by a 

second phase in which the agonist was not effective. This type of response suggests 

either the acquisition of resistance mechanisms that blunt the effect of the treatment 

in the CD38-deficient background, or the existence of a combination of CD38-

independent and CD38-dependent mechanisms operating at different stages of tumor 

development. Future experiments need to be addressed to evaluate intratumoral 

immune cell populations and quantification of specific mediators at different time points 

of tumor progression in CD38-deficient mice. Cell type-specific deletion of CD38 in 

immune cells is also an interesting approach that will be addressed in the future.  

Taken together, this work has characterized deeply the antitumoral actions of the LXR 

pathway, revealing novel insights about the mechanisms of action of LXR agonists as 

therapeutic drugs against cancer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
• Pharmacological activation of the LXR pathway with the agonist T1317 reduces 

the growth of established tumors in mice. This conclusion is supported by the 
results obtained in two cancer settings, a model of syngeneic lung carcinoma and 
a model of spontaneous breast adenocarcinoma.  

• In 3LL-R lung carcinoma, the antitumoral effects of pharmacological LXR 
activation are largely dependent on Treg. LXR activation reduces the 
intratumoral numbers of Treg, without affecting their frequency in the spleen, 
their proliferation, or their immunosuppressive capacity in general. 

• LXR activation represses several genes that are part of the pro-tumoral program 
of TAMs and reduced the capacity of TAMs to suppress T cell proliferation. 

• LXR activation reduces the expression of the transcription factor IRF4 and the 
subsequent production of the chemokine CCL17 during the macrophage 
response to IL-4 or GM-CSF. A similar tendency is observed for CCL22.  

• Tumors growing in IRF4-deficient mice do not respond as efficiently to the LXR 
agonist T1317 as those in WT mice, suggesting that functional expression of IRF4 
is important for the antitumoral effects of LXR activation.  

• The inhibitory effect of the LXR pathway on the IRF4-CCL17/CCL22 axis is 
conserved in human macrophages stimulated with IL-4. In addition, high CCL17 
expression is associated to poorer survival of patients with non-small lung cancer 
or renal clear cell carcinoma. 

• Factors secreted by cancer cells synergize with LXR activation to induce the 
expression of the multifunctional enzyme CD38 in macrophages. Inflammatory 
signaling through the STAT1 and p38 MAP kinase pathways mediate this effect. 

• Functional expression of CD38 in host cells is required for sustained antitumoral 
effects of the LXR pathway. 
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ABSTRACT
◥

Liver X receptors (LXR) are transcription factors from the
nuclear receptor family that are activated by oxysterols and
synthetic high-affinity agonists. In this study, we assessed the
antitumor effects of synthetic LXR agonist TO901317 in a murine
model of syngeneic Lewis Lung carcinoma. Treatment with
TO901317 inhibited tumor growth in wild-type, but not in
LXR-deficient mice, indicating that the antitumor effects of the
agonist depends on functional LXR activity in host cells. Phar-
macologic activation of the LXR pathway reduced the intratu-
moral abundance of regulatory T cells (Treg) and the expression
of the Treg-attracting chemokine Ccl17 by MHCIIhigh tumor-
associated macrophages (TAM). Moreover, gene expression pro-
filing indicated a broad negative impact of the LXR agonist on
other mechanisms used by TAM for the maintenance of an

immunosuppressive environment. In studies exploring the mac-
rophage response to GM-CSF or IL4, activated LXR repressed
IRF4 expression, resulting in subsequent downregulation of
IRF4-dependent genes including Ccl17. Taken together, this work
reveals the combined actions of the LXR pathway in the control
of TAM responses that contribute to the antitumoral effects of
pharmacologic LXR activation. Moreover, these data provide new
insights for the development of novel therapeutic options for the
treatment of cancer.

Significance:This study reveals unrecognized roles of LXR in the
transcriptional control of the tumor microenvironment and sug-
gests use of a synthetic LXR agonist as a novel therapeutic strategy to
stimulate antitumor activity.

Introduction
Nuclear receptors are a family of transcription factors with key

functions in health and disease. Many members within this family are
activated in a ligand-dependent manner. In particular, liver X recep-
tors (LXR) are activated by cholesterol derivatives, including specific
oxysterols, and by synthetic high-affinity agonists. Two LXR subtypes
have been identified, LXRa (NR1H3) and LXRb (NR1H2), which are
expressed in tissues in an overlapping but not identical manner. Both
LXRs bind to DNA as heterodimers with another subgroup of the
nuclear receptor family, the retinoid X receptors (RXR), to regulate
positively the transcription of a variety of target genes involved in lipid

and glucose metabolism (revised in ref. 1) and in immune cell
function (2–6). Moreover, upon ligand binding, LXRs repress inflam-
matory gene expression (revised in ref. 7).

Synthetic LXR agonists activate different mechanisms that translate
into antiproliferative effects in a wide variety of cancer cell types
(revised in ref. 8). In vivo studies, however, have produced contradic-
tory results on the role of the LXR pathway in controlling tumor
growth. In several mouse models of cancer, LXR agonists efficiently
reduced primary tumor growth (9–11). Interestingly, while inhibiting
the metastasis of melanoma cells in an apolipoprotein E (APOE)-
dependent manner (9), the agonist GW3965 exacerbated the dissem-
ination of breast cancer cells to the lung (10). Another study showed
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that endogenous LXR ligands can be secreted by tumor cells as a
strategy for immune evasion (12). In that setting, the activation of
LXRa repressed the expression of CC chemokine receptor (CCR)7 on
dendritic cells, thus impairing their migration to lymphoid organs and
compromising the establishment of an antitumor adaptive immune
response. Conversely, recent work has shown that LXR agonism,
and subsequent APOE production, reduces the levels of myeloid-
derived suppressor cells (MDSC), thus enhancing CTL activity (11).
These contrasting observations support the need to dissect the roles
of the LXR pathway in the tumor microenvironment in different
contexts of cancer.

Solid tumors are infiltrated by heterogeneous populations of leu-
kocytes. Among the immune cells within the tumor site, tumor-
associated macrophages (TAM) are particularly abundant and present
at all stages of tumor progression. Interestingly, TAMs have been
associated with poor prognosis in a variety of cancers (13, 14). In most
solid tumors, TAMs exhibit protumoral functions by promoting
cancer cell survival and proliferation, extracellular matrix remodeling,
and angiogenesis that benefit tumor cell migration and dissemination
to secondary locations (15). TAMs also adopt immune-suppressive
roles within the tumor microenvironment. Through the surface
expression of a number of regulatory molecules, TAMs are able
to directly suppress immune responses against tumor cells. For
instance, TAMs express human leucocyte antigen (HLA)-C,
HLA-G, and HLA-E, which inhibit the activation of NK cells, and
ligands for programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) or CTL antigen
4 (CTLA4; PD-L1 and B7–1, respectively), which inhibit T-cell
proliferation and activation as well as the cytolytic activity of CD8þ

T cells. TAMs can also influence the antitumoral immune response
indirectly through the induction of L-arginine–consuming enzymes,
namely nitric oxide synthase (NOS)2 and arginase 1 (ARG1), and
the secretion of an array of cytokines and chemokines (revised in
ref. 16). For example, TAMs secrete CC chemokine ligand (CCL)17
and CCL22 upon stimulation by granulocyte/monocyte-colony
stimulating factor (GM-CSF) produced by tumor cells (17, 18).
Through their binding to surface, CCR4, CCL17, and CCL22
promote the migration of regulatory T cells (Treg) to the tumor
microenvironment (19, 20), thus facilitating the establishment of an
immunosuppressive environment.

In mice, different TAM populations have been identified within
solid tumors, displaying markers that partially fit with the classical
versus alternative macrophage activation paradigm (21). TAMs exhi-
biting a more proinflammatory gene signature are enriched in nor-
moxic areas of the tumor and express high levels of MHCII, whereas
TAMs displaying a more alternative phenotype are located mostly
within hypoxic tumor areas, have a superior proangiogenic activity
and express low MHCII levels (22). Nevertheless, both TAM subsets
are poor antigen-presenting cells, express Ccl17 and Ccl22 (although
MHCIIhigh TAMs produce higher levels of these chemokines), and are
able to suppress T-cell activation.

In this work, we demonstrate unrecognized roles of LXRs in the
control of TAM gene expression. The synthetic LXR agonist
TO901317 (T1317) inhibited the growth of syngeneic Lewis Lung
carcinoma in wild-type (WT) but not in LXR-deficient (LXRa/b�/�)
mice, despite the fact that injected cancer cells express LXR isoforms in
both settings and that these cells are sensitive to growth inhibition by
high doses of LXR agonists in vitro. This indicates that LXR activity in
host cells is essential for the antitumor effects of the synthetic LXR
agonist. In this context, several mechanisms used by TAMs for the
maintenance of an immunosuppressive environment were downre-
gulated upon pharmacologic LXR activation, including the expression

of the chemokine CCL17, which correlated with a decrease in the
abundance of intratumoral Tregs in vivo. In addition, LXR activity
repressed other genes that are part of the protumoral program of
TAMs and reduced partially the capability of these cells to suppress T-
cell proliferation in vitro. Moreover, repression of IRF4 expression
emerged as a mechanism linking LXR activation with the down-
regulation of selective genes, such as Ccl17, in different macrophage
populations. Taken together, this work provides novel insights about
the biological actions of LXR agonists and supports their pharmaco-
logic use as antitumoral drugs.

Materials and Methods
Reagents

The synthetic high-affinity LXR agonists T1317 and GW3965
were purchased from Cayman Europe and Tocris, respectively.
Recombinant murine GM-CSF and IL4 and human IL4 and mac-
rophage-colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) were purchased from
PeproTech.

Animals
C57BL/6micewere purchased fromHarlan and raised as a colony in

our animal facility. LXR-deficient mice were initially donated by
Dr. David Mangelsdorf (UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas,
TX) and backcrossed into C57BL/6 background for more than ten
generations. Foxp3EGFP mice were generated by crossing the NOD.
Foxp3EGFP strain (23) with C57BL/6mice for five generations. PyMT
mice (24) with an FVB/N background were obtained from TheMouse
Models of Human Cancers Consortium Repository (National Cancer
Institute, Frederick, MD) and backcrossed into the C57BL/6 back-
ground for nine generations. Three-week-old JunB f/f; MxCre
mice (25) and Cre-negative control littermates (C57BL/6 background)
were administered three intraperitoneal injections of poly I:C atweekly
intervals to induce JunB deletion systemically (including the hemato-
poietic lineage/bone marrow). JUND-deficient mice (26) and WT
control littermates were generated by heterozygote intercrosses
(C57BL/6 background). IRF4-deficient mice and control C57BL/6
mice were bred at the animal facility of the Biomedical Research
Center at the University of Marburg (Marburg, Germany). Unless
otherwise stated, the mice were fed a regular chow diet. All the
protocols requiring animal manipulation have been approved by
the Institutional Animal Care andUseCommittees fromParcCientífic
de Barcelona (#9672), Universitat de Barcelona (#7088), Institut de
Recerca de l’Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau (#7281), and the
University of Marburg (R.P. Giessen, Germany).

Cells
Bone marrow–derived macrophages were obtained from six to ten-

week-old mice as described previously (27). Bone marrow precursors
were differentiated tomacrophages inDMEMsupplementedwith 20%
heat-inactivated FBS (Sigma-Aldrich) and 30% L929 conditioned
media as a source of M-CSF.

Human macrophages were differentiated in vitro from peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from healthy donors. See more
details in Supplementary Methods. The protocol has been approved
by the Bioethics Commission of the University of Barcelona and the
blood samples were obtained from the Blood and Tissue Bank from
Generalitat de Catalunya.

The 3LL-R cell line (used in our lab since 2016; ref. 28) was
maintained in RPMImedia with L-glutamine (L-Gln, 0.3 g/L; BioWest)
supplemented with 10% FBS. Raw264.7 macrophages (ATCC, RRID:
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CVCL_0493, obtained in 2011) were cultured in DMEM-10% FBS. All
cell lines were used within 15 passages after thawing.

Tumor progression studies
3LL-R cells (3 � 106) were subcutaneously injected in eight- to

ten-week-old WT or LXRa/b-deficient male mice. The tumors were
allowed to grow for two weeks. From day 7 to day 15, length (D) and
width (d) measures were taken with a digital caliper and tumor
volume was calculated using the formula V ¼ p � (d2 � D)/6 (29).
In some experiments, at day 7, once the tumor was established and
for the next 8 days, the animals received a daily dose of T1317
(15 mg/kg) through an intraperitoneal injection. Control animals
received an equivalent dose of vehicle (DMSO) diluted in PBS. At
day 15, the mice were euthanized and the tumors excised and
processed.

Alternatively, tumor development was evaluated in PyMT trans-
genic mice. After weaning, PyMT female mice were administered
either a regular chowdiet (A04; ScientificAnimal Food&Engineering)
or the same diet supplemented with 50mg/kg of T1317. Themice were
monitored every three days for palpable tumors starting at 6 weeks of
age. Tumor latency was defined as the time to the development of the
first palpable tumor in each mouse. The mice were euthanized at
22 weeks of age. Total tumor burden was determined after all the
mammary glands were excised and weighed, and the mass of the
tumor-bearingmammary glandswasmeasured. Eachmammary gland
was numerically labeled as in ref. 30.

Identification of immune cell populations
3LL-R cells (3� 106) were injected subcutaneously in recipientmice

as described above. At day 15 postinjection, the tumors were dissected
and processed as indicated in Supplementary Methods. The final cell
suspension was diluted to a concentration of 107 cells/mL in PBS
and incubated first with Fc block (rat anti-mouse CD16/CD32, BD
Biosciences; 1:50 dilution, 30 minutes, 4�C). For myeloid cell deter-
mination, the cells were incubated with specific antibodies against
CD11b, Ly6G, Ly6C, and IA/IE (MHCII; see more details in Supple-
mentary Methods; ref. 21). Cell populations were analyzed through
flow cytometry using a FACSaria Fusion cell sorter (BD Biosciences;
see gating strategy in Supplementary Fig. S1).

For lymphoid cell determination, the cells were incubated with
specific antibodies against CD4 and CD8 (see more details in Sup-
plementary Methods; Supplementary Fig. S1) The cells were then
permeabilized and fixed using the Foxp3/Transcription factor staining
buffer set (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s specifications.
The cells were analyzed by flow cytometry.

Alternatively, for lymphocyte cell determination, 3LL-R cells were
injected subcutaneously in Foxp3EGFP reporter mice. The tumors
were collected at day 10 post cancer cell injection. Cell suspensions
were blocked with Fc block and incubated with specific antibodies
against CD4 and CD8 (Supplementary Methods). The cells were
analyzed by flow cytometry. Tregs were identified via EGFP expression
analysis (Supplementary Fig. S1).

In some experiments, the spleens were also harvested. See details in
Supplementary Methods. Lymphocyte populations were analyzed as
described above.

Treg depletion
To downregulate the frequency of Tregs within tumors, male

Foxp3EGFP reporter mice were administered antibodies anti-CD25
(InVivoMab anti-mouse CD25 (IL2Ra), clone PC-61.5.3, BioXCell
(#BE0012); 200mg per animal diluted in PBS; i.p. injection) at days 2, 5,

and 8 post tumor cell injection. Control mice were administered the
isotype control [InVivoMAb rat IgG isotype control anti-horseradish
peroxidase, cloneHRPN, BioXCell (#BE0088)]. At day 5, and until day
9, the mice received a daily dose of T1317 (15 mg/kg) or vehicle
(DMSO) through intraperitoneal injection. From day 5 to day 10,
tumor progressionwas evaluated. At day 10, themice were euthanized,
and the spleens and tumors were recovered and processed as described
above.

Isolation of TAMs
3LL-R cells were injected subcutaneously in recipient C57BL/6mice

and, at day 15 postinjection, the tumors were excised and processed as
described above. Cells suspensions were generated from pooled
tumors (five tumors per sample) and incubated with the antibodies
described for myeloid cell determination. MHCIIlow TAM and
MHCIIhigh TAM populations were isolated using a FACSaria Fusion
Cell Sorter (BD Biosciences). For ex vivo experiments, TAMs were
cultured in RPMI-10% FBS, supplemented with L-glutamine, HEPES,
10mmol/L sodiumpyruvate, nonessential amino acids (BioWest), and
3.7 nmol/L 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich).

Isolation of Tregs
3LL-R cells were injected subcutaneously in Foxp3EGFP transgenic

mice. At day 10 postinjection, cell suspensions were generated from
pooled tumors and Tregs were sorted as EGFPþ cells using a FACSaria
Fusion cell sorter. The cells were maintained in RPMI-10% FBS for
subsequent analysis. Alternatively, Tregs were isolated from the
spleens of Foxp3EGFP mice.

Proliferation assays
3LL-R cells were plated in 24-well plates (105 cells/well) and starved

in RPMI without FBS during 24 hours in the presence of LXR ligands
or vehicle (DMSO). After starvation, the cells were incubated with 10%
FBS and 0.3 g/L L-glutamine for 24 hours. Finally, the cells were pulsed
with 3H-thymidine (1 mCi/mL; ICN Pharmaceuticals) for 6 hours. The
cells were fixed in 70%methanol, washed in 10%TCA, and lysed in 1%
SDS/0.3 mol/L NaOH. Radioactivity was counted by liquid scintilla-
tion using a 1400 Tri-Carb Packard counter (GMI). Each experimental
condition was performed in triplicates.

Purified Tregs (105 cells/well) were stained with CellTrace CFSE
Cell Proliferation Kit (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s
recommendations and then stimulated with T1317 (1 mmol/L) or
DMSO for 18 hours at 37�C.Unstained cells were grown separately as a
negative control for cytometry. Treg proliferation was induced during
48 hours using the mouse T Cell Activation/Expansion Kit (Miltenyi
Biotec), which consists of anti-biotin MACSiBead particles and bio-
tinylated antibodies against mouse CD3e and CD28, in the presence of
IL2 (100 U/mL). Cell proliferation was analyzed by flow cytometry as
the percentage of cells with CFSE dispersion compared with nonac-
tivated Tregs. Murine IL2 was expressed in and purified from E. coli as
described previously (31).

Suppression of T-cell proliferation
TAMs or Tregs were seeded in 96-well plates (200,000 TAMs/well

or 100,000 Tregs/well in RPMI-10% FBS) and stimulated with T1317
(1 mmol/L) or DMSO for 18 hours at 37�C. In experiments using
TAMs, the medium was then replaced by fresh medium (without LXR
agonist). Total splenocytes were obtained from the spleens of C57BL/6
mice as a cell suspension and stained with the CellTrace CFSE Cell
Proliferation Kit. Unstained splenocytes were grown separately as a
negative control for cytometry. CFSE-stained splenocytes were either
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grown alone in RPMI-10% FBS or incubated with TAMs or Treg cells
at a 1:1 ratio. T-cell proliferation was induced using the Mouse T Cell
Activation/Expansion Kit during 48 hours at 37�C and analyzed by
flow cytometry.

Phagocytosis assay
MHCIIlow TAMs and MHCIIhigh TAMs were seeded in 24-well

plates (500,000 cells/well) and stimulated with T1317 1 mmol/L or
DMSO for 18 hours at 37�C. The cells were incubated with 3-mm

Figure 1.

Functional LXR expression in host cells is essential for the antitumoral actions of the LXR agonist T1317. A, 3LL-R cells express Lxra and b, as measured by qPCR.
Expression values normalized to the expression levels of L14. Data represent mean � SEM; n ¼ 4 independent experiments. B, LXR agonists inhibit 3LL-R cell
proliferation in vitro. 3LL-R cells were starved for 24 hours in RPMI without FBS in the presence of either vehicle (DMSO) or the indicated concentrations of LXR
agonists, T1317 orGW3965. Cell proliferationwas inducedduring 24 hours in the presence of 10%FBS and0.3 g/L L-Gln,whereas control cellswere kept in RPMI alone.
In all samples, 3H-thymidinewas added for 6 hours. After cell lysis, 3H-thymidine incorporationwasmeasured as an indication of DNA synthesis. Data representmean
� SD from a representative experiment performed in triplicates. ANOVA-Bonferroni. � , P < 0.05; ��� , P < 0.001. Similar results were obtained in n ¼ 3 independent
experiments.C andD,WT (C) or LXRa/b�/� (D) malemice were subjected to the subcutaneous injection of 3� 106 3LL-R cells. From day 7 after tumor cell injection,
themicewere treateddaily (intraperitoneal injection)with either vehicle (DMSO) or the LXRagonist T1317 (15mg/kg). Tumor volumewasmeasureddaily up today 15.
Mean � SEM; n ¼ 14 (C), n ¼ 9 (D). Two-way ANOVA with repeated measures. In E–G, PyMT female mice were administered a chow diet with or without
supplementation with T1317 (50 mg/kg) right after weaning. Tumor latency was evaluated daily; log-rank–Wilcoxon test (E). At 22 weeks of age, the mice were
sacrificed and the weight wasmeasured for eachmammary gland (F). Total mammary gland weight is represented inG. Mean� SEM; n¼ 8 (Control), n¼ 10 (T1317).
Mann–Whitney U test; � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001.
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Figure 2.

Pharmacologic stimulation of the LXR pathway reduces the abundance of Tregs in the tumor. WT C57BL/6 mice (A–C, E, and G), Foxp3EGFP transgenic mice (D) or
LXR-deficientmice (B)were subjected to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells. Themicewere treateddailywithDMSOor T1317 (15mg/kg) fromday7 (A–C,E, andG)
or day 5 (D) of tumor establishment. The tumors were collected at day 15 (A–C and E) or day 10 (D) after tumor inoculation. The spleens were collected at day 15 (G).
The abundance of different immune cell populations was measured by flow cytometry. In A, C, D, and G, the graphics represent the frequencies of immune cell
populations (percentage of gated live singlets) in the tumors (A,C, andD) or spleens (G). Horizontal bars indicatemean values from each experimental group. Pooled
data from two (C and G) or three (A and D) independent experiments; n ¼ 18–19 (A), n ¼ 11–12 (C and D), n ¼ 10–11 (G) mice/group (Mann–Whitney test). In B, the
absolute numbers of intratumoral immune cells normalized to the tumor weight was determined inWT and LXR-deficient mice. n¼ 5mice/group. One-way ANOVA
test followed by Newman–Keuls post hoc. In E, the absolute amount of Tregs was determined in each tumor and normalized to the tumor volume. Pooled
data from two independent experiments; n ¼ 10–11 mice/group (t test). In F, PyMT female mice were administered a chow diet with or without supplementation
with T1317 (50 mg/kg). Relative expression levels of Foxp3mRNA (normalized to L14) in mammary glands at 22 weeks of age (qPCR). n¼ 8–10 mice/group. t test;
� , P < 0.05; ���, P < 0.001.
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fluorescent microspheres (Fluoresbrite YG microspheres, Poly-
sciences) at a ratio of 20 beads/cell for 30 minutes at 37 �C. After
this time, the cells were placed on ice, washed three times with ice-cold
PBS, and fixed in PBS-2% PFA. The phagocytosis of microspheres was
analyzed by flow cytometry.

RNAextraction, cDNA synthesis, andquantitative real-timePCR
analysis

Total RNA was extracted from cells or tissues using TRIzol
(Invitrogen) as recommended by the manufacturer. For cDNA
synthesis, 1 mg of RNA was subjected to reverse transcription using
M-MLV Reverse transcriptase RNase H Minus, Point Mutant, oligo
(dT)15 primer and PCR nucleotide mix (Promega). Quantitative
real-time PCR (qPCR) was performed using the Power SYBR

Green Reagent Kit (Applied Biosystems) following the manufac-
turer’s recommendations. See more details in Supplementary
Methods. The data were expressed as mRNA levels relative to
ribosomal L14 or to Gapdh expression in murine and human
samples, respectively.

Gene expression profiling
Total RNA was purified using the RNAeasy Kit (Qiagen) fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s instructions. The samples were pro-
cessed as described in Supplementary Methods and hybridized
to GeneChip Mouse Clariom S Array (Affymetrix). For each
sample, expression estimates were calculated from probe intensities
and represented as log2 values. Heatmaps were produced with
Heatmapper (Wishart Research Group, University of Alberta,

Figure 3.

The antitumoral action of T1317 is not effective in mice undergoing Treg depletion. A, T1317 does not impair the capability of Tregs to suppress T-cell proliferation.
Tregswere isolated from the spleens (left) or tumors (right) of Foxp3EGFPmice. Total splenocyteswere isolated from the spleens ofWTmice, stainedwith CFSE, and
incubated with Tregs at a 1:1 (Treg:splenocyte) ratio. Control cells were grown in the absence of Tregs. T-cell proliferation was induced in vitro for 48 hours using
antibodies against CD3e andCD28andanalyzedbyflowcytometry. Thegraphics represent the percentage of cellswithCFSEdispersion comparedwith nonactivated
splenocytes. Mean� SD. Left, n¼ 3 biological replicates. Right, n¼ 5 biological replicates (pooled data from two independent experiments; t test; � , P < 0.05; �� , P <
0.01). B and C, Tregswere isolated from the spleen of Foxp3EGFPmice. In B, purified Tregswere incubatedwith DMSO or T1317 in vitro and the expression of Il10 and
Tgfb was analyzed by qPCR; mean� SD (n¼ 3). In C, Tregs were stained with CFSE, incubated with DMSO or T1317, and induced to proliferate in the presence of a
combination of anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies and murine recombinant IL2 (100 U/mL). Mean� SD, n¼ 3 (one-way ANOVA). D and E,Male Foxp3EGFP reporter mice
were subjected to the subcutaneous injection of 3� 106 3LL-R cells. At days 2, 5, and 8 post tumor cell injection, the mice were administered either antibodies anti-
CD25 or control isotype antibodies (200mgper animal in PBS by intraperitoneal injection). At day 5, and until day 9, themice received adaily dose of T1317 (15mg/kg)
or vehicle (DMSO). n¼ 5–6 animals/group. D, At day 10, the mice were euthanized. The frequency of FOXP3-GFPþ Treg in spleens (top) and tumors (bottom) was
evaluated by flow cytometry. Horizontal bars representmean values. Kruskal–Wallis test followedbyDunnmultiple comparison test; � ,P <0.05; �� ,P <0.01. Selected
experimental conditions were also compared using a Mann–Whitney test (#, P < 0.05; ##, P < 0.01). E, Tumor volumes were measured from day 5 to day 10 and
represented as fold change. Two-way ANOVA with repeated measures; � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ���, P < 0.001.
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Canada). Gene ontology (GO) analysis was carried out with the
PANTHER Classification System (32). Microarray data have been
deposited at the ArrayExpress database with accession number
E-MTAB-9707.

Identification and cloning of potential enhancer regions with
IRF4-binding sites

Public data from chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP-seq)
experiments (GSE40918; ref. 33) were mapped with Bowtie2 to the
mm9 assembly of the mouse genome. The resulting SAM files were
subsequently analyzed using HOMER. Each sequencing experiment
was normalized to 107 uniquelymapped tags. Sequencing experiments
were visualized at UCSC genome browser from tracks generated with
HOMER. IRF4-binding sites were identified and annotated using
HOMER. Regions of interest showing IRF4 peaks were scanned for
IRF4-binding motifs using public JASPAR motif matrix with
DMINDA (34).

Potential enhancer regions containing IRF4-binding sites upstream
and downstream of the Ccl17 gene were amplified from mouse tail
genomic DNA using REDExtract N-Amp PCR Ready Mix (Sigma-
Aldrich). See more details in Supplementary Methods. Amplified
regions were subsequently cloned between the KpnI and XhoI restric-
tion sites of a pGL3-promoter vector (Promega).

Reporter activity assays
To evaluate the potential activity of Ccl17 enhancers containing

IRF4-binding sites, Raw264.7 macrophages (105 cells/well in 12-well
plates) were cotransfected with 100 ng of the enhancer-containing
pGL3 plasmid and either 100 ng of a pMIG-IRF4 plasmid that
constitutively expresses IRF4 (gift from David Baltimore, California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA; Addgene plasmid # 58987;
ref. 35) or an empty vector. All cells were cotransfected with 500 ng of
pCDNA3-LXRa plasmid that constitutively expresses LXRa to ensure
an optimal response to LXR ligands and 10 ng of a Renilla expression
plasmid (pBOS-Renilla) as a control of the transfection efficiency.
Transfections were carried out using Superfect (Qiagen) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Luciferase activity was assessed using the
Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay (Promega) in an Infinite M200
luminometer (Tecan).

Protein extraction and Western blot analysis
The cells were washed twice in cold PBS and lysed on ice with lysis

solution (1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 50 mmol/L HEPES, pH 7.5,
250 mmol/L NaCl, protease inhibitors, 1 mmol/L sodium orthovana-
date). Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation at 13,000� g
for 8 minutes at 4�C. Cell lysates were processed for Western blot
analysis as described in Supplementary Methods.

ELISA
The supernatants from macrophage cultures were recovered and

stored at �80�C. ELISA kits from Thermo Scientific [Mouse MDC
(CCL22) ELISA kit and Mouse TARC (CCL17) ELISA kit] were used
for quantitative measurement of secreted mouse CCL22 and CCL17,
respectively, using the manufacturer’s recommendations. See a more
detailed protocol in Supplementary Methods.

Statistical analysis
The GraphPad Prism 6.0 software was used to perform all statistical

analyses. Differences in tumor volume in the 3LL-R model were
analyzed by a two-way repeated-measure ANOVA with a Bonferroni
post hoc test. The log-rank and Gehan–Wilcoxon tests were used to
compare tumor latency curves in the PyMTmodel. The rest of the data
was analyzed using either one-way ANOVA, or two-tailed Student t
test for data with normal distribution, or the nonparametric Kruskal–
Wallis–Dunn test or Mann–Whitney U test for data not following
normal distribution.

To make different experiments comparable in Figs. 4C, 5A–D, F,
6A, C, D, 7C–E and K, and Supplementary Figs. S2C and S2D; S5A–
S5D, the data were normalized using the following procedure. The
intensity of each experiment (ie) was calculated by determining the
mean value of gene expression between the negative and positive
controls. The intensities of separate experiments were normalized by
the mean intensity value of all the experiments (im) and, for each
experiment, the resulting normalization factor (im/ie) was multiplied
by the expression levels of all the samples in that experiment. InFig. 2A
and C, the data were normalized using the mean percentage of cells in
the DMSO group in each experiment.

Results
Functional LXR expression in host cells is required for the
antitumoral actions of the LXR agonist T1317

We and others had previously reported antiproliferative actions of
LXR agonists in primary immune cells (36, 37) and in tumor cell lines
in vitro (revised in ref. 8). These observations were confirmed in this
study using the Lewis lung carcinoma cell line 3LL-R, which expresses
both LXRa and b (Fig. 1A and B). Interestingly, however, tumor
progression studies based on the subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells
into syngeneic mice (C57BL/6 background) revealed that the admin-
istration of the LXR agonist T1317 was able to inhibit the growth of
established tumors in WT mice, but not in mice lacking functional
LXRs (Fig. 1C and D) despite the fact that the injected cancer cells
express LXRs. Altogether, these observations suggest that LXR expres-
sion in host cells is essential for the inhibitory actions of the synthetic
LXR agonist on tumor growth.

Figure 4.
Pharmacologic LXR activation downregulates the expression of genes that are part of the protumoral program of TAMs. A and B,WT (A) or LXR-deficient (B) male
mice were treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 of tumor establishment. MHCIIhigh and MHCIIlow TAMs were isolated at day 15 after tumor cell
inoculation. C–G, MHCIIhigh and MHCIIlow TAMs were isolated from 15-day tumors and stimulated ex vivo with T1317 (1 mmol/L) or DMSO for 18 hours (D and E) or
24 hours (C, F, andG). InA–C, the expression ofCcl17 andCcl22was analyzed by qPCR (mean� SEM).A, n¼ 5mice/group. B, n¼ 7–8mice/group; pooled data from
two independent experiments.C, n¼ 3–5 experiments (each using 4–5 pooledmalemice).A–C, t test; � , P <0.05; ��, P <0.01.D, LXR activation inhibits the capability
of TAMs to suppress T-cell proliferation. Freshly isolated splenocytes were stained with CFSE and incubated with TAMs at a 1:1 (TAM:splenocyte) ratio. Control cells
weremaintained in the absence of TAMs. T-cell proliferation was induced for 48 hours using antibodies against CD3e and CD28 and analyzed by flow cytometry. The
graphic represents the percentage of cells with CFSE dispersion using nonactivated splenocytes as reference. Mean � SD; n ¼ 3 biological replicates. One-way
ANOVA. � , P < 0.05; ��� , P < 0.001. E, TAMs were incubated with 3-mm fluorescent microspheres (20 beads/cell) for 30 minutes. The phagocytosis of microspheres
was analyzed by flow cytometry. Mean � SD; n ¼ 2 biological replicates. F, Changes in gene expression were analyzed by gene profiling. The results from three
(MHCIIhigh TAMs) or two (MHCIIlow TAMs) independent experiments are included. The graphic shows the percentage of repression by T1317 of genes that have
been selected because of their reported involvement in immunosuppressive functions in the tumor microenvironment or in macrophage alternative activation.
Paired t test.G, The selective repression of several genes in MHCIIhigh TAMswas validated through qPCR. Mean� SEM, n¼ 3 independent experiments (t test). F and
G, � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001 (T1317-treated vs. control cells).
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The LXR agonist was also effective in preventing tumor growth in
PyMT female mice, a model for spontaneous breast adenocarcino-
ma development and progression (Fig. 1E–G). The oral adminis-
tration of the agonist through the diet did not affect tumor latency
(Fig. 1E), but resulted in a significant decrease in mammary gland
weight at 22 weeks of age (Fig. 1F and G). This finding argues for
the importance of LXR activity in the microenvironment once
tumors are established, rather than affecting cancer cell prolifera-
tion and early-stage carcinogenesis.

Pharmacologic LXR activation reduces the abundance of Tregs
within the tumor

To dissect the actions of the LXR agonist in the tumor microen-
vironment, we next used flow cytometry to assess, in 3LL-R tumors, the
abundance of different intratumoral immune cell populations that
have prognostic values. At the level of myeloid cells, several popula-
tions were distinguished in 3LL-R tumors: CD11bþ/Ly6Chigh/Ly6G�

cells (compatible with Ly6Chigh monocytes and monocytic MDSCs),
CD11bþ/Ly6Clow/Ly6Gþ cells (compatible with neutrophils and poly-
morphonuclear MDSCs), tumor-associated dendritic cells (TADCs;
CD11bþ/Ly6C�/Ly6G�/MHCIIbright), and two TAM subsets
(CD11bþ/Ly6C�/Ly6G�) expressing different levels of MHCII and
termed MHCIIlow TAMs and MHCIIhigh TAMs (gating strategy
shown in Supplementary Fig. S1). Pharmacologic LXR activation
specifically decreased the frequency of MHCIIhigh TAMs without
significantly affecting the frequency of other myeloid cell populations
analyzed here (Fig. 2A). However, the total numbers of MHCIIhigh

TAMs differed considerably between tumors and only a tendency
toward a decreased amount of these cells (when normalized to the
weight or volume of the tumor) was observed in the tumors from
T1317-treatedWTmice (Fig. 2B). These observations suggest that the
decrease in the relative frequency of MHCIIhigh TAMs in response to
LXR activation does not consistently reflect reduced absolute numbers
of these cells in the tumor.

At the level of T lymphocytes, the administration of T1317 sig-
nificantly decreased the frequency and the total numbers of
CD4þFOXP3þ Tregs within the tumor (Fig. 2C–E). In addition,
decreased levels of Foxp3 expression were observed in the mammary
glands from T1317-treated PyMTmice in comparison with mice fed a
regular diet (Fig. 2F), which suggests that T1317 may also down-
regulate Treg infiltration in spontaneous breast adenocarcinoma. In
LXR-deficient mice, T1317 did not inhibit the total numbers of the
immune cell populations tested, including Tregs (Fig. 2B), which is in
line with the LXR-specific effects of the agonist in the control of tumor
growth (Fig. 1C and D).

Because a major goal of this study was to characterize the
mechanisms underlying the anti-tumoral actions of synthetic LXR
agonists, we further explored the effects of LXR activation in Tregs.
First, the treatment of tumor-bearing mice with T1317 did not
impact the frequency of Tregs in the spleen (Fig. 2G), suggesting
that the decrease in Treg abundance is specific to the tumor. Of
note, the frequency of splenic CD4þ FOXP3� cells was down-
regulated upon pharmacologic LXR activation (Fig. 2G), in line
with previous work showing a role for LXR in the negative control
of central T-cell proliferation (36). Next, we evaluated whether the
immunosuppressive capacity of Tregs is affected by T1317. Tregs
were isolated from either the spleens or tumors of Foxp3EGFP
reporter mice and treated with the LXR agonist or vehicle. Their
capability to inhibit T-cell proliferation induced by anti-CD3/CD28
antibodies was tested in vitro. Interestingly, the LXR agonist did not
impair the suppressive capacity of Tregs on T-cell proliferation
(Fig. 3A). Moreover, activation of LXRs did not reduce the expres-
sion of the anti-inflammatory cytokines Il10 and Tgfb in Tregs from
the spleen (Fig. 3B). Taken together, these results suggest that
pharmacologic LXR activation does not inhibit the immunosup-
pressive capacity of the Treg itself, but rather results in a decrease in
the amount of Tregs within the tumor. In addition, the LXR agonist
did not inhibit the polyclonal proliferation of Tregs (Fig. 3C).

Importantly, higher infiltration of Tregs often correlates with less
favorable outcomes in different types of tumors and accumulated
evidence indicates that the removal of Tregs is able to enhance
antitumor immune responses (reviewed in ref. 38). To assess the
relevance of the Treg population in the antitumoral actions of
T1317, the levels of Tregs were reduced by the intraperitoneal injection
of mAbs against CD25 in Foxp3EGFP reporter mice (Fig. 3D). In
comparison with control mice (injected with isotype control antibo-
dies), Treg depletion resulted in reduced tumor progression (Fig. 3E).
In line with the data in Fig. 2C and D, treatment with T1317 reduced
the frequency of intratumoral FOXP3-GFPþ Tregs (Fig. 3D)
and inhibited tumor progression in control mice (Fig. 3E). Interest-
ingly, the LXR agonist was not effective in reducing tumor volumes in
mice undergoing anti-CD25–mediated Treg depletion (Fig. 3E),
which suggests that the actions of T1317 in tumor progression are
Treg-dependent.

Pharmacologic LXR activation downregulates Ccl17 expression
in TAMs

Treg abundance in the tumor has been shown to correlate with the
local production of the chemokines CCL17 and CCL22 (19, 20, 39).
Interestingly, TAMs, predominantlyMHCIIhigh TAMs inmice, highly

Figure 5.
Pharmacologic LXR activation inhibits the IL4-mediated induction of Ccl17 and Ccl22. A–E, Bone marrow–derived macrophages were obtained fromWTmice (A, B,
and E) or LXRa/b�/� mice (C–E). The cells were stimulated with either vehicle (DMSO), GW3965 (1 mmol/L; A and C), or T1317 (1 mmol/L; B and D) for 6 hours
and then treated with IL4 (A and C: 10 ng/mL during 12, 24, or 36 hours; B and D: 20 ng/mL for 12 hours). In A and C, similar results were obtained in
experiments using more prolonged preincubation times with LXR agonists (up to 18 hours) and higher doses of IL4 (up to 20 ng/mL). A–D, Mean � SEM;
pooled data from n ¼ 3–6 experiments using 1–3 biological replicates/experiment. ANOVA-Bonferroni. � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001. A, a t test
was also used for selected comparisons; #, P < 0.05; ##, P < 0.01. E, Determination of the secreted levels of CCL17 and CCL22 in the supernatants of
WT and LXRa/b�/� macrophages stimulated with IL4 (10 ng/mL; 24 hours) in the presence or absence of T1317 (1 mmol/L; pretreatment 16 hours). ELISA.
Mean � SD; n ¼ 3 biological replicates. Two-way ANOVA–Bonferroni. � , P < 0.05; ��� , P < 0.001. F, The expression curves of Ccl17 and Ccl22 in response to IL4
was compared between WT and LXRa/b�/� macrophages in the absence of LXR agonists (qPCR). Mean � SEM; n ¼ 4 independent experiments. Two-way
ANOVA-Bonferroni. �, P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001 versus WT; ##, P < 0.01; ###, P < 0.001 versus unstimulated cells from each genotype. G, The
stimulation of WT macrophages with IL4 did not affect negatively Lxra or Lxrb mRNA expression, as determined by qPCR. Mean � SEM, n ¼ 4 independent
experiments using 1–3 biological replicates/experiment. ANOVA-Bonferroni. H, The activation of LXRs did not interfere with STAT-6 phosphorylation in
response to IL4. Macrophages were incubated with GW3965 (1 mmol/L; 18 hours) or vehicle and then stimulated with IL4 (20 ng/mL) for the indicated periods
of time. Phosphorylated STAT-6 (P-STAT-6) and total STAT-6 were analyzed in whole cell extracts (50 mg/lane) by Western blotting using specific antibodies.
The same blot was stripped and probed repeatedly.
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contribute to the secretion of these chemokines in the tumor micro-
environment (21). Given our observations onTreg abundance, we next
sought to investigate the impact of LXR activation on chemokine
expression by TAMs from 3LL-R tumor-bearing mice. Interestingly,
the treatment of WT mice with T1317 resulted in the reduced
expression of Ccl17 in MHCIIhigh TAMs, but not in TAMs from
LXR-deficientmice (Fig. 4A andB). Culturing these cells in vitro led to
a drastic drop in Ccl17mRNA levels (compare Fig. 4A and C), which
suggests that the expression of this chemokine in MHCIIhigh TAMs is
highly dependent on signals present in the tumor microenviron-
ment. Ex vivo administration of the LXR agonist had little impact on
Ccl17 expression under these conditions (Fig. 4C). A tendency for
the downregulation of Ccl17 was also observed in MHCIIlow TAMs
from T1317-treated WT mice (Fig. 4A). When WT MHCIIlow

TAMs were treated ex vivo with the LXR agonist, clear inhibitory
effects were observed on Ccl17 and Ccl22 expression (Fig. 4C),
suggesting that the production of such chemokines by this TAM
population may also be susceptible to downregulation by LXRs
provided that the agonist can reach the (hypoxic) areas within the
tumor where these cells reside.

We further explored whether the pharmacologic activation of LXRs
affects other pathways that may be involved in the maintenance of an
immunosuppressed tumor microenvironment. Both MHCIIhigh and
MHCIIlow TAMs were isolated from established tumors and treated
with the LXR agonist ex vivo. When incubated with splenocytes, both
TAM subsets were able to suppress T-cell proliferation (Fig. 4D).
Interestingly, the pretreatment with the LXR agonist counteracted
partially the suppressive capacity of TAMs. In contrast, their capability
to phagocytose latex microspheres was not downregulated by the
agonist (Fig. 4E).

Microarray studies were performed to evaluate global effects on
gene expression and some of the actions were validated in independent
experiments through qPCR analysis (Fig. 4F and G; Supplementary
Figs. S2–S4). The expression of the isoforms LXRa and LXRb and of
their heterodimeric partners RXRa and RXRb was confirmed in both
TAM subpopulations and stimulation with the LXR agonist did not
change their expression levels (Supplementary Fig. S2A), as is the case
in many other cellular systems. Low levels of RXRg were detected in
these cells. As expected, several genes previously recognized as direct
targets of the LXR-RXR heterodimer were induced in both TAM
subsets (Supplementary Fig. S2B). In contrast to observations in other
cell types, however, no induction of Apoe expression was observed in
TAMs treated with T1317 (Supplementary Figs. S2B and S2C). Similar
results were obtained from whole tumors exposed to the LXR agonist
in vivo (Supplementary Fig. S2D).

We used the gene expression profiling data to further charac-
terize the effects of the LXR agonist on selected markers of
macrophage activation, including surface markers, enzymes, cyto-
kines, and chemokines other than Ccl17/Ccl22 (Supplementary
Fig. S3). As demonstrated in previous work (21), MHCIIhigh and
MHCIIlow TAMs differ in the levels of expression of a number of
activation markers. The expression of most of the genes selected for
this analysis was unaffected by the LXR agonist. However, signif-
icant downregulation was observed in the expression of several
markers of activation (Cd80, Nos2, Il1b, Il10, Il4ra, Mmp9, and
Ptges) in T1317-treated MHCIIhigh TAMs.

In parallel, whole profiling analysis revealed that different subsets of
genes were repressed (>25% repression) by T1317 in MHCIIhigh

and MHCIIlow TAMs (Supplementary Fig. S4A). An unbiased GO
analysis of genes repressed by T1317 in MHCIIhigh TAMs showed the
enrichment of several biological processes, including the positive

regulation of nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species (ROS) biosyn-
thesis (Supplementary Fig. S4B), which are important biological
mechanisms contributing to the maintenance of an immunosuppres-
sive state by tumor-infiltratedmyeloid cells. No significant enrichment
of specific biological processes was observed among the genes
repressed by T1317 in MHCIIlow TAMs. In addition, we selected a
list of genes with reported involvement in immunosuppression in
tumors and/or in the acquisition of a macrophage alternative activa-
tion phenotype. T1317 repressed the expression of several genes within
this category inMHCIIhigh TAMs andMHCIIlow TAMs (Fig. 4F). The
fact that the agonist was able to repress a larger set of genes in
MHCIIhigh TAMs (Fig. 4F and G) suggests differences between both
cell subpopulations in the repertoire of genes susceptible to LXR-
mediated repression.

Synthetic LXR agonists inhibit the induction of Ccl17 and Ccl22
by IL4 or GM-CSF

Ccl17 andCcl22 expression in cells from themonocyte-macrophage
lineage is regulated by GM-CSF and IL4 (40–42). Moreover, GM-CSF
has been shown to induce Ccl17 expression in MHCIIhigh TAMs
in vivo (18). Considering the repressive effect of LXR agonism on
Ccl17 expression in TAMs, we further explored whether synthetic LXR
agonists modulate the actions of GM-CSF or IL4 in macrophages. In
these experiments, bone marrow–derived macrophages, obtained
from either WT or LXRa/b�/� mice, were preincubated with the
LXR agonists GW3965 or T1317 and then stimulated with IL4 or GM-
CSF for different periods of time. Pharmacologic activation of the LXR
pathway inhibited the expression of Ccl17 and Ccl22 induced by IL4
(Fig. 5A and B), whereas other key marker genes of the macrophage
response to IL4 were not affected (Fig. 5A). The effects of the agonists
on chemokine expression were drastically reduced or abolished in
LXR-deficient macrophages (Fig. 5C and D), indicating that these
effects largely depend on functional LXR activity. In line with the
changes in gene expression, pharmacologic activation of LXRs inhib-
ited the secretion of CCL17 and CCL22 inWTmacrophages (Fig. 5E).
Interestingly, the induction of these chemokines at different time
points after IL4 treatment was significantly higher in LXR-deficient
macrophages than in WT cells (Fig. 5E and F), suggesting that LXRs
can perform basal repression of these chemokines in the absence of
synthetic high-affinity agonists. Of note, the expression of LXRs was
not reciprocally inhibited by IL4 (Fig. 5G) and the effects of the LXR
agonist could not be attributed to changes in the pattern of STAT-6
phosphorylation in response to IL4 (Fig. 5H).

Stimulation with T1317 or GW3965 also resulted in lower produc-
tion of Ccl17 and Ccl22 in response to GM-CSF (Fig. 6A and B).
Notably, and contrary to the effects on the IL4 response, LXR agonists
negatively impacted other GM-CSF target genes such as Arg1, Retnla,
andMgl2 (Fig. 6A) andGM-CSF itself downregulated Lxra expression
(Fig. 6C), suggesting a more general reciprocal negative interaction
between GM-CSF signaling and the LXR pathway. Nevertheless, the
effects of the agonists were abolished or severely reduced in LXR-
deficient cells (Fig. 6B and D).

Pharmacologic LXR activation inhibits IRF4 expression
Despite the use of different signaling modules, macrophage

responses to IL4 and GM-CSF share the induction of the transcription
factor IRF4 (41, 43). The use of IRF4-deficient (IRF4�/�)macrophages
showed that the functional expression of IRF4 is required for the
induction of a subset of the genes evaluated, namely Ccl17, Ccl22,
Retnla, and Il1b, but not for Arg1, Mrc1, andMgl2 (Fig. 7A and B). Of
note, Ccl17 and Ccl22, which are inhibited by LXR agonists during the
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Figure 6.

LXR agonists inhibit the induction of Ccl17 and Ccl22 in response to GM-CSF. Bonemarrow–derivedmacrophages fromWT (A–C) or LXRa/b�/� (B andD)mice were
treated with vehicle, T1317 or GW3965 (1 mmol/L) for 16 hours and then stimulated with GM-CSF (5 ng/mL) for 24 hours. In C, WT macrophages were treated
with GM-CSF for the indicated periods of time. In A, C, and D, gene expression levels were determined by qPCR. Mean � SEM. n ¼ 3–8 (A), n ¼ 3–4 (C), n ¼ 4
(D) independent experiments using 1–2 biological replicates/experiment (ANOVA–Bonferroni). B, Determination of the secreted levels of CCL17 and CCL22 by
ELISA. Mean � SD; n ¼ 3 biological replicates. Two-way ANOVA–Bonferroni. A–D, �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001. Selected experimental conditions were also
compared using a t test (#, P < 0.05; ##, P < 0.01).
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macrophage response to both IL4 and GM-CSF, were the most
drastically impaired genes in IRF4�/� macrophages.

IRF4 has been shown to cooperatively bind activator protein-1
(AP1) complexes in T cells to regulate gene transcription from AP1-
IRF composite elements (44). We therefore evaluated whether the
induction of IRF4-dependent genes required cooperation with JUNB
or JUND. Although we cannot discard redundant roles from these
proteins, the upregulation of Ccl17, Ccl22, Retnla, and Il1b in response
to IL4 or GM-CSF was not impaired in macrophages deficient for
either JUNB or JUND (Supplementary Figs. S5A–S5D).

Interestingly, the expression of IRF4 itself during the macrophage
response to IL4 or GM-CSF was inhibited by LXR agonists both at the
mRNA and protein level (Fig. 7C–G). It has been recently reported
that both cytokines induce the upregulation of the expression of the
demethylase jumonji domain-containing protein 3 (JMJD3) upstream
of the transcriptional activation of IRF4 (45, 46). However, LXR
activity did not repress the expression of this enzyme in response to
IL4 or GM-CSF (Supplementary Fig. S6A and S6B), which suggests
that the inhibitory effects on IRF4 expression reported here are not
related to upstream alterations in JMJD3.

Previous work had analyzed the binding of IRF4 across the
murine genome in T cells through ChIP-seq analysis (33). By
reanalyzing these data, we identified three sites with enriched
binding of IRF4 in the proximity of the Ccl17 gene both in na€�ve
CD4þ T cells and during Th17 cell differentiation (Supplementary
Fig. S7A–S7C). To translate this finding to macrophages, we
transfected Raw264.7 cells with reporter plasmids containing var-
ious IRF4-binding regions. Peak 2, located approximately 6.5 Kb
upstream of the Ccl17 transcription start site, displayed strong
enhancer activity in response to IL4, which was downregulated
upon pharmacologic activation of the LXR pathway (Fig. 7H). The
region containing peak 3 was also cloned but did not respond to IL4
in transfection studies. To know whether the inhibitory action on
IRF4 could help explain the effects of LXR agonists on Ccl17
expression, we assessed the consequences of IRF4 overexpression
in transfected cells. Interestingly, the overexpression of IRF4 upre-
gulated the activity of Ccl17 enhancer 2 in the absence of IL4 and
counteracted the inhibitory action of LXR agonists (Fig. 7H), thus
supporting the crosstalk between LXRs and IRF4 as a mechanism
mediating the control of Ccl17 expression.

Provided the inhibitory effects of LXR agonists on Ccl17 expression
in TAMs (Fig. 4A–C), we further explored whether LXR activation
resulted in decreased IRF4 expression in these cells. Interestingly, a
decline was observed in the levels of Irf4 in MHCIIhigh TAMs from
T1317-treated tumors (Fig. 7I) in WT mice but not in LXR-deficient
mice (Fig. 7J). In addition, Irf4 expression was significantly inhibited
in MHCIIhigh TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs treated ex vivo with T1317
(Fig. 7K). Of note, as is the case for Ccl17, the levels of Irf4 expression
dropped down drastically when MHCIIhigh TAMs were cultured
in vitro. Taken together, these results suggest that the inhibitory action
of the LXR agonist on IRF4 expression may contribute to reduce the
levels of CCL17 in the tumor microenvironment. Importantly, phar-
macologic activation of the LXR pathway also inhibited the induction
of Ccl17, Ccl22, and Irf4 by IL4 in human macrophages (Fig. 7L),
suggesting that this crosstalk is evolutionary conserved andmay also be
relevant in humans.

To determine whether functional IRF4 expression is important for
the antitumoral actions of the LXR agonist in vivo, tumor progression
studies were carried out in WT and IRF4�/� mice treated with either
DMSO or T1317. Tumors acquired larger volumes in IRF4�/�mice as
compared with WT mice (Fig. 7M). Notably, there was lower infil-
tration of lymphocytes in general (not only Tregs) in the tumors in
IRF4�/� mice (Fig. 7N), which may explain the increased tumor
growth in these mice. Nevertheless, the tumors in the IRF4�/�

background were not as responsive to T1317 as the tumors grown
in WT mice, which supports the importance of IRF4 as a mediator of
the antitumoral actions of pharmacologic LXR activation.

Discussion
In this study, we have identified novel roles of activated LXRs in the

control of tumor growth. Despite the fact that the synthetic LXR
agonist T1317 is able to directly inhibit cancer cell proliferation
in vitro, its antitumoral potential is compromised in LXR-deficient
mice carrying WT tumors, thus highlighting the importance of LXR
functional activity in the tumor microenvironment over direct anti-
proliferative effects in a cancer cell-autonomousmanner. Indeed,most
studies, including ours, have only demonstrated significant effects of
LXR agonists at directly inhibiting the proliferation of transformed
cells when used at relatively high doses (5–10 mmol/L; refs. 47–49), in

Figure 7.
Pharmacologic LXR activation inhibits the induction of Irf4 by IL4 or GM-CSF.A and B, IRF4 is required for specific gene subsets during themacrophage response to
IL4 or GM-CSF.WT and IRF4-deficient (IRF4�/�)macrophageswere stimulatedwith IL4 (10 ng/mL; 24 hours;A) or GM-CSF (5 ng/mL; 24 hours;B). Gene expression
was analyzed by qPCR. Mean� SEM, n¼ 4 independent experiments. Two-wayANOVA–Bonferroni. � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001. In datasetswithout factor
interaction, selected conditions were compared by t test (#, P < 0.05; ##, P < 0.01; ###, P < 0.001). C–G, LXR inhibits Irf4 expression. WT (C–G) or LXRa/b�/�

(D and E) macrophages were preincubated with T1317 (C–G) or GW3965 (D–G; each at 1 mmol/L; 18 hours) and stimulated with IL4 (10 ng/mL; indicated periods
of time inC and F; 4 hours inD) or GM-CSF (5 ng/mL; 24 hours in E; indicated times inG). InC–E, Irf4 expression levelswere analyzed by qPCR. Mean� SEM; n¼ 3 (C);
n ¼ 6 (D and E). ANOVA-Bonferroni (C and E), Kruskal–Wallis (D). � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001. In D, a Mann–Whitney test was also used for selected
comparisons (##, P <0.01). In F andG, IRF4 expressionwas analyzed byWestern blotting (7 mgwhole cell extract/lane). F andG,Representative experiment. F, Two
blots were generated in parallel from the same set of samples. G, The same blot was stripped and reprobed. H, Raw264.7 macrophages were cotransfected with
pGL3-Ccl17 enhancer 2, a plasmid overexpressing LXRa, a plasmid expressing Renilla, and either empty pcDNA3 or a plasmid overexpressing IRF-4. After
transfection, the cells were incubated in DMEM-10% FBS in the presence or absence of LXR agonists T1317 or GW3965 (1 mmol/L; 18 hours). Next, the cells were
stimulatedwith IL4 (10 ng/mL; 24 hours). Luciferase activitywasmeasured and normalized toRenilla activity. Mean�SEM; n¼ 3 independent experiments. Two-way
ANOVA-Bonferroni. ��,P<0.01; ��� ,P<0.001 (vs. control unstimulated cells); †††,P<0.01 (vs. the same treatment in the control group). I–K,Effects of LXR activation
on Irf4 expression in TAMs. WT (I) or LXRa/b�/� (J) male mice were treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 of tumor establishment. MHCIIhigh and
MHCIIlow TAMswere isolated at day 15 after tumor cell inoculation.K,MHCIIhigh andMHCIIlow TAMswere isolated from 15-day tumors and stimulated ex vivowith T1317
(1 mmol/L) or DMSO for 24 hours. In I–K, the expression of Irf4was analyzed by qPCR. Mean� SEM, n¼ 5mice/group (I); n¼ 6–8mice/group (pooled data from two
independent experiments; J); n¼ 3 independent experiments (each using 4–5 pooledmice; K). t test. � , P <0.05. L, The treatment of humanmacrophageswith T1317
inhibited the IL4-induced expression ofCcl17, Ccl22, and Irf4. qPCR. n¼ 3 independent experiments. One-wayANOVA.M andN,WTor IRF4�/�micewere subjected
to subcutaneous injection of 3LL-R cells and treated daily with DMSO or T1317 (15 mg/kg) from day 7 of tumor establishment. M, Tumor volume progression curve.
N, Absolute numbers of intratumoral lymphocytes were measured by flow cytometry and normalized to tumor volume. Mean� SEM; n¼ 6–7 mice/group.M, Two-
way ANOVA-repeated measures. N, One-way ANOVA – Bonferroni (� , P < 0.05; ��, P < 0.01; ���, P < 0.001). In addition, t test, #, P < 0.05.
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contrast to lower doses required for the activation of metabolic
pathways or for the repression of inflammatory gene expression in
primary cells.

Previous work by Tavazoie and colleagues also placed the focus on
the role of LXRs in the tumor microenvironment by showing the
downregulation of the frequency of MDSCs and an increased CTL
activity within tumors in response to high doses of LXR ago-
nists (11). Mechanistic studies using melanoma B16F10 cells indi-
cated that LXR activation, in an ApoE-dependent manner, resulted
in increased apoptosis of MDSCs. In the work presented here, the
characterization of infiltrated myeloid cells from lung carcinoma
tumors indicated that LXR agonism slightly reduced the relative
frequency of MHCIIhigh TAMs without affecting other, more
abundant populations in the tumor, including those populations
theoretically enriched for MDSCs. It is possible that differences in
the type of tumor, in the type of agonist, or in the stage of tumor
progression at the time of agonist administration help explain why
MDSC frequencies were not decreased in our model. In addition,
the dose of agonist used during development of LLC tumors in our
study was considerably lower (15 mg/kg/day) than the doses at
which LXR agonists inhibited intratumoral MDSC frequencies (80–
100 mg/kg/day) in the work mentioned above. In this sense, ApoE
mRNA levels were not upregulated in whole tumors from mice
treated with the dose of T1317 used in our study nor in TAMs
exposed to the agonist in vitro, in contrast to the increase in other
well-established LXR targets genes.

TAMs may locally expand in response to M-CSF (50). Although
it is not clear which signals specifically modulate the proliferation or
survival of MHCIIhigh TAMs, we have previously shown that LXR
agonists inhibit macrophage proliferation induced by several
growth factors, including M-CSF and GM-CSF (37). For these
reasons, we cannot discard some contribution of the LXR pathway
to the control of local TAM proliferation. However, the decreased
proportion of MHCIIhigh TAMs was not consistently accompanied
by reduced absolute numbers of these cells within the tumor, which
suggests that the changes in their frequency are mostly influenced
by the relative distribution of other intratumoral cells.

The results from this work strongly suggest that combined actions
that result from the modulation of TAM responses contribute to the
antitumoral effects of pharmacologic LXR activation. The LXR agonist
is able to repress several genes that play key roles in the protumoral
program of TAMs. In fact, the capability of TAMs to suppress T-cell
proliferation in vitro was reduced by the LXR agonist. Notably,
different subsets of genes were repressed by T1317 in MHCIIhigh

TAMs and MHCIIlow TAMs. For example, Nos2 expression was
selectively repressed in MHCIIhigh TAMs, whereas Trem1 expression
was inhibited in MHCIIlow TAMs. We do not have a clear explanation
for these differences, but we cannot discard that hypoxic conditions
may result in intracellular changes increasing the resistance of
some genes to LXR-mediated repression. In addition, previous work
has reported differences in the mechanisms used by these two sub-
populations to suppress T-cell activation, withMHCIIhigh TAMs being
more dependent on NOS2 activity (21). Therefore, further under-
standing of the relative contribution of some of these genes in the
suppressive activity of TAM subpopulations is still warranted.

In addition to direct suppressive mechanisms, MHCIIhigh TAMs
are major contributors to CCL17 and CCL22 production (21),
which are important signals for Treg recruitment to the tumor.
The analysis of the actions of the LXR agonist on TAM subpopula-
tions in vivo showed the significant repression of Ccl17 in MHCII-
high TAMs and a tendency for such repression in MHCIIlow TAMs.

The effects of the LXR agonist on the latter population were more
evident when the cells were exposed to the agonist ex vivo, suggest-
ing that the availability of the LXR ligand might be lower in hypoxic
areas of the tumor. Treatment with the LXR agonist did not impact
the frequency of Tregs in the spleen or their capacity to proliferate
in vitro, which supports the notion that the repression of CCL17
production in TAMs has an important role in the reduction
of the abundance of intratumoral Tregs upon LXR activation.
Despite the fact that Tregs exist in low numbers in LLC tumors,
depletion of these cells in vivo diminished tumor progression in
mice. Importantly, the pharmacologic activation of LXRs did not
efficiently reduce tumor growth under these conditions, suggesting
that the inhibitory effects on Treg abundance are an important
mechanism mediating the antitumoral actions of the LXR agonist.
Because LXR activation did not inhibit functional aspects on
isolated Tregs, such as the expression of anti-inflammatory cyto-
kines or their capacity to suppress T-cell proliferation ex vivo, we
conclude that the importance of this mechanism lies in the ability of
the LXR agonist to downregulate the abundance of Tregs within the
tumor, in correlation with reduced chemokine expression by TAMs,
rather than in compromising the immunosuppressive potential of
the Treg itself.

Our in vitro studies indicate that, in the absence of a synthetic LXR
agonist, saturating doses of recombinant IL4 or GM-CSF are able to
induce higher production of CCL17/22 in LXR-deficient macrophages
than in theWT counterparts. However, within a more complex entity,
the tumor microenvironment, WT and LXR-deficient MHCIIhigh

TAMs express similar levels of these chemokines in the absence of
pharmacologic LXR activation, in line with the fact that tumors grown
in LXR-deficient mice do not display a drastic increase in Treg
abundance. Therefore, whether or not LXR-deficient cells produce
higher levels of the chemokinemight depend on additional signals that
are present in each setting. Similar observations in other cellular/
physiologic scenarios (5, 11, 51, 52) support the notions that LXR
biology is complex and that genetic ablation and pharmacologic
activation of these nuclear receptors do not necessarily result in
opposite biological effects.

At the molecular level, the results from this work propose IRF4
targeting as a relevant mechanism that links pharmacologic LXR
activation with the downregulation of Ccl17. On one hand, the
induction of this chemokine by IL4 or GM-CSF is fully dependent
on IRF4 functionality, and LXR activity is able to downregulate IRF4
expression in both settings. On the other hand, IRF4 overexpression
blocked the capability of LXR agonists to negatively modulate the
transcriptional enhancing activity of a region containing IRF4-binding
sites upstream of the Ccl17 promoter (and downstream of Ccl22). It is
plausible that the downregulation of IRF4 expression may also con-
tribute to the repressive actions of LXR agonists on other genes
induced by GM-CSF.

Within tumors, in correlation with the inhibitory effects on Ccl17
expression, the levels of Irf4 were downregulated in MHCIIhigh

TAMs in response to the administration of the LXR agonist in vivo.
However, interpretation of the data from the systemic deficiency
in IRF4 should be done with caution. IRF4 is involved in the
development and function of different subsets of CD4þ T cells,
not only Tregs, and in the generation of Th1 responses (reviewed in
ref. 53). The reduced infiltration of CD8þ and CD4þ lymphocytes in
LLC tumors most probably compromises the development of
antitumoral immune responses, which would explain the increased
tumor growth in the IRF4-deficient model despite Treg numbers
being downregulated. In line with this notion, systemic IRF4
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deficiency promoted an immunosuppressed tumor microenviron-
ment in other models of cancer (54). Importantly, these mice did
not respond to pharmacologic LXR activation as efficiently as
WT mice, which suggests that IRF4 plays a relevant role in the
antitumoral actions of the LXR agonist. However, we are aware that
a deficiency of IRF4 specifically in macrophages would help to
better answer this question. Future studies will be addressed in
this direction.

In this work we have validated that pharmacologic activation of
LXRs also exerts inhibitory effects on the induction of the Irf4/Ccl17
axis in human macrophages. However, whether or not the expression
levels of Irf4 specifically in TAMs have prognostic value in human
tumors remains elusive. Importantly, the accumulation of CCL17-
expressing macrophages has been described in lung adenocarcinoma,
favoring the recruitment of effector Tregs (55). In addition, high
expression levels of intratumoral CCL17 have been associated with
poorer overall survival rates in hepatocellular carcinoma (56). More-
over, Kaplan–Meier analysis using the R2: Genomics Analysis and
Visualization Platform (http://r2.amc.nl) to assess the probability of
overall survival in patient cohorts of kidney renal clear cell carci-
noma from The Cancer Genome Atlas project, as well as in non–
small cell lung cancer (57), indicates that high expression of CCL17
also associates with poorer overall survival probability in these types
of cancer (Supplementary Fig. S8A and S8B). On the other side, in a
mouse model of subcutaneous tumor development, the downregu-
lation of CCL17 upon transduction of short hairpin RNA in CT26
cancer cells resulted in decreased Treg infiltration within tumors
and suppressed tumor growth (58), suggesting that targeting the
intratumoral levels of CCL17 may represent a promising strategy
against cancer.

Taken together, this work reveals unappreciated roles for pharma-
cologic LXR activation in the control of several macrophage-mediated
mechanisms contributing to the maintenance of an immunosuppres-
sive microenvironment (Supplementary Fig. S9), thus providing novel
insights about themechanisms of action of LXR agonists as therapeutic
drugs against cancer.
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A B S T R A C T   

Nuclear receptors (NRs) are a superfamily of ligand-activated transcription factors that act as biological sensors 
and use a combination of mechanisms to modulate positively and negatively gene expression in a spatial and 
temporal manner. The highly orchestrated biological actions of several NRs influence the proliferation, differ-
entiation, and apoptosis of many different cell types. Synthetic ligands for several NRs have been the focus of 
extensive drug discovery efforts for cancer intervention. This review summarizes the roles in tumour growth and 
metastasis of several relevant NR family members, namely androgen receptor (AR), estrogen receptor (ER), 
glucocorticoid receptor (GR), thyroid hormone receptor (TR), retinoic acid receptors (RARs), retinoid X receptors 
(RXRs), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs), and liver X receptors (LXRs). These studies are key 
to develop improved therapeutic agents based on novel modes of action with reduced side effects and over-
coming resistance.   

1. Introduction 

Nuclear receptors (NRs) are a superfamily of ligand-activated tran-
scription factors that play important roles in the physiology and pa-
thology of many biological processes, including development, 
metabolism, reproduction, ageing and cancer [1]. NRs constitute an 
integral platform that connects environmental and hormonal signals to 
genomic responses, which govern all kinds of cell fate decisions at the 
level of gene expression. As a consequence of this central role, NRs 
represent the target for nearly 15 % of all pharmacologic drugs [2]. 

Progress in genomic sequencing over the years led to the identifi-
cation of 48 and 49 NRs encoded by the human and mouse genomes, 
respectively. Members of the superfamily present a common modular 

structure with four main functional and structural domains, that yield a 
diversity of quaternary structures [3]. The NR-composing modules are a 
long, disordered N-terminal domain, a highly conserved DNA-binding 
domain (DBD), a hinge region, and a C-terminal ligand-binding 
domain (LBD) (Fig. 1). 

The superfamily can be sub-divided in subfamilies depending on 
their cellular location and ligand genomic response. A group of NRs 
include high-affinity receptors for steroid hormones, and are typically 
cytoplasmic. This subfamily contains several receptors, including the 
androgen receptor (AR), the estrogen receptor (ER), and the glucocor-
ticoid receptor (GR). Ligand binding allows chaperone-release and 
homodimerization followed by translocation into the nucleus. Once in 
the nucleus, the liganded receptor associates with transcriptional 
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coregulators that facilitate binding to the transcriptional machinery and 
the modulation of target gene expression [4]. 

A second subfamily is composed of receptors that normally reside in 
the nucleus and are bound to their cognate DNA sequences even in the 
absence of ligand. These members are exemplified by NRs that bind diet- 
derived ligands or intermediates of metabolic pathways, such as vitamin 
D receptor (VDR), retinoic acid receptor (RAR), peroxisome-proliferator 
activated receptors (PPARs) or liver X Receptors (LXRs). Thyroid hor-
mone receptors (TR) are also part of this subfamily. They generally form 
heterodimers with the retinoid X receptor (RXR) (Fig. 1) and, in the 
absence of ligand, interact with NR corepressor (NCoR) and/or silencing 
mediator for retinoid and thyroid receptors (SMRT/NCoR2), which are 
part of corepressor complexes associated with histone deacetylases 
(HDACs), thereby repressing transcription. Conformational changes 
upon ligand binding lead to the dissociation of corepressors and the 
association of the NR with coactivator complexes, which normally 
include proteins with histone acetyl-transferase activity that allow an 
open chromatin conformation to facilitate the activation of target gene 
expression [1]. 

NRs regulate transcription by several mechanisms. As mentioned 
above, NRs can activate target genes by binding with their DBD directly 
to response elements, either as homodimers or heterodimers. Ligands 
allosterically control the interactions of the NR with coregulator pro-
teins (coactivators and corepressors) by influencing either the folding or 
the dislodging of the C-terminal helix (helix 12, H12) as part of the AF-2 

pocket (Fig. 1). Interaction with coactivators promotes the recruitment 
of the transcriptional machinery and the remodelling of chromatin. 
Nevertheless, the recently solved structure of the full-length AR has 
provided evidence that a coregulator can bind independently of the AF-2 
pocket [5]. Whether this is an exception or the rule for other NRs re-
mains to be further investigated. 

In addition, several NRs can actively repress gene expression in the 
presence or absence of ligand, and some of them have been reported to 
inhibit transcription in a ligand-dependent manner by tethering and 
antagonizing the activity of other transcription factors (mechanisms 
collectively named as transrepression). The functions of NRs can also be 
modulated by posttranslational modifications that include phosphory-
lation, ubiquitylation, and SUMOylation, among others [4]. 

The pivotal role of several NRs in cancer development and progres-
sion has long been acknowledged [6]. The biological actions of several 
NRs in the control of proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis are 
indicative of the potential influence for NRs and their ligands on tumour 
progression (Fig. 2). Indeed, several drugs targeting NRs have been the 
focus of extensive drug discovery efforts for efficacious cancer in-
terventions (Table 1). In this review, we present a summary of the roles 
of a selected subset of druggable NR family members with established 
importance in the regulation of tumour growth. This review does not 
include VDR, which has been extensively covered in a separate review 
from this series [7]. 

2. Androgen receptor as a therapeutic target in prostate cancer 

Androgens are steroid hormones required for the development of the 
male reproductive system and secondary sexual characteristics. AR 
(NR3C4) is the main transcription factor that mediates the biological 
effects of androgens. In addition to the male reproductive system, AR is 
expressed in several other tissues such as bone, muscle, adipose tissue, 
brain and hematopoietic cells. The endogenous ligands that bind AR are 
5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) and testosterone [8]. In prostate cells, 
testosterone may act directly on AR or be irreversibly converted to DHT 
by 5α-reductase. 

Several pathological situations associated with AR and androgens 
have been described, including androgen insensitivity syndrome and 
prostate cancer, among others [8]. In this section, we will focus on the 
roles of AR in prostate cancer. 

The androgen signalling axis plays a pivotal role in the pathogenesis 
of prostate cancer. As AR regulates multiple cellular events, including 
proliferation, apoptosis, migration, invasion, and differentiation, this 
receptor has been associated to all stages of this type of cancer [8]. In 
this regard, AR is both expressed in primary prostate cancer and in 
tumour metastasis, and DHT promotes the growth and survival of 
prostate cells. The heterogeneous nature of prostate cancer suggests that 
the predisposition to this disease may involve multiple genes and vari-
able phenotypic expression of AR-regulated genes. Expression profiling 
identified indeed over 200 androgen-responsive genes involved in 
prostate cell proliferation, communication, differentiation, and cancer 
progression [9]. Of note, chromosomal rearrangements fusing the 
androgen-regulated gene coding for transmembrane protease serine 2 
(TMPRSS2) to the ETS transcription factor ERG occur in approximately 
50 % of prostate cancers. The up-regulation of the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion 
by AR plays an early role in prostate cancer development and progres-
sion [10,11]. In addition, several growth-promoting and survival path-
ways interact with AR signalling during the development of prostate 
cancer. These include the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway and DNA repair 
pathways [12]. 

The gonadal depletion of androgens has been widely used to treat the 
disease; however, the progression towards more aggressive forms of the 
disease due to the restoration of AR signalling or intratumoral ste-
roidogenesis sparked the development of AR protein-targeted therapies 
to inhibit its hormone binding. In concrete, a battery of drugs that block 
androgen production to inhibit the AR axis or inhibitors that directly 

Fig. 1. NRs present a common modular structure with four main func-
tional domains. The N-terminal domain is highly variable and includes several 
distinct regulatory regions (also known as AF1 for activation function 1) (not 
shown). A central DBD, composed of two highly conserved zinc fingers, directs 
the receptor to specific consensus DNA motifs that serve as response elements. 
An intermediate domain known as the hinge region exhibits domain flexibility 
for simultaneous receptor dimerization and binding to DNA, and contains a 
nuclear localization signal. The C-terminal half of the receptor harbours a large 
LBD, which confers the crucial property of ligand recognition and shifts the 
receptor to a transcriptionally active state in a specific and selective manner. 
The LBD also contributes to various protein-protein interactions in the subset of 
NRs that form heterodimers. There is also a C-terminal domain that contains an 
important pocket, the activating function 2 (AF-2). Within this pocket, H12 
allows many NRs to interact with coactivators in a ligand-dependent manner. 
The image displays the quaternary organization of the RXRα–LXRβ hetero-
dimer. Ribbon-diagram overview of the complex including LXRβ (cyan)–RXRα 
(lila), ligands as sphere representation (cyan and lila) and coactivator peptide 
(fucsia) shown as an helix docked on the AF-2 pocket. The image is shown on 
the direction along the DNA response element (5′ to 3′; grey). The hinge, LBP 
and H12 are also labelled. The Protein Data Bank coordinates of the 4NQA 
structure have been used and the rendered figure has been made with Pymol 
(https://pymol.org/2/). 
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compete for DHT binding result in the inhibition of AR activity and have 
proven to be effective to delay prostate cancer growth and progression 
[12]. 

Several anti-androgens have been developed that differ in their 
chemical structure and exhibit different efficacy and safety profiles. For 
instance, flutamide, nilutamide and bicalutamide were primarily 
developed to be used in combination with chemical or surgical castra-
tion to provide combined androgen blockade. Later on, clinical trials in 
patients with metastatic, castration resistant prostate cancer showed 
significant survival benefits by the usage of enzalutamide. Improved 
antiandrogens such as apalutamide and darolutamide have proven to be 
efficacious as well to overcome resistance caused by other anti-
androgens (i.e. bicalutamide) (Table 1) [12]. 

However, targeting the AR ligand-binding-pocket (LBP) remains to 
be prone for the drug-acquired appearance of mutations that render 
these compounds ineffective within 2–5 years. Thus, the effect of this 
type of LBP-centred treatment remains transient, as, almost universally, 
patients relapse after developing a castration-resistant form of the dis-
ease (metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer, mCRPC) that is 
usually due to increased levels of AR expression or point-mutations [13, 
14]. Most of these molecular mechanisms of resistance cause the AR to 
recognize anti-androgens as if they were agonists, which is associated 
with cancer progression to lethal stages of the disease. Several mutations 
inside the LBP (e.g. T878A, W742 L, F877 L) have been found in patients 
that contribute to the acquisition of agonistic properties of 
anti-androgens [13,14]. Moreover, the interplay between AR and the 
PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway contributes to enhance drug-resistance, 
raising the interest for testing the efficacy of PI3K inhibitors to over-
come mCRPC [15]. 

The synthesis of truncated AR splice variants devoid of the receptor 
LBD has emerged as an additional mechanism in mCRPC [16]. The 
discovery of AR variants without the canonical druggable 
hormone-binding domain has both posed a challenge but most impor-
tantly contributed in exploring non-LBD centred pharmacological stra-
tegies. However, the exact role of these variants in cancer is still not fully 
understood. It is not clear whether the loss of different C-terminal parts 

of the AR protein, including the bipartite nuclear localization signal in 
the hinge region, deeply affect their nuclear localization and 
ligand-independent functions or whether the full length AR is still the 
driving transcription factor in prostate cancer. Indeed, studies still point 
to the fact that AR truncated variants require the full length AR as 
partner of heterodimerization to exert their functions in cancer. The 
molecular profiling of AR variants, mainly AR-V7, in liquid biopsies 
seems to be an emerging field to monitor the treatment response [17]. 

A new class of compounds has emerged over the last years with the 
capacity to induce AR protein degradation (AR degraders). In particular, 
ARV-110, which has been developed using the Proteolysis-Targeting 
Chimera (PROTAC) technology [18], is a selective AR degrader 
capable of potently reducing AR signaling. Using patient-derived xeno-
graft models, ARV-110 inhibited the growth of tumors that are resistant 
to enzalutamide [19]. In addition, data from an ongoing clinical trial 
shows some efficacy of ARV-110 in patients with mCRPC (Table 1) [20]. 

A potent steroidal multi-target agent named galeterone has been 
developed as well, which exhibits three different activities, it inhibits 
cytochrome P450 family member 17A1 (CYP17A1), it antagonizes AR, 
and it acts as an AR degrader [21]. The compound is currently under 
investigation and it has been proposed to potentially control full length 
AR as well as truncated variants such as AR-V7 [22]. Recent studies have 
shown its anti-tumor activity in CRPC patients (Table 1) [23]. It is 
important to point out that galeterone may be also effective in patients 
with the point mutation T878A in the AR LBD [24]. 

Recently, GR has also received significant traction as the NR driving 
prostate cancer resistance. Indeed, enhanced GR expression was iden-
tified as a common feature in the development of resistance to anti-
androgens [25]. As GR and AR can recognize identical regulatory 
sequences, the functional substitution of GR over AR in prostate cancer 
cells resulted in the regulation of a subset of AR targets, which was 
sufficient to preserve the resistant phenotype [25,26]. Treatment with 
the GR ligand dexamethasone was sufficient to induce 
enzaludamide-resistance whereas GR blockade restored sensitivity. 
Also, AR blockade led to high levels of GR in a subset of prostate cancer 
cells due to the lack of AR-mediated feedback repression of GR. These 

Fig. 2. Ligands that modulate NR function have the ability to 
impact several hallmarks and enabling characteristics of 
cancer. In an attempt to rationalize the complexity of biological 
processes leading to cancer, Hanahan and Weinberg [259] pro-
posed a framework depicting several biological capabilities (hall-
marks) acquired during tumour development (white titles): 
sustaining proliferative signalling, evading growth suppressors, 
resisting cell death, enabling replicative immortality, inducing 
angiogenesis, activating invasion and metastasis, reprogramming 
of energy metabolism and evading immune destruction. Underly-
ing these hallmarks are two enabling characteristics (yellow titles): 
genome instability and tumour-promoting inflammation, which 
are crucial to the acquisition of the hallmark capabilities. Ligands 
for several NRs exert anti-tumoral effects by antagonizing the 
acquisition of hallmarks or the presence of enabling characteristics; 
the implicated NRs are indicated in each section. Image adapted 
from https://chat.lionproject.net/hallmarks.   
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results support the use of combined AR/GR targeting therapies for the 
treatment of resistant prostate cancer [17]. 

For these reasons, the mechanisms implicated in the development of 
resistance to AR inhibition in prostate cancer are multiple and complex 
(Fig. 3), and still poses major challenges to develop drugs with fewer 
side effects. A major problem is also the fact that there is no agreement 
as to whether prostate cancer is just one complex disease or whether 
there are different molecular subtypes. Multiple genomic alterations 
that result in distinct gene patterns and clinical implications have been 
also recently described [27], which will impact the design of future 
therapeutic drugs. 

3. Estrogen receptor: from biomarker to therapeutic marker in 
breast cancer 

Estrogens are steroid hormones that are important in the estrous 
cycle of humans and other animals, being the primary female sex hor-
mones. The biological effects of estrogens are primarily mediated 
through the binding and activation of ERα (NR3A1) and ERβ (NR3A2). 
The expression and activity of ERs are important for normal develop-
ment and function in various tissues, including endometrium, ovary and 
breast, and are also implicated in tumorigenesis [28]. In this section, we 
will focus on the roles of ERα, the major ER in breast cancer, although 
some activities of ERβ have also been reported [29,30]. 

The classical definitions of breast cancer subtypes based on histo-
pathological analysis, included both ER and progesterone receptor (PR) 
expression, which are prognostic factors. This has been further refined 
by the identification of the molecular subtypes of breast tumours based 
on their molecular profiles and their consequent association with clin-
ical outcomes [31,32], providing new opportunities for tumour classi-
fication and prognostic tools. Exposure to ovarian hormones, including 
estrogen, has been associated with increased risk of developing breast 
cancer [33]. Approximately 75 % of primary breast cancers express ER 
and these tumours show good overall patient survival. Patients with 
ER-positive tumours are treated with endocrine therapy, commonly in 
the form of tamoxifen (an ER-antagonist) or aromatase inhibitors (which 
lead to estrogen deprivation). Tamoxifen belongs to a group of ligands 
called selective ER modulators (SERMs) (Table 1), which have been 
developed to achieve improved safety profiles because they differen-
tially modulate the activity of ER in a context specific manner. Tamox-
ifen competes with estrogen for ER binding and prevents LBD-mediated 
coregulator recruitment. In addition, tamoxifen can work as a partial 
agonist in other tissues, such as endometrium, since it promotes the 
activation of the AF1 domain and thus it poses an increased risk of 
endometrial cancer [34]. Another strategy is to use drugs that degrade 
ER, selective ER degraders or downregulators (SERDs), designed to 
overcome the agonistic effects of SERMs. Among SERDs, fulvestrant is an 
effective treatment for advanced breast cancer in postmenopausal 
women [35] (Table 1) and has enormous potential in combination 
therapy with other inhibitors [36]. Aromatase inhibitors were devel-
oped to stop estrogen production by inactivating aromatase (the enzyme 
responsible for estrogen synthesis) and they do not present partial 
agonist activity [37]. Three aromatase inhibitors are mostly used in the 
clinic, anastrozole, letrozole and exemestane. However, as it is the case 
for other types of therapy (including radiation and chemotherapy), 
therapy failure inevitably occurs in many cases [38]. Indeed, the 
development of resistance to different types of aromatase inhibitors has 
been well documented [39]. Futhermore, a recent meta-analysis showed 

Table 1 
Several drugs targeting NRs are used to treat different types of cancer. 
Examples of compounds that target NR activity/stability and are either currently 
used in the clinics or being tested in clinical trials for the therapeutic treatment 
of cancer. CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; HER2, erb-b2 receptor tyrosine 
kinase 2; HL, Hodgkin’s lymphoma; HR+, hormone-receptor-positive; MM, 
multiple myeloma; MR, mineralocorticoid receptor; NHL, non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma.  

Ligand NR Action To treat 

Enzalutamide AR Antagonist Metastatic and non-metastatic 
CRPC 

Darolutamide AR Antagonist Non-metastatic CRPC 
Apalutamide AR Antagonist Non-metastatic CRPC 
Abiraterone AR Antagonist mCRPC 
Galeterone AR Antagonist Clinical trial: mCRPC 
ARV-110 AR AR 

degrader 
Clinical trial: mCRPC 

Tamoxifen ER SERM Early- and advanced-stage HR+

breast cancer, neoadjuvant 
therapy; to lower the risk of 
breast cancer in women at high 
risk 

Toremifene ER SERM Postmenopausal women with 
metastatic, HR+ breast cancer 

Raloxifene ER SERM To lower the risk of breast cancer 
in high-risk postmenopausal 
women 

Fulvestrant ER SERD Postmenopausal women, 
advanced-stage breast cancer or 
after tamoxifen failure 

Dexamethasone GR Agonist Lymphoid cancers (ALL, CLL, 
MM, HL and NHL); palliative use 
in several cancers (breast, lung, 
bladder) 

Prednisolone GR/ 
MR 

Agonist Lymphoid cancers (ALL, CLL, 
MM, HL, and NHL; palliative use 
in several cancers 

Methylprednisolone GR Agonist Coadjuvant for hematopoietic 
and non-hematopoietic cancers 

Hydrocortisone GR Agonist Palliative use in several cancers 
Recalorilant/ 

CORT125134 
GR SEGRAM Cinical trials: solid tumors 

ORIC-101 GR SEGRAM Clinical trials: solid tumors/ 
prostate cancer 

ATRA RAR Agonist APL; Clinical trials: NSCLC, HR+/ 
HER2− early breast carcinoma, 
metastatic kidney cancer, 
melanoma, neuroblastoma, 
advanced adenoid cystic 
carcinoma 

Tamibarotene RAR Agonist Recurrent (ATRA-resistant) APL; 
Clinical trial: AML 

NRX195183 RAR Agonist Clinical trial: relapsed or 
refractory APL 

Fenretinide RAR Agonist Clinical trial: adult giant cell 
glioblastoma 

Bexarotene/ 
Targretin 

RXR Agonist CTCL, NSCLC; Clinical trial: 
thyroid cancer, lymphoma, MM 

Alitretinoin/panretin RXR Agonist Cutaneous lesions of AIDS- 
related Kaposi’s sarcoma 

Peretinoin RXR Agonist HCC 
9cUAB30 RXR Agonist Clinical trials: breast cancer, non- 

melanoma skin cancer 
IRX-4204 RXR Agonist Clinical trials: prostate cancer, 

NSCLC 
TPST-1120 PPARα Antagonist Clinical trials: hepatocellular 

carcinoma, renal cell carcinoma, 
mCRPC 

Troglitazone PPARγ Agonist Clinical trial: liposarcoma 
Pioglitazone PPARγ Agonist Clinical trials: Head and neck 

cancer, bladder cancer, NSCLC, 
chronic myeloid leukemia 

Rosiglitazone PPARγ Agonist Clinical trials: pituitary tumors, 
liposarcoma, oral pre-malignant 
lesions 

Efatutazonne PPARγ Agonist Clinical trial: anaplastic thyroid 
cancer, liposarcoma  

Table 1 (continued ) 

Ligand NR Action To treat 

CS-7017 PPARγ Agonist Clinical trials: NSCLC, 
lymphoma, MM 

RGX-104 LXR Agonist Clinical trials: lymphoma, 
advanced solid malignancies  
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that even after 20 years of tamoxifen usage, the risk of recurrence 
continues [40]. 

Given the high incidence rates of the disease, development of resis-
tance to endocrine therapy and progression to metastasis remains a 
critical clinical problem, since the major cause of death in breast cancer 
is metastasis to distant organs. The etiology of endocrine therapy 
resistance is complex and diverse molecular mechanisms have been 
revealed over the years to be implicated in this process. Analysis of the 
genomic landscape of metastatic breast cancers has identified nine 
driver genes that were the most frequently mutated in metastasis from 
ER-positive tumours, including those encoding for AKT1 and estrogen 
receptor 1 (ESR1) [41]. Targeting components of the PI3K-AKT-mTOR 
pathway has been widely tested to treat endocrine refractory disease 
[42]. Dysregulation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
family and their ligands has been reported [43], although results from 
clinical trials testing EGFR inhibitors in endocrine treatment-resistant 
breast cancer have been modest [44,45]. Variations of cell cycle com-
ponents are also common in ER-positive breast cancer, including 
amplification of cyclin D1, gene copy gain of CDK4 and loss of negative 
regulators such as p16 and p18. Development of CDK4/6 inhibitors are 
now approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use in 
combination with endocrine therapy to treat metastatic breast cancer, 
although acquired resistance quickly develops [46]. It is now well 
established that alterations in ESR1 itself, such as amplifications or 
chromosomal aberrations, have been detected in a subset of primary 
tumours and have been shown to be further enriched in recurrent and 
metastatic disease [41,47,48]. In addition, point mutations have been 
identified in endocrine resistant metastatic breast tumours, although 
those are particularly enriched in tumours pre-treated with aromatase 
inhibitors [49,50]. 

Breast cancers, like most tumours, are hypoxic and high levels of 
hypoxia-inducible transcription factors (HIF) correlate with poor prog-
nosis in breast cancer patients. Hypoxia induces ER phosphorylation in 

the absence of estrogen [51] and alterations in ER phosphorylation can 
have a profound impact on ER function in breast cancer [52]. In addi-
tion, hypoxia reduces ER expression and transcriptional activity in 
breast cancer cells [53] and, conversely, adjuvant tamoxifen treatment 
has been shown to increase HIF1α-positivity, which is related to 
tamoxifen resistance and poor prognosis [54]. These findings support 
the notion that the loss of ER activity is associated with worse prognosis. 
Indeed, although ER expression is often maintained during development 
of resistance to endocrine therapy, its activity is frequently lost, as 
indicated by reduced levels of PR [55], a marker of functional ER. In 
addition, the loss of PR may be due to increased growth factor signalling 
activity, as a mechanism of resistance, leading to hyperactive crosstalk 
with ER signalling [56]. The analysis of ER signalling in normal breast 
epithelial cells and primary tumours has shown that tumour-specific ER 
signalling is gained during breast tumorigenesis [57], suggesting that 
further understanding of ER role in normal and cancer cells is still 
warranted. 

In addition to estrogens, ER can be activated by the action of the 
oxysterol 27-hydroxycholesterol (HC) [58,59]. This compound is a pri-
mary metabolite of cholesterol and is considered an endogenously 
occurring SERM. Depending on the cellular context, 27-HC can act as an 
ER antagonist or as a partial ER agonist, which is the case in ER + breast 
cancer cells, where it promotes proliferation. Indeed, evidence from 
murine models and breast cancer cells suggests that the promoting ef-
fects of cholesterol on breast cancer progression may be mediated by its 
conversion to 27-HC (reviewed in [60]). 

Cancer heterogeneity is now well appreciated, both among patients 
and within each tumour at molecular, phenotypic and functional levels, 
complicating diagnosis and presenting challenges for cancer therapy. 
Molecular and cellular complexity allows the tumours to evolve and 
evade currently used therapeutics. Accumulated evidence supports the 
presence of a small fraction of cells with characteristics of stem cells, 
cancer stem cells (CSCs), which have been implicated in tumour 

Fig. 3. Mechanisms underlying therapeutic-induced resistance involving NRs. Tumour regression by therapies targeting NR function is bypassed by different 
adaptation events. More than one molecular mechanisms can be found in different NR-driven tumours, meaning structural changes in the on-target NR, participation 
of a second off-target NR or the activation of parallel signalling pathways such as PI3K/AKT and EGFR. 
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initiation and resistance to current forms of therapy. The identification 
of stem cells in the normal breast [61] and in cancer [62,63] has orig-
inated a new vision of the disease and new hopes for its prevention, 
prognosis and treatment. Estrogen reduces the pool of stem cells in 
healthy breast epithelial cells [64], which could provide an explanation 
for the better prognosis of ER-positive breast tumours, since it has been 
found that poorly differentiated breast cancers contain more CSCs than 
well-differentiated tumours with good prognosis [65]. Interestingly, 
breast stem cells have low or absent ER expression [55,66], which allows 
breast CSCs to ignore the anti-proliferative effects of tamoxifen. In 
contrast, treatment with tamoxifen leads to increased CSC content and, 
as a consequence, tamoxifen resistant tumours are enriched in CSCs, 
with enhanced expression of the embryonic stem cell factor SRY-box 
transcription factor (SOX)2 [55,67]. Furthermore, a regulatory axis 
has been identified between SOX2 and SOX9, which maintains human 
breast luminal progenitor and breast CSCs, suggesting common signal-
ling pathways in normal and cancer stem cells [68]. Importantly, the 
expression of Sox2 and Sox9 stem cell markers is down-regulated by 
estrogen and induced by tamoxifen, supporting the notion that 
ER-positive tumours are more differentiated than resistant tumours or 
those that lack ER. Furthermore, enhanced CSC mitochondrial meta-
bolism has been linked to resistance and inhibitors that target the large 
mitochondrial ribosome are able to prevent tamoxifen resistance and 
cancer metastasis [69]. An important clinical implication of the exis-
tence of CSCs within the tumour is that they become novel therapeutic 
targets and, therefore, combinatorial treatment strategies should be 
considered to address tumour heterogeneity. 

To summarize, resistance to hormone therapy presents multiple 
mechanisms, including activation of the PI3K/AKT or EGFR signalling 
pathways, ER phosphorylation and mutations, epigenetics, cell cycle 
deregulation and CSCs and tumour heterogeneity (Fig. 3). Moreover, the 
implication of other steroid hormone receptors, beyond ER and PR, in 
breast cancer has also been studied, including RAR, VDR, AR and GR, 
among others [70]. For example, AR is expressed in the majority of 
ER-positive breast tumours, however, increased AR levels reduce the 
response to endocrine therapy, which has paved the way for a number of 
clinical trials using AR antagonists to treat advanced breast cancer [71]. 

In conclusion, in addition to ER, several NRs present opportunities to 
introduce combinatorial treatments to target this complex disease and 
reduce the development of tumour recurrence and metastasis. 

4. Glucocorticoid receptor: a dual role as tumour promoter or 
suppressor 

Glucocorticoids (GCs) are steroid hormones that are primarily pro-
duced in the adrenal gland in response to stress and are necessary to 
regulate numerous physiological processes. The biological actions of 
GCs are mediated by GR (NR3C1), which is ubiquitously expressed. GCs 
are very effective anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory agents 
currently used in the clinics. In general, GR-mediated transactivation 
contributes to the efficacy of GCs by inducing the transcription of anti- 
inflammatory mediators such as dual specificity phosphatase (DUSP)1, 
NFκB inhibitor alpha (NFKBIA), and GC-induced leucine zipper (GILZ) 
and of anti-proliferative mediators such as p21 (CDKN1A), while GR- 
mediated transrepression antagonizes the activation of proliferative 
and pro-inflammatory transcription factors such as AP-1 and NFκB 
[72–75]. 

GCs are the standard therapy for treating malignancies of the 
lymphoid lineage including leukemia, lymphomas, and multiple 
myeloma due to their effects promoting apoptosis and arresting cell 
growth in cells of the immune system [76,77] (Table 1). Although GCs 
alone are not curative, the initial response to GCs in children with acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the best predictor of the overall 
outcome to full treatment. GCs (dexamethasone or prednisone) are 
routinely administered in combination with other agents (such as 
vincristine, mercaptopurine, asparaginase, and methotrexate), leading 

to complete remission in approximately 90 % of children with both B 
and T-cell ALL [76]. In this context, GR induces apoptosis in a 
cell-autonomous manner by modulating the balance between pro- and 
anti-apoptotic mediators through the transcriptional regulation of 
apoptosis-related genes (B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl2) family) and the in-
hibition of survival factors (Myc). Unfortunately, some patients with 
ALL are resistant to GCs due to several factors that prevent GC-induced 
cell death including the imbalanced expression of Bcl2 family members. 
GCs are also successfully used in combination with other drugs 
(thalidomide, cyclophosphamide, and proteasome inhibitors) for treat-
ing multiple myeloma [76]. 

In non-hematopoietic cancers, the overall efficacy of GCs is contro-
versial and at most, their use (as monotherapy or adjuvants) only pro-
vides partial benefits in certain hormone-driven cancers [78]. Recent 
findings indicate that in breast and prostate cancers, whether GCs pro-
mote or inhibit tumour progression depends on the functional crosstalk 
between GR and other NRs of the steroid subfamily, namely ER or AR 
[78]. Indeed, high levels of GR correlated with poor prognosis in ER 
negative breast cancer and ovarian cancer, and also contributed to the 
progression of CRPC or the resistance to the AR antagonist enzaluta-
mide. The fact that GR and AR are structural and functionally similar, in 
particular in their DBD, theoretically allows their binding to identical 
DNA sequences [79]. Indeed, GR binds to more than 50 % of AR binding 
sites in enzalutamide-resistant cells. Therefore, GR activation may 
represent an escape mechanism for tumour cells in an attempt to 
compensate for the loss of ER or AR (Fig. 3). Consistent with this, the use 
of GR antagonists restored the sensitivity of mCRPC to AR blockade 
supporting the usefulness of combination therapies [26]. 

GCs are not prescribed for the treatment of other epithelial cancers 
such as non-melanoma skin cancer. However, experimental data from 
mouse models demonstrated that GR acted as tumour suppressor in 
chemically induced skin tumours [80–82]. Mice with gain- and 
loss-of-function of GR showed reduced and increased susceptibility, 
respectively, to the onset, development, and malignization of skin tu-
mours. In these epithelial tumours, GR decreased epidermal cell prolif-
eration and inflammation by antagonizing PI3K/AKT/NFκB activities 
[80,81]. 

Finally, GCs are commonly used in non-hematopoietic cancers as 
adjuvant in chemo- or radio-therapy due to their ability to ameliorate 
several associated side effects. However, the long-term use of GCs is 
restricted by the GC accompanying adverse effects including metabolic 
effects, muscle wasting and osteoporosis [83]. This highlights the need 
of developing strategies that improve the beneficial/risk ratio of GCs. 

The precise molecular mechanisms underlying the multiple actions 
of GR in the context of cancer remain unclear [77]. In epithelial cancers, 
GR may affect cell survival by inhibiting p53, activating p38 and AKT 
signalling, or stimulating the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
such as interleukin (IL)-6 [84–86]. In breast cancer, GC anti-apoptotic 
effects are due to the induction of DUSP1 and NFKBIA, as they inhibit 
MAPK and NFκB pathways, respectively [87–90]. GILZ is a major 
mediator of GC anti-inflammatory effects in many cell types by inhib-
iting Ras, AP-1 and NFκB signalling. These actions should contribute to 
alleviate inflammation-related tumour growth, metastasis, and conver-
sion. However, as GILZ also mediates immunosuppression, it could 
enhance tumour development. Therefore, GILZ can either promote or 
inhibit tumour growth depending on the context [91]. It seems thus 
necessary to identify the cell-type specific genes regulated by GR in each 
tissue as well as the specific coregulators that would allow selectively 
enhancing beneficial GR functions. 

GR loss occurs in many cancers, and may cause malignant trans-
formation [92,93]. However, the role of GC signalling in tumour pro-
gression and metastasis is greatly unknown. Overall, GCs seem to inhibit 
cell migration, invasion, and angiogenesis as well as down-regulate 
pro-angiogenic factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF) and IL-8. GCs are also common palliatives in metastatic cancers 
(lung, bladder) used to prevent hypersensitivity reaction and skin rashes 
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[76]. However, stress- and aging-related cancers have been associated 
with increased GC levels concomitant with the dysregulation of the 
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis. The seemingly controversial ac-
tions of GCs are particularly relevant in the immune system, which be-
comes dysregulated at some point in all cancers. In this regard, GCs 
constitute a double sword-edge as their intended immunosuppressive 
actions can simultaneously reduce the capacity of the immune system to 
mount a response against cancer. 

In addition, several oxysterols have been reported to behave as GR 
ligands, thus modifying the action of classical GC agonists on GR. For 
example, 6-oxo-cholestan-3β,5α-diol (OCDO) can bind to GR, inducing 
its nuclear translocation, and regulating gene expression [94]. However, 
the resulting transcriptional outcome is different from that elicited by 
cortisol or dexamethasone. Given that OCDO levels are increased in 
breast cancer samples relative to healthy tissue, and that elevated GR 
expression/function correlates with poor therapeutic response or prog-
nosis in these tumours [94,95], novel therapeutic strategies could be 
aimed to targeting this metabolite in breast cancer or other epithelial 
cancers. 

5. Anti-tumorigenic and anti-metastatic actions of the thyroid 
hormone receptor β 

Thyroid hormones (thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3)) and 
thyroid hormone receptors (TRs) are crucial regulators of growth, 
development and metabolism, affecting virtually all cells in the organ-
ism [96]. Two different genes encode TRα (NR1A1) and TRβ (NR1A2) 
proteins, respectively, which are widely expressed. In general, TRs can 
bind response elements on their target genes either as monomers or, 
preferentially, as heterodimers with RXR [1]. 

Besides their classical actions, thyroid hormones also play important 
roles in cell proliferation and cancer [97,98]. Since these hormones are 
highly pleiotropic, the different TR isotypes might have opposing effects 
depending on the cell type, the cellular context or the transformation 
status [96]. In addition, it has been proposed that thyroid hormones 
exert non-genomic actions that are initiated at the cell membrane, which 
could be mediated by a fraction of membrane-associated NRs, or by the 
occupancy of putative membrane receptors, such as integrin αVβ3 [99], 
adding to the complexity of the effects of thyroid hormones in normal 
and neoplastic cells. 

The first evidence connecting TRs with cancer was the discovery that 
TRα is the cellular counterpart of the v-erbA oncogene of the erythro-
blastosis virus, which causes avian erythroleukemia and sarcomas. This 
oncogene has a constitutive dominant-negative activity that inhibits the 
actions of endogenous TRs. Moreover, mice transgenic for v-erbA 
develop hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) [100], reinforcing the idea 
that TRs could have tumour suppressor activity and that the loss of their 
function could result in a selective advantage for cellular transformation 
and tumour growth. In addition, reduced expression, anomalous cellular 
localization and/or alterations of the TRβ gene occur in many types of 
human tumours [98]. These alterations include point mutations, de-
letions, loss of heterozygosity or biallelic inactivation by promoter 
methylation, and most of the TRβ mutants found in tumours also have a 
dominant-negative activity, acting as TR inhibitors. The fact that TRβ 
could function as a tumour suppressor was also shown in mouse models 
of metastatic follicular thyroid carcinoma [101], mammary tumours 
[102] and chemical skin carcinogenesis [103]. 

Interestingly, TR deficiency inhibits benign tumour formation at 
early stages of skin carcinogenesis, whereas it increases malignization at 
later stages, indicating that TRs could mediate divergent effects on cell 
proliferation and malignant transformation. These diverging effects are 
very clear in the case of the liver. Thyroid hormone administration to 
mice causes liver hyperplasia [104] and TRβ, the main liver TR, medi-
ates the effect of the hormone in promoting hepatocyte proliferation in 
response to hepatectomy [105]. However, thyroid hormones induce a 
rapid regression of carcinogen-induced hepatic nodules in rodents, 

reducing the incidence of HCC and lung metastasis [106]. These findings 
are in agreement with the fact that hypothyroidism is considered a risk 
factor for the development of hepatocarcinoma in humans [107] and 
that the down-regulation of TRβ is an early event in human and rat 
hepatocarcinoma development [108]. 

Contrary to the well-accepted role of TRβ as a tumour suppressor, 
TRα can have oncogenic effects by cooperating with the WNT pathway 
in the induction of intestinal tumorigenesis in mice [109]. This contrasts 
with the selective loss of TRβ in human colon carcinoma [110] and with 
its expression being associated with a benign phenotype [111]. Both 
receptors may also have an opposite role in breast cancer, where TRα 
expression is high and TRβ expression is lost [112,113]. In fact, hypo-
thyroid patients have been reported to present both a higher and a 
reduced incidence of breast carcinomas [114]. These confounding ef-
fects could be secondary not only to thyroid hormone binding to 
different receptor isotypes, but also to the profound metabolic changes 
associated with hypothyroidism. In this sense, tumour growth is 
retarded in hypothyroid immunodeficient mice inoculated with both 
parental and TRβ-expressing mammary tumour cells, but hypothyroid-
ism also increases the number of invasion fronts of the tumours, the 
infiltration to neighbouring tissues and metastatic growth [115]. Such 
divergent effects may contribute to explain the contradictory reports on 
the influence of hypothyroidism in human breast cancer. 

The re-expression of TRβ in human liver and breast cancer cell lines 
that have lost receptor expression results in the suppression of prolif-
eration, migration and invasion in cultured cells, and in tumour growth 
retardation, partial mesenchymal to epithelial cell transition and sup-
pression of metastasis in nude mice [103]. Several mechanisms involved 
in the anti-tumorigenic and anti-metastatic effects of TRβ have been 
identified. Among them, thyroid hormones can induce cellular senes-
cence in the liver, a mechanism that is believed to act as a first barrier 
against cellular transformation and tumour development [116]. This 
action is mediated by binding to TRβ, and not to TRα [117], and may be 
an important component of the initial tumour suppressor activity of the 
receptor. In addition, TRβ induces the transcription of microRNAs 
(miRNAs) miR-424 and miR-503, which belong to the miR-16 family, 
known for their capacity to down-regulate cell proliferation, migration 
and invasion. Induction of these miRNAs mediates some of the 
anti-proliferative and anti-metastatic actions of T3 in cancer cells [118]. 
Furthermore, TRs can antagonize the actions of the transforming growth 
factor beta (TGFβ) pathway, thus inhibiting tumour cell proliferation 
and migration, and alleviating fibrosis [119,120]. TRβ also blocks the 
mitogenic action of other growth factors suppressing the activation of 
MAPK and PI3K signalling pathways, which are critical for cell prolif-
eration and invasion [103]. Finally, tumour lymphangiogenesis, which 
is a main event in the metastatic spread of breast cancer tumours, and 
sentinel lymph node invasion is also inhibited by TRβ [121]. 

Genes that are relevant for metastatic progression have been iden-
tified [122]. Strikingly, TRβ coordinately down-regulates the expression 
of many pro-metastatic genes both in cultured cells and in tumours 
[103], and represses the expression of genes encoding for VEGF-C and 
VEGF-D [121], which are crucial regulators of lymphangiogenesis. 
NCoR, which is inactivated in various solid human tumours [123], plays 
a key role in the anti-tumorigenic and anti-metastatic actions of TRβ. In 
the absence of NCoR, tumour xenografts were bigger, metastatic growth 
was enhanced and the inhibitory effect of TRβ in tumour growth, 
metastasis and lymphangiogenesis was significantly attenuated [120]. 
The relevance of these results is supported by the fact that NCoR and TRβ 
transcripts are significantly reduced in human hepatocarcinoma tu-
mours when compared with normal tissue, with a strong correlation 
between the levels of both transcripts. These genes are also 
down-regulated in the more aggressive ER-negative human breast tu-
mours in comparison to ER-positive tumours with better prognosis 
[120]. In addition, NCoR and TRβ transcripts correlate negatively with 
those derived from lymphangiogenic genes [121], suggesting that NCoR 
is important for the silencing of pro-metastatic and lymphangiogenic 
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genes by TRβ. 
A subpopulation of CSCs with capacity for self-renewal, which can 

grow in culture as mammospheres, is believed to drive initiation, pro-
gression, and relapse of breast tumours [124]. The tumour suppressor 
actions of TRβ may be also related to the regulation of the CSC popu-
lation. Indeed, the treatment of TRβ-expressing breast cancer cells with 
thyroid hormone decreases significantly the self-renewal capacity of 
CSCs, the efficiency of mammosphere formation, the expression of 
pluripotency factors within the mammospheres, and the tumour initi-
ating capacity in immunodeficient mice, indicating that TRβ limits the 
breast CSC population [125]. 

6. RAR: a paradigm of cancer cell differentiation therapeutic 
strategy 

RARs regulate the expression of a vast array of genes that control cell 
proliferation, differentiation and survival as well as full body homeo-
stasis [126]. RARs consist of three subtypes, RARα (NR1B1), RARβ 
(NR1B2) and RARγ (NR1B3), encoded by separate genes. Abundant 
levels of RARα are detected in most tissues, whereas the other two iso-
types are more abundant in specific tissues, e.g. RARβ in retina and 
RARγ in esophagus and skin. RARs are activated by retinoids, 
endogenously-derived from vitamin A metabolites, such as all-trans 
retinoid acid (ATRA) [127]. 

RARs inhibit cell cycle progression by the direct transcriptional 
activation of the p21 cell-cycle inhibitor, which correlates with cell 
differentiation [128]. In addition, RAR activation may also cause cell 
death by inducing the tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-related 
apoptosis-inducing ligand pathway [129]. In adulthood, RARs are key 
players in the regulation of cell renewal, with essential roles in tissue 
stem cells [126]. 

Alterations in the functionality of RARs, caused by dysregulated gene 
expression, mutations, fusions to other proteins, or anomalous post- 
translational modifications, are associated to neoplasia and malignant 
cell transformation [126]. The most representative example is found in 
acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), a subtype of acute myeloid leu-
kemia (AML), in which oncogenic RARα fusion proteins are generated by 
diverse chromosomal translocation events. The chromosomal trans-
location (t15;17)(q22:q11), which renders the promyelocytic leukemia 
(PML)-RARα fusion protein, is found in 95 % of all APL cases. Despite the 
fact that PML-RAR retains the LBD of RAR, this fusion protein is re-
fractory to the physiological levels of ATRA. Under these conditions, 
PML-RAR binds more strongly to HDAC-corepressor complexes than the 
RAR-RXR heterodimer, thus leading to a constitutively silenced gene 
expression program. However, the administration of pharmacological 
doses of ATRA (in combination with arsenic trioxide) is very effective as 
cancer cell differentiation therapy because it favours the dissociation of 
PML-RAR from HDAC-corepressor complexes, thus reverting the dif-
ferentiation blockade at the promyelocytic stage [130] (Table 1). 
Nonetheless, some leukemic stem cells and other less common RAR 
fusion proteins are unresponsive to ATRA but, upon treatment with 
HDAC inhibitors, the sensitivity to ATRA is restored [131]. 

In particular for the RARβ2 isoform, compelling evidence indicates 
that it has tumour suppressive activity. In this regard, the loss of RARβ2 
expression due to chromosome rearrangements or epigenetic mecha-
nisms has been documented in a variety of cancer types, including 
hepatocarcinoma, breast, lung, prostate, and head and neck cancers, and 
it positively correlates with tumour grade [132]. Moreover, the 
expression of the RARβ4 isoform is increased in some types of cancer and 
inversely correlates with RARβ2 abundance. Notably, RARβ4 almost 
lacks the N-terminal domain and seems to function as a 
dominant-negative of RARβ2 because of its ability to heterodimerize 
with RXR. The recovery of RARβ2 expression in patients treated with 
RAR agonists is associated to a positive clinical response. In the same 
line, beneficial effects of retinoid administration in APL, head/neck and 
skin cancers correlated with the induction of RARβ expression [133]. 

Retinoids also inhibit UV-induced skin cancer development in pa-
tients of xeroderma pigmentosum. In this regard, in experimental 
models for chemically-induced skin carcinogenesis, retinoid treatment 
showed effectiveness in inhibiting the appearance of squamous papil-
loma, in correlation with the ability of RAR to block AP-1 activity [134]. 

Despite the beneficial effects of retinoid chemotherapy in some types 
of cancer, the use of ATRA is limited due to its teratogenic effects and 
remains controversial in solid tumours because of mechanisms confer-
ring retinoic acid resistance and toxicity syndrome [135] (Fig. 3), which 
implies that further studies are required to test the efficacy of 
isoform-selective RAR ligands and/or alternative combinatorial thera-
pies overcoming such resistance. 

7. Anti-carcinogenic activities of RXRα 

RXRs play critical roles in a plethora of physiological processes, 
including embryo development, cell differentiation, metabolism and 
organ homeostasis. The receptor has three isotypes, RXRα (NR2B1), 
RXRβ (NR2B2), and RXRγ (NR2B3). RXRα shows abundant expression in 
the liver, kidney, epidermis and spleen; RXRβ is ubiquitously expressed; 
and the most restricted of the three receptors is RXRγ, which is abun-
dantly expressed in muscle and brain. RXR has a unique cooperative 
function because of its ability to form homodimers as well as hetero-
dimers with several other NRs, such as RARs, TRs, PPARs and LXRs. RXR 
binds the vitamin A derivatives 9-cis-retinoic acid and 9-cis-13,14-dihy-
droretinoic acid, some fatty acids, such as docosahexanoic acid and 
phytanic acid, and selective RXR ligands known as rexinoids [127]. 

Ligands that activate RXRα display potent anti-carcinogenic activ-
ities by inhibiting cancer cell growth and promoting apoptosis [136] and 
by repressing inflammatory pathways critical for carcinogenesis [137, 
138]. Alterations in the expression and function of RXRα are indeed 
implicated in the development of a number of cancers. The targeted 
disruption of the RXRα gene, for example, leads to pre-neoplastic lesions 
in the prostate and to cervical metaplasia [139,140]. Consistently, the 
diminished expression of RXRα [141–143] or its malfunction due to 
phosphorylation by the Ras-MAPK pathway [144,145] are associated 
with the development of several forms of cancer. In addition, hotspot 
mutations (S427 F/Y) in the RXRA gene are present in approximately 5% 
of bladder cancer samples [146,147]. An oncogenic role for the S427 
F/Y mutation has been proposed in luminal bladder cancer, potentially 
through the aberrant activation of other dimerization partners (e.g. 
PPARγ) in the absence of ligand [148]. 

Interestingly, a cytosolic truncated form of RXRα exists in several 
tumours and cancer cell lines as a consequence of proteolytic cleavage 
[149]. Aberrant RXRα function due to limited proteolysis may cause 
resistance to the anti-proliferative effects of retinoids [150] and promote 
cancer cell survival by activating the PI3K/AKT pathway [151]. The 
overexpression of this form accelerated the development of 
colitis-associated colon cancer in mice through increased IL-6 signalling 
in myeloid cells [152]. 

Because of all these considerations RXRα represents an important 
target for the pharmacologic intervention of cancer. The administration 
of selective RXR agonists have a well-established beneficial effect in 
solid tumours because of their capacity to induce the differentiation 
and/or apoptosis of cancer cells [136]. The endogenous RXR ligand 
9-cis-retinoic acid (also known as alitretinoin or panretin) is indicated in 
the topical treatment of cutaneous lesions of acquired immune defi-
ciency syndrome (AIDS)-related Kaposi’s sarcoma [153], whereas 
13-cis-retinoic acid (isotretinoin) has therapeutic potential in the 
treatment of several other types of cancer [154,155]. 

The synthetic RXRα ligand bexarotene (also known as targretin) is 
used currently for treating refractory cutaneous T cell lymphoma (CTCL) 
[156] (Table 1). Bexarotene acted synergistically with standard first-line 
cytotoxic chemotherapy [157] and overcame the acquired resistance to 
paclitaxel in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [158]. Interestingly, 
bexarotene also appeared to increase the survival of a segment of NSCLC 
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patients developing high-grade hypertriglyceridemia [159,160]. 
RXR agonists, in combination with drugs that increase the levels of 

cyclic AMP, can induce the terminal granulocytic differentiation and 
apoptosis of AML cells that are unresponsive or resistant to ATRA 
therapy [161]. Consistently, clinical trials suggest that bexarotene may 
also be useful as combined therapy for AML [162]. The mechanism by 
which RXR agonists exert cell differentiation has been proposed to be 
independent of heterodimerization with RAR [163]. In contrast, the 
combined use of bexarotene with LXR agonists induced potent differ-
entiation and cytotoxicity in AML cell lines and primary human AML 
cells [163], which raises the possibility that the combined activation of 
RXR-LXR heterodimers might have a potential role in the differentiation 
therapy of AML. 

Apart from agonistic ligands, some compounds target specific 
properties of the RXRα molecule. This is the case of acyclic retinoid (also 
known as peretinoin), a synthetic retinoid that binds to both RXR and 
RAR and prevents the phosphorylation of RXRα by the Ras/MAPK 
pathway through an undefined mechanism [164]. Clinical studies have 
shown that it is effective in suppressing HCC recurrence and improving 
patient survival rates following curative therapy [164]. Peretinoin not 
only enhances the expression of retinoid target genes in the liver but also 
modulates various signal transduction pathways involved in hep-
atocarcinogenesis [165]. On the other hand, the naturally occurring 
xanthone CF31 is able to inhibit the interaction between the truncated 
form of RXRα and PI3K, thus facilitating the induction of cell death in 
response to TNFα [166]. 

In contrast to the beneficial effects of rexinoids in a number of ma-
lignancies, RXRα has been demonstrated to be a binding partner of the 
PML-RAR fusion, which suggests a contributing role for RXRα in APL 
[167,168]. Genome-wide epigenetic studies suggested that the 
PML-RARα-RXR complex acts as a local chromatin modulator that is 
crucial for oncogenic transformation and for the development of APL in 
transgenic mice [169], thus raising the possibility that RXRα may be a 
relevant therapeutic target also in APL. 

The role of RXR expression specifically in the myeloid compartment 
and in the context of cancer has been recently addressed. In line with 
negative actions of RXRs in inflammatory responses and angiogenesis, 
RXR expression in myeloid cells has been shown to play a protective role 
against cancer cell migration and invasion [170]. RXR deletion in 
myeloid cells resulted in the increased expression of important de-
terminants of premetastatic niche formation in the lung. Mechanisti-
cally, RXR mediated the repression of these genes through corepressor 
recruitment to DNA elements in a ligand-independent manner [170]. 
However, recent studies have shown that the expression of RXRs in 
tissue resident macrophages contributes to their accumulation in tu-
mours and to ovarian tumour progression in mice [171], which raises 
the need to further explore the specific contribution of RXRs in the 
different cell compartments of the tumour microenvironment. 

8. PPARs display multiple functions that are pro and anti- 
tumoral 

The PPAR subfamily includes three members, PPARα (NR1C1), 
PPARδ (NR1C2), and PPARγ (NR1C3), which are activated by fatty 
acids, eicosanoids and numerous xenobiotics. Whereas the homology 
between the DBD domains of the three subtypes reaches up to 80 % 
identity, their LBDs exhibit a lower degree of sequence homology, 
thereby allowing the binding of structurally different ligands that may 
account for the specific biological activities of the three PPAR isotypes. 

The expression pattern of each PPAR in adult animals is tissue- 
specific. PPARα is mainly expressed in the liver, where it activates 
fatty acid catabolism. PPARδ is expressed ubiquitously and is implicated 
in fatty acid oxidation and keratinocyte differentiation. PPARγ is mainly 
expressed in adipose tissue, colon, kidney and immune cells, including 
lymphocytes and macrophages. PPARγ is an essential modulator of 
adipocyte differentiation, lipid storage and glucose metabolism, and 

plays important anti-inflammatory roles in macrophages [172]. In 
addition, PPARs are also involved in the control of central cellular 
processes including cell differentiation, proliferation, survival, and 
apoptosis [173]. Because of their roles at the crosstalk between meta-
bolism and central cellular processes, PPARs have received interest as 
potential therapeutic targets for a variety of malignancies, including 
solid tumours, such as liver, lung, gastrointestinal, breast and prostate 
cancer, as well as leukemia [174,175]. 

The role of the PPARα and PPARδ isotypes in cancer is controversial. 
The chronic administration of PPARα agonists in rodents results in a 
short-term pleiotropic response leading to liver hypertrophy and hy-
perplasia that is followed by the formation of HCC [176,177]. The 
development of such tumours occurs via an increase in oxidative stress, 
the induction of cell proliferation and the inhibition of apoptosis [176, 
178]. Mice lacking PPARα are resistant to clofibrate- and WY-14, 
643-induced hepatic neoplasia [177,179]. In contrast, epidemiological 
studies suggest that similar effects are unlikely to occur in humans [180, 
181]. A number of experimental observations suggest major differences 
between rodents and humans in the response to PPARα agonists 
[182–184], potentially due to the significantly lower expression of 
PPARα in human hepatocytes, the inefficient ligand activation of human 
PPARα [185], and the differential expression of coactivators and/or 
PPARα variants. Another possible explanation suggests that human 
PPARα does not exert carcinogenic effects, as the activation of a hu-
manized PPARα in transgenic mice results in the increased expression of 
genes that modulate lipid catabolism but does not induce hepatic tu-
mours [178,185]. This finding raises the question of whether there are 
structural variations in the regulatory regions of genes involved in he-
patocyte growth between humans and rodents that might be responsible 
for the differential response to PPARα agonists [182,185,186]. In 
addition, murine, but not humanized, PPARα down-regulated the let-7c 
miRNA cluster, which targets Myc. Therefore, the increased stability of 
Myc mRNA might contribute to enhance mitogenic signalling and he-
patocyte proliferation in response to murine PPARα activation [187]. 

Paradoxically, several other studies suggest that activating PPARα 
could be useful for the prevention or treatment of different cancers. The 
administration of PPARα agonists inhibited the growth of tumours 
derived from melanoma, glioblastoma, Lewis lung carcinoma, and 
fibrosarcoma cell lines, and of xenografts from A549 human lung cancer 
cells [188–190]. These inhibitory effects were mediated by the 
PPARα-dependent inhibition of endothelial cell proliferation and 
angiogenesis, via the suppression of epoxyeicosatrienoic acid biosyn-
thesis [191,192]. In addition, PPARα inhibited inflammatory signalling 
through repressive interaction with the p65 subunit of NFκB [193] and 
negatively influenced aerobic glycolysis (the Warburg effect) [194]. In 
this sense, the activation of PPARα increased the mitochondrial oxida-
tion of fatty acids, and inhibited the expression of glutaminase, thus 
reducing glutamine levels and limiting cancer cell growth [194,195]. 
Recently, intestinal PPARα was also shown to protect against colon 
carcinogenesis via the regulation of DNA methyltransferase 1 and pro-
tein arginine methyltransferase 6 [196]. In the same line, the adminis-
tration of fenofibrate protected transgenic mice expressing human 
PPARα from chemical-induced colon tumorigenesis [196]. 

Pro- and anti-tumorigenic roles have also been proposed for PPARδ 
[177,178]. PPARδ expression is up-regulated in various human cancers, 
including colorectal cancer [197–199], pancreatic cancer [200], and 
lung cancer [201]. In general, high PPARδ expression in human cancers 
is associated with higher pathological grade and negative survival out-
comes [197,202]. PPARδ overexpression in intestinal epithelial cells in 
mice, which mimics the up-regulation of this protein in human colon 
cancer tissues, promoted chemical-induced colorectal tumorigenesis 
[203]. Moreover, a recently published study using unbiased global 
transcriptome analysis identified PPARδ activation as a driver of intes-
tinal stem cell transformation and tumour promotion in APCMin mice 
maintained on a high-fat diet, suggesting that PPARδ may play a 
mechanistic role in obesity-driven cancers [204,205]. 
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In contrast with the general pro-tumorigenic roles of PPARδ, a recent 
retrospective clinical study associated high PPARδ expression in colo-
rectal tumours with an increased survival rate following radiation 
treatment [206]. In addition, its oncosuppressive activity was also 
proposed in prostate cancer [207] and in chemically induced skin 
carcinogenesis [208,209]. 

The controversy regarding the role of PPARδ in tumorigenesis is also 
evident in in vivo deletion studies in mice, in which the absence of this 
protein in the germline has either positive [210] or negative [211,212] 
effects on colon tumour development. Interestingly, in the PPARδ 
knockout model in which a pro-tumorigenic effect was observed in the 
colon, tumour development after the implantation of melanoma or 
Lewis lung carcinoma cells was inhibited [213]. Likewise, backcrossing 
this model with MMTV-cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 transgenic mice resul-
ted in the suppression of mammary gland tumour formation [214]. Such 
contradictory findings has prompted the interpretation that PPARδ may 
play different roles depending on where it is specifically expressed; 
PPARδ expression in stromal cells within the tumour microenvironment 
may promote tumorigenesis, whereas PPARδ expression in cancer cells 
may suppress tumour growth [213]. 

Apart from the effects on tumour growth, a pro-metastatic role for 
PPARδ has been suggested in different studies. The down-regulation of 
PPARδ expression in human cancer cells strongly suppressed metastasis 
after their orthotopic injection in immunodeficient mouse models. These 
effects occurred via the suppression of the expression of important pro- 
metastatic genes in cancer cells and of critical metastatic events 
including angiogenesis, epithelial-mesenchymal transition, and cancer 
cell invasion and migration [197]. In addition, PPARδ-deficiency in 
stromal cells also contributed to inhibit metastasis [197]. The activation 
of PPARδ promoted the migration and invasion of highly metastatic 
melanoma cells by up-regulating the Snail Family transcriptional 
repressor 1 [215]. Furthermore, PPARδ up-regulation in human colon, 
lung, and breast cancers correlated with reduced metastasis-free sur-
vival [197]. 

In contrast to the other members of the PPAR subfamily, PPARγ plays 
roles that are predominantly anti-tumorigenic. The activation of PPARγ 
inhibits growth, and either promotes apoptosis or induces the differen-
tiation of a number of cancer cell lines in vitro and in vivo, including 
liposarcoma, prostate, breast, bladder and colon cancer cells [178]. 
Several mechanisms are involved in these actions, including the 
repression of cyclin D1, the induction of cell cycle inhibitors (e.g. p21, 
p27 and PTEN) or the up-regulation of pro-apoptotic factors (e.g. BAX 
and BAD) [178]. An indirect mechanism affecting cell proliferation re-
lies on the insulin sensitizing activity of the PPARγ agonists thiazolidi-
nediones (TZDs), which may decrease hyperinsulinemia in patients of 
metabolic diseases associated to insulin resistance, and hence, prevent 
the mitogenic effects of insulin on malignant cells [216]. 

In addition to direct actions on transformed cells, inhibitory effects 
on the inflammatory response and on angiogenesis within the tumour 
microenvironment may contribute to the anti-tumorigenic activities of 
ligand-activated PPARγ [217]. Also, PPARγ activation counteracts the 
cancer-associated up-regulation of the WNT/β-catenin pathway, which 
is important in cancer-related chronic inflammation and oxidative stress 
[218]. 

Of note, the tumour inhibitory action of TZDs was shown to be in-
dependent or only partially dependent on PPARγ, and initial clinical 
trials using TZDs as monotherapy failed to show significant effectiveness 
against cancer [219]. However, epidemiological studies have evidenced 
a reduction in the development of different types of cancer in diabetic 
patients treated with TZDs [220]. As mentioned above, it must be taken 
into account that the beneficial effect of TZDs-PPARγ may not be a 
consequence of direct anti-tumour actions alone, but result also from 
indirect effects leading to the amelioration of pro-tumorigenic condi-
tions [217]. However, relevant discordances have emerged such as the 
increased risk of bladder cancer, non-Hodgkin lymphoma and mela-
noma in type 2 diabetes patients long-time treated with pioglitazone 

[221,222]. Currently, numerous clinical trials are ongoing (in phase II 
and III) for the use of PPARγ ligands, including rosiglitazone, pioglita-
zone, efatutazone and troglitazone, as mono- or combined therapeutic 
agents for a long list of cancers with different clinical outputs [175] 
(Table 1). 

In summary, the effects of PPARs on tumour progression are diverse 
and depend on the type of tissue and/or the PPAR ligand evaluated. 
Several variables, including the levels of expression of PPAR isotypes in 
the tumour microenvironment, the specific sets of genes regulated by 
each isotype, the relative abundance of coactivators and corepressors, 
and the possibility that ligands exert both PPAR-dependent and -inde-
pendent activities, influence the capability of such ligands to modulate 
tumour growth. 

9. The modulation of lipid metabolism by liver X receptors as a 
promising strategy in cancer therapy 

Two subtypes of LXRs exist, LXRα (NR1H3) and LXRβ (NR1H2), with 
established roles in the control of lipid and glucose metabolism, and in 
the regulation of immune responses. LXRα is highly expressed in the 
liver, adipose tissue, intestine, kidney and lung, whereas LXRβ is present 
in most tissues. They can be naturally activated by specific endogenous 
oxysterols (e.g. 22(R)-HC, 24(S)-HC, 27-HC, and 24(S),25-epoxycholes-
terol) or the cholesterol precursor desmosterol. In addition, they can be 
activated by synthetic high-affinity agonists [223]. 

The effects of LXR activation as a potential therapy in cancer have 
been studied with raising interest in the last decade. Synthetic LXR li-
gands (e.g. TO901317 and GW3965) have potent anti-proliferative, 
cytostatic and pro-apoptotic activities in several cancer cell lines 
[224–227]. These effects translate into reduced tumour progression in 
murine models [225,226,228–232]. A number of molecular mechanisms 
involved in intracellular signalling and cell cycle progression have been 
shown to be affected by LXR activation in a cell-autonomous manner in 
different cancer cell types. These include the repression of positive cell 
cycle regulators (eg. cyclins and/or CDKs) [225,227,232–234], the 
up-regulation of cell cycle inhibitors (e.g. p21 or p27) [225,227, 
235–237], the induction of suppressor of cytokine signalling 3 [228], 
and the interference with the β-catenin/WNT pathway [238]. In addi-
tion, LXR agonists are able to inhibit AKT pro-survival signalling [226] 
and to induce caspase-dependent cell death in several cancer cell lines 
[225,226,229,230]. 

The accumulated evidences indicate that the transcriptional activa-
tion of genes involved in lipid homeostasis within cancer cells plays an 
essential role in the anti-tumoral actions of the LXR pathway. In this 
sense, the induction of the cholesterol and phospholipid transporter 
ATP-binding cassette (ABC)G1, and the subsequent reduction in intra-
cellular cholesterol levels, contribute to the anti-proliferative actions of 
LXRs in cancer cells [239]. Indeed, alterations in the structural charac-
teristics of lipid rafts caused by the increased expression of ABCG1 was 
proposed as the basis for the reduced AKT phosphorylation in pancreatic 
cancer cells stimulated with LXR agonists [226]. 

In particular, glioblastoma cells are highly dependent on the uptake 
of cholesterol for survival due to dysregulated endogenous cholesterol 
synthesis [231]. LXR-623, which is a partial agonist for LXRα and a full 
agonist for LXRβ, induced glioblastoma cell death through LXRβ-de-
pendent intracellular cholesterol depletion. This effect was consistent 
with the capacity of LXR-623 to induce the expression of two sets of 
targets in parallel: the E3 ubiquitin ligase inducible degrader of the 
low-density lipoprotein receptor (IDOL), a mechanism that limits the 
uptake of cholesterol-rich low-density lipoproteins, and the cholesterol 
transporters ABCA1 and ABCG1 that mediate cholesterol efflux. 

The discovery of a different partial agonist for LXRs, dendrogenin A, 
allowed the identification of an additional role for LXRβ as inducer of 
lethal autophagy in human melanoma and AML cells [240]. Den-
drogenin A is a naturally occurring steroidal alkaloid product of the 
enzymatic conjugation of a cholesterol derivative (5, 
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6α-epoxycholesterol) and histamine [241]. Although the potential 
contribution of LXRα was not discarded, the partial agonism of LXRβ was 
proposed to mediate a complex combination of actions, including the 
direct transcriptional activation of other members of the NR family 
(nuclear receptor 77 (Nur77/NR4A1) and neuron-derived orphan re-
ceptor 1 (NOR1/NR4A3)) and of microtubule associated LC3, which is 
an important mediator of autophagosome formation [240]. In addition, 
dendrogenin A de-repressed the expression of transcription factor EB, a 
master transcriptional regulator of autophagy and lysosome biogenesis, 
by blocking the inhibitory action of LXRβ on this gene. These combi-
natorial effects were selective for dendrogenin A and were not observed 
in response to conventional full LXR agonists. Moreover, dendrogenin A 
induced characteristics of differentiation in human thyroid carcinoma 
cells in an LXRβ-dependent manner [242]. 

In addition, the LXR pathway is able to promote a lipogenic program 
involving the increased expression of fatty acid synthase (FAS), which 
results in triacylglyceride accumulation. Induction of this program in 
prostate cancer cells resulted in cell cycle arrest [234]. However, an LXR 
inverse agonist, SR9243, which induces LXR-corepressor interaction and 
reduces the expression of genes controlling glycolysis and lipogenesis, 
inhibited the Warburg effect and caused apoptosis in a broad range of 
cancer cells [243]. These contrasting observations reflect the need to 
further clarify the exact role of LXR-mediated lipogenesis in tumour 
growth control. 

The importance of secreted apolipoprotein E (ApoE), another direct 
LXR transcriptional target, as an inhibitor of the invasive capacity of 
melanoma cells has been consistently demonstrated [244]. ApoE 
secretion resulted in inhibitory effects on melanoma progression, 
angiogenesis and metastasis to the brain. Of note, the selective knock-
down of LXRβ, but not LXRα, in melanoma cells blocked the ability of 
LXR agonists to suppress invasion and endothelial cell recruitment. 

Apart from cancer cell-autonomous effects, LXR activation can also 
impact other cells within the tumour microenvironment. The activation 
of the LXR pathway altered endothelial cell cholesterol homeostasis, 
which affected the organization of lipid rafts in the plasma membrane 
[245]. These effects impaired VEGF receptor signalling and correlated 
with reduced tumour angiogenesis. In addition, stromal and endothelial 
cells may also contribute to the increase in ApoE levels in response to 
pharmacological LXR activation [244]. ApoE produced in vitro by 
LXR-treated macrophages reduced the proliferation and increased 
apoptosis of a human breast cancer cell line [246]. Moreover, the in-
crease in ApoE levels following LXR agonism with GW3965 or a novel 
LXR agonist, RGX-104, induced the apoptosis of myeloid-derived sup-
pressor cells (MDSC), resulting in decreased systemic and intratumoral 
levels of these cells in the context of melanoma [247]. These effects were 
associated with an augmented infiltration of activated cytotoxic T cells 
and pro-inflammatory helper T cells within the tumours, thus suggesting 
that the LXR-ApoE axis can exert anti-metastatic actions on cancer cells 
[244] while enhancing immune-mediated anti-tumoral responses [247]. 
In fact, RGX-104 and checkpoint blockade by anti-programmed cell 
death protein 1 (PD-1) antibodies displayed synergistic inhibitory effects 
on tumour growth in mice [247]. 

Whereas conventional LXR agonists have failed translation to the 
clinic due to adverse effects, RGX-104 is currently being tested in a phase 
1, first-in-human, dose escalation and expansion study in patients with 
lymphoma or advanced solid malignancies under standard treatments, 
including anti-PD-1 immunotherapy [248] (Table 1). Preliminary data 
indicate that RGX-104 reduce the abundance of MDSCs in cancer pa-
tients with diverse forms of metastatic cancer [247]. In addition, the 
importance of the LXR pathway in tumour growth control is supported 
by the potential prognostic value of LXRα expression in HCC patients 
[249]. 

In contrast to the generalized anti-tumoral effects of synthetic LXR 
agonists, the LXR pathway has been also shown to participate in 
mechanisms for tumour immune evasion. In this sense, factors released 
by the tumour, potentially endogenous oxysterols, inhibited the 

expression of C-C chemokine receptor type 7 (CCR7) in dendritic cells 
through the activation of LXRα. This mechanism impaired dendritic cell 
migration to lymph nodes, thus interfering with antigen presentation to 
T cells [250]. Other studies, however, have shown a requirement for LXR 
activation for efficient CCR7-dependent chemotaxis of dendritic cells 
and other myeloid cells [251,252], and the multifunctional enzyme 
CD38 emerged as an LXR transcriptional target mediating these effects 
in dendritic cells [251]. Therefore, these contrasting observations on the 
role of LXRs in dendritic cell chemotaxis raise the need to further 
investigate the type of molecules that are secreted in the tumour 
microenvironment and the way they act on the LXR pathway. On the 
other hand, hyaluronic acid produced within tumours has been recently 
shown to induce an increase in cholesterol efflux in tumour-associated 
macrophages through the activity of the cholesterol transporters 
ABCA1 and ABCG1. Increased cholesterol efflux promoted a pro-tumoral 
macrophage reprograming in response to IL-4 [253]. However, while 
these cholesterol transporters are conventional LXR targets, the 
involvement of LXRs in the actions of hyaluronic acid has not been 
established. 

In summary, many of the actions of the LXR pathway translate into 
inhibitory effects on cancer cell proliferation or on the pro-tumoral ac-
tivities of stromal cells, which directly or indirectly, derive from local 
changes in lipid metabolism. Therefore, the designing of improved li-
gands, and/or delivery strategies, that promote selective metabolic ac-
tions of LXRs within the tumour microenvironment deserve further 
investigation. 

10. Future perspectives 

Several NRs present opportunities for therapeutic intervention in 
cancer. As described in this review, established therapies or ongoing 
clinical trials exist based on the activation of several NRs (Table 1), 
either as monotherapy or in combination with chemotherapy or 
immunotherapy. In the case of PPARs, due to the fact that different 
isotypes exert complementary roles, a concept that has recently emerged 
is that dual- or pan-PPAR agonists may be more beneficial than agents 
targeting a single PPAR subtype. A candidate compound is bezafibrate, a 
pan-PPAR agonist, shown to reduce the development of colon cancer 
[254]. 

One of the major challenges in the field, however, is the development 
of side effects, as it often occurs after prolonged treatment with, for 
example, GCs [83], TZDs [174], or bexarotene [255]. This obstacle is 
also the reason why the progression of first-generation ligands for LXRs 
were stopped before reaching the clinics [256]. Novel synthetic ligands 
with less adverse effects and an improved therapeutic profile are 
currently under development for several NRs. In the case of GR, most of 
the side effects of GCs seem to rely on the GR transactivation function. 
For this reason, the designing of compounds able to selectively activate 
GR transrepression function, the so-called selective GR agonists and 
modulators (SEGRAMs), has become a major research focus and some of 
these molecules are currently in clinical trials [83]. In addition, a novel 
rexinoid capable of activating RXR with minimal toxicity offers thera-
peutic potential for the treatment of medulloblastoma [257]. Further-
more, the simultaneous activation of PPARα and/or PPARδ may be also 
a strategy to bypass the side effects of PPARγ agonists [174]. 

The second major obstacle in the field is the development of resis-
tance to NR ligands. As described in this review, mutations and other 
mechanisms contribute to the acquired unresponsiveness of NRs to ag-
onists or antagonists (Fig. 3). However, the molecular mechanisms un-
derlying such resistance are far from being well understood and more 
detailed knowledge about the structural and functional properties of 
NRs in the context of cancer will facilitate the discovery and develop-
ment of improved ligands. In this regard, the recently solved low- 
resolution of the full length AR structure may be an opportunity to 
develop novel anti-androgens with improved characteristics to avoid the 
development of resistance [258]. The use of alternative combinatorial 
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therapies also needs to be addressed. Tumour heterogeneity implies that 
within the same tumour, not all cancer cells express the receptor, as 
shown with breast cancer stem cells lacking ER, thus enabling their 
capacity to avoid the effects of endocrine therapy [55]. This illustrates 
the need to combine therapies in order to target such complexity. 
Another strategy is to reduce the content of cancer stem cells through 
differentiation. An example discussed here that strengthens this concept 
is the effectiveness of rexinoids in inducing the terminal differentiation 
of AML cells that are resistant to ATRA [161]. 

Taken together, further studies are required to identify genes tar-
geted by each NR agonist in a cell type-specific manner, and to define 
potential interactions between NRs and coregulators that selectively 
promote the beneficial functions of each NR. In addition, molecular 
studies exploring the structural aspects that govern NR-coregulator 
interaction in response to a given ligand and the acquisition of resis-
tance are fundamental. These aspects may not only provide avenues for 
the designing of compounds with improved therapeutic potential, but 
may also help define combinatorial strategies that address the hetero-
geneity of tumours. 
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